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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 'rhe nationalisation of the 14 major scheduled commercial banks in July 
1969 brought in its wake a rapid growth in branch expansion, particularly 
in the rural areas, accompanied by considerable rise in deposits and advances. 
It also had a material impact on the pattern of deployment of banking funds, 
particularly to the priority sectors. Commendable as was the progress of public 
sector banks, it was felt that there was further scope for banks in meeting 
the needs of the community by making bank credit an instrument of economic 
development. It was also felt that the growth of banking should be directed 
more towards rectifying the regional imbalances, not only in respect of credit 
disbursal, but also of branch expansion. Despite efforts in these directions, how
ever, there remained large-scale regional imbalances in banking facilities and 
operations, particularly for the weaker sections. It was with a view to examining 
the present position and future scope for a more balanced growth of banking 
as well as finding ways for getting banks more directly involved in the process 
of rural development that the Government of India set up, in July 1976, a 
Banking Commission under the chairmanship of Shri· Manubhai Shah*. The 
CommiSsion worked for six months upto February 1977. when Shri Shah 
resigned. The Government of India wound up the Commission in May 1977. 

1.2 It was in this background that the ReserYe Bank of India set up a Com
mittee in June 1977 to study all aspects of the functioning of the public sector 
banks and in the light of such findings to make recommendations on the same: 
The composition of the Committee was as follows : 

I. Shri James S. Raj Chairman 

2. Shri V. C. Patel Member 

3. Shri T. D. Kansara Member 

4. Shri B. K. Dutt Member. 

Kum. N. K. Ambegaokar, Adviser, Credit Planning Cell, ReserYe Bank 
of India, Bombay was appointed Secretary to the Committee. 

• The members of the Commission w!'re Shri N. C. Sen Gupta, Shri J. C. Luther, Shri J. N. Saxena, 
Prof. A. K. Datta and Shri M. K. Vcnkatachalam (Member-Secretary). 



).3 The terms of Reference of the Committee were as follows : 

(i) To assess the impact of branch expansion that. has taken place 
since 1969 and to examine whether any change m the tempo and 
direction of such expansion is called for; 

(ii) To enquire into the present pattern of branch expa~ion of ~ubl~c 
sector banks and to suggest the future course of actmn keept~g m 
view the need for rural development and removal of regtonal 
imbalances; 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

To evaluate the performance of public sector banks in the matter 
of lending to the priority sectors and weaker sections of the society 
and to suggest ways for the orderly and balanced growth of such 
advances; 

To advise on improving the efficiency of banks with a view to 
rendering better and speedy service to the public; · 

To examine the operation of vigilance work in the banks and to 
make recommendations to bring about improvements; and 

To make any other recommendations germane to the subject of 
enquiry. 

1.4 The Committee had the benefit of the views of Shri M. R. Shroff, Addi
tional Secretary to the Government of India, Ministry of Finance, Banking 
Wing, Shri M. K. Venkatachalam, Member, Income-tax Settlement Commis
sion, Government of India, who has been Member-Secretary to the Manubhai 
Shah Commission and Dr. Bhabatosh Datta, who had been a member of the 
Banking Commission under the chairmanship of Shri R. G. Saraiya. The Com
mittee also had discussions with Shri K. Madhava Das, Executive Director in 
charge of Agricultural Credit Department, Dr. M. V. Hate, Chief Officer, 
Agricultural Credit Department and Shri P. N. Khanna, Chief Officer, Depart~ 
mcnt of Banking Operations and Development, of the Reserve Bank. 

1.5 The Committee issued detailed questionnaires to all public sector banks 
and other financial institutions, Indian Banks Association, Chambers of Com
merce, other industrial and commercial organisations and the Bank Officers' 
Association and Workmen Employees' Unions and Associations, seeking their 
views in regard to the several aspects of banking covered by the terms of reference 
of the Committee. The Committee also issued a letter to some institutions and 
prominent persons in public life, eliciting their views on the functioning of 
public sector banks and the services rendered by them. A Press Note requesting 
the members of the public to send their views, if they desired, was also i~ued. 
The copies of the questionnaires and the Press Note are given in Annexures II 
to VI. 
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I .6 The Committee visited the Head Offices of the State Bank of India and 
the 14 nationalised banks and had discussions with the Chairmen/Managing 
Directors and other senior executives of these banks. In addition, the Committee 
met the Managing Directors of State Bank of Hyderabad and State Bank of 
M ysore and the Chairmen of a representative selection of private sector banks 
as well as of Regional Rural Banks. The dates and places which the Committee 
visited are given below : 

Name of the Bank 

Unit~d Commercial Bank 
Unit~d Bank of India 
Allahabad Bank 
United Industrial Bank Ltd. 
Indian Bank 
Indian Overseas Bank 
Bank of Madura Ltd. 
Bank of Baroda 
Dena Bank 
Punjab National Bank 
New Bank of India Ltd. 
Punjab & Sind Bank Ltd. 
Bank of India 
Central Bank of India 
State Bank of Hyderabad 
Nagarjuna & Visakha 

Grameen Banks 
Andhra Bank Ltd. 
State Bank of Mysore 
Canara Bank 
Cauvery Grameen Bank 
Vijaya Bank Ltd. 
Vysya Bank Ltd. 
Kamataka Bank Ltd. 
Bank of Maharashtra 
Syndicate Bank 
Corporation Bank Ltd. 
Union Bank of India 
State Bank of India 

Date 

September 12, 1977 
September 13, 1977 
September 14, 1977 
September 14, 1977 
October 3, 1977 
October 4, 1977 
October 5, 1977 
October 6, 1977 
October 8, 1977 
October 10, 1977 
October 11, 1977 
October 12, 1977 
October 27, 1977 
October 28, 1977 
November 7, 1977 

November 8, 1977 
November 9, 1977 
November 15, 1977 
November 15, 1977 
November 16, 1977 
November 17, 1977 
November 17, 1977 
November 18, 1977 
November 23, 1977 
November 25, 1977 
November 26, 1977 
December 2, 1977 
December 6, 1977 

Place 

Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Calcutta 
Madras 
Madras 
Madras 
Bombay 
Bombay 
New Delhi 
New Delhi 
New Delhi 
Bombay 
Bombay 
Hyderabad 

Hyderabad 
Hyderahad 
Ban galore 
Bangalore 
Ban galore 
Bangalore 
Bangalore 
Ban galore 
Pune 
Manipal 
Man~alore 

Bombay 
Bombay 

1. 7 The Committee took advantage of its visits to the above mentioned centres 
to meet representatives of the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce 
and Industry, New Delhi, the All India Manufacturers' Organisation, Bombay 
and the various associations of industry and trade in other cities. We also met 
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rcprrscntativc., of the All India Small Industries Federation at New Delhi. The 
Committee also had the benefit of discussions with All India Bank Employees' 
Association (AlBEA) at New Delhi, the State Bank of India Officers' l'edcration 
at Madras, the National Organisation of Bank Workers at Bombay and the 
All India Confederation of Bank Officers' Organisations at Bombay. The 
Committee had a detailed and comprehensi\'e discussion with the Indian Banks' 
Associ'ltion at Bombay. We also paid \'isits to Bankers Training College, Bombay 
and the National Institute of Bank Management, Bombay and discussed the 
r·rohkm of trainin.~?; facilities for bank personnel with their officials. The 
Committee met on September 30, 1977 members of the Working Group under 
the Chainnanship of Prof. ~1. L. Dantwala, which was appointed by the 
Reserve Bank to re\'iew the performance of Regional Rural Banks and to make 
recommendations regarding the scope, methods, procedures and related aspects 
of th<·ir working. The namc.s of rcpre"ntati\'es of the institutions and of 
indi\'iduals whom the Committee had met arc gi\'en in Annexure VII. We 
thank all those who spared their ,·aluable time to gi\'e us the benefit of 
thl'ir \'icws. 

1.3 The Committee in all met 21 times, 18 times at Bombay and once each 
at Calcutta, Madras and New Delhi on the following dates: 

P/arr Date 

Bombay June 10, 1977 
Bombay July 6, I ~177 
Bombay July 28, 1977 
Bombay August II, 1977 
Bombay August 18, 1977 
Bombay September 7, 1977 
Calcutta September 14, 1977 
Bombay September 23, 1977 
Madras October 4, 1977 
New Delhi October 12, 1977 
Bombay October 17, 1977 
Bombay December 17 & 18, 1977 
Bombay January 3, 1978 
Bombay January 7, 1978 
Bombay January 10, 1978 
Bombay January 12 to 26, 1978 
Bombay l'cbruary 16, 1978 
Bombay March 11, 1978 
Bombay April I, 1978 
Bombay April 17 to 20, 1978 
Bombay April 28, 1978 
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1.9 The format of the Report is as follows. The Report is divided into ten 
Chapters including this Introductory Chapter. The Second Chapter gives a 
broad evaluation of the performance of the public sector banks, parti
cularly since 1969 when the fourteen rna jor scheduled commercial banks 
were nationalised. It describes the progress made by the banks in the sphere 
of branch expansion, deposit mobilbation as well as credit disbursal, both 
in different regions of the country and to different sectors. In Chapter 3, an 
assessment is made of the impact of branch expansion, with a view to examining 
whether any change is called for in the tempo, direction and pattern of such 
expansion. This Chapter also examines the present pattern of branch expansion 
of public sector banks and makes suggestions for the future course of action 
keeping in view the need for rural development and removal of regional 
imbalances. In this connection, the question of the usc of alternative agencies 
l'ither for direct financing or for channeling funds of public sector banks through 
them is also dealt with. Chapter 4 attempts to evaluate the performance of 
public sector banks in the matter of lending to the priority sectors and to the 
weaker sections of society. It also deals with the various problems which the 
banks face in expediting the pace and scope of such lending and makes 
appropriate suggestions for the orderly and balanced growth of such advances. 
In Chapter 5, a review is made of the operational performance of banks, 
particularly in regard to efficiency of banking services to the public, and 
suggestions are made for improving the efficiency. Chapter 6 describes the 
present vigilance arrangements in the banks and after examining the operation 
of the vigilance work carried out at present, makes recommendations for 
bringing about improvements in the same. The problems relating to 
management-employee relations, which have a bearing on all aspects of the 
working of banks are dealt with in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 reviews the present 
position regarding training facilities for bank personnel and suggests measures 
for further improvements and expansion of such facilities in the context of the 
continuing expanding role of commercial banks in economic development. 
Chapter 9 deals with a few problems of a general nature such as the composition 
of Boards of Directors of public sector banks and their working, the composition 
of the top management of these banks and the functions of the chief executives. 
Besides these, mention is also made of the question of profitability of banks in 
the background of increasing costs in respect of staff salaries and emoluments 
and the rapid growth in establishment expenditure on the one hand and the 
deteriorating services in banks on the other hand. The problem of erosion in the 
"ratio of capital and reserves to working funds" of the banks is also dealt with 
briefly. Chapter 10 gives a summary of the major recommendations. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
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Assistant and Shri A. C. John Singh and Smt. Valsa George, Clerks, Shri T. S. 
Iycr, Personal Assistant to the Chairman, Sarvashri A. V. Raghuraman and 
P. L. Ghag, Stenographers, Sarvashri P. K. Pawar and V. D. Patil, Typists, 
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our appreciation and thanks to the staff attached to the Committee. They all 
deserve our compliments for the efficient manner in which they have helped us 
at all stages of the Committee's work. Sarvashri Viswanathan, Hariharan and 
Nair accompanied the Committee on many visits to the various places and 
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and others. Sarvashri Viswanathan and Nair also took considerable pams m 
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1.11 The Chairman and other members of the Comittce would like to pay a 
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CHAPTER 2 

PERFORMANCE OF PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS 

2.1 In this chapter, a broad evaluation is made of the performance of public 
sector banh in regard to the various a~pects of their working, in the light of the 
objectives of nationalisation of major banks. It has since long been recognised 
that banking constitutes an important link among the various economic 
activities and that it has to play a direct role not only in creating the machinery 
needed for financing developmental activities but also in ensuring that the 
finance made available goes into the desired directions.'In India, emphasis on 
these objectives was laid as early as in the fifties, when the All India Rural Credit 
Survey Committee recommended in 1954, "the creation of one strong, 
integrated, state-sponsored, state-partnered commercial bank with an eflective 
machinery of branches spread over the whole country". In pursuance of this 
objective, the State Bank of India came into being in 1955 as a subsidiary of 
the Reserve Bank of India with the objective of facilitating the extension of 
banking in the rural and semi-urban areas. By 1959, eight banks* in the 
erstwhile princely states were also brought under the control and full or ncar 
full ownership of the State Bank of India. 

2.2 The formation of the State Bank of India and the other seven banks 
as public sector units contributed to a fairly rapid expansion of branches. This 
was further continued with the introduction in 1968 of the scheme of 'social 
control' of banks. This was taken a step further by the nationalisation of the 
14 major banks in July 1969 which was primarily aimed at making bank credit 
a catalytic agent by their direct involvement in the economic development of 
the country, spreading the banking habit to the semi-urban and rural areas, 
duly aligning the credit policies and practices with national development 
programmes and making credit facilities available to a much wider section of 
the population, particularly to the hitherto neglected sectors of the society. 

2.3 The achievement of these objectives necessitated significant changes being 
made in banking organisation, policies and practices which included, among 
others, the enlargement of the role of banking through wider branch expansion, 
particularly in the rural centres and areas hitherto unexposed to commercial 
banking, mobilisation of savings through intensive deposit collection and 

• These were formed later into seven banks as follows: 
(I) State Bank of Bikaner andJaipur, (2) State Bank of Hyderabad, (3) State Bank of Mysore, 
(4) State Bank of Patiala, (5) State Bank of Saunuhtra, (6) State Bank of Travancore and 
(7) Stat~ Bank of Indore, 



extension of deployment of credit to the hitherto neglc?ted scc~ors and ar_eas. 
In asses.,ing the perfonnance of the public sector banks m fulfillmg the vanous 
tasks entrusted to them, we have concentrated on the quantitative as well as ~he 
qualitative aspects of banking growth, including the magnitude and direction 
of as.,istance given by banks, particularly to the priority sectors, the extent to 
which the intensive spread of banking network has contributed to the gro~th 
of savings of households and bringing them into the fold of the or~amsed 
monetary sector and the impact of these activities on the quahty of 
banking services. 

2.4 In fulfilling the various objectives, the foremost task for the banks was to 
build up an effective machinery to spread banking in the various parts of the 
country, particularly in the rural areas. In this operation, banks were guided 
by two major policy measure~: One was the operation of the Lead Bank Scheme, 
under which each of the public sector banks was given the 'Lead' role in each 
of a certain number of districts, in regard to opening of branches and provision 
of other banking services. Secondly, branch expansion of banks was done under 
the branch licensing policy formulated by the Reserve Bank of India on the 
basis of an advance plan for 2 to 3 years. Titis in turn, took into account 
several things such as the need for banking facilities and the potential for 
banking growth in certain areas, and suitability of particular banks for going to 
certain areas. Since 1969, the nuances of the branch licensing policy have been 
modified several times to suit the changing needs of the various areas or sectors 
in the economy. However, no attempt has so far been made to formulate a 
policy which would take into account the changing structure of the banking 
system as well as the needs of the geographical, organisational and functional 
attributes of individual banks. 

2.5 The number of branches of all commercial banks {both scheduled and 
non-scheduled banks) rose from 8,262 in June 1969 to 26,996 in December 
1977 or by 18,734 in the span of only 8}12 years (Table 1 in the Statistical 
Appendix). Of this increase, as many as 14,748 offices (77 per cent) were 
opened by the public sector banks (including the Regional Rural Banks) .. The 
impetus of the branch expansion programme could be seen from the fact that 
State Baiik of India and its associate banks opened 4,34 7 offices during these 
8Y2 years, whereas they had opened only 1,000 offices during the 14 years 
from 1955 to 1969, i.e. after the coming into being of the State Bank of India 
as a piJblic sector bank consequent on nationalisation of the Imperial Bank of 
lndia~his shows that the real thrust to the programme carne only from 1969 
onwards. With the overall increase in the number of bank offices the size of 
population served per bank office in the country declined from 64 OoO in 1969 
to 20,000 in Decernrn:r 1977 (Table 2). The number of bank ~ployees also 
rose from 2.20 lakhs m June 1969 to 4.12 lakhs in December 1976. Another 
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notable feature of branch expansion was the tremendous increase in offices 
located at rural centres viz., 9,258 between June 1969 and December 1977, 
and equally impressive was the increase of 4,171 offices in semi-urban areas 
(Table 3). Thus, there was a six-fold increase in branches at the rural centres 
while those at semi-urban centres had more than doubled during this period. 
The proportion of rural branches to total number of branches went up from 
22 per cent in June 1969 to 41 per cent in December 1977. Of the total rise in 
branches at rural centres (9,258), the largest share (4,347 or by 47 per cent) 
was on account of the 14 nationalised banks, followed by the State Bank Group 
(1,619 or by 23 per cent) (Table 4). The branch expansion programme since 
1969 also laid great emphasis on the coverage of unbanked centres by banks 
as compared to the pre-nationalisation period. This was reflected by the fact 
that of the 18,734 branches opened between June 1969 and December 1977, 
8,745 (or 46.7 per cent) branches were opened in the unbanked centres. 
As would be expected, the greater share in this rise in these branches was taken 
by the public sector banks. 

2.6 The overall growth of bank branches in the last eight years, impressive 
as it was, is also to be assessed in terms of (a) its coverage relative to the areas, 
(b) removal of regional imbalances, and (c) its impact on deployment of 
credit in the desired direction. As regards the first point, viz., the coverage, 
in terms of physical presence, commercial banking has so far reached only 
a small fraction of the total area represented by the nearly 6 lakh villages in the 
country. The number of rural branches was 11,090 at the end of December 1977. 
Even assuming that one rural branch would on an average serve 10 villages, 
about 50,000 additional branches would have to be set up in rural areas to 
cover the 6 lakh villages. Again, if it is assumed that one rural branch can 
serve 10,000 of the population, for the present rural population of 450 million, 
around 34,000 additional offices would have to be opened in the rural areas. 
As regards the second point, viz., regional imbalances in the coverage by bank 
offices, taking branches in rural and non-rural areas together, the States in 
which the number of persons served by a bank office is higher than the national 
average of 20 thousand are Assam, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Manipur, Orissa, 
Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram, despite the 
considerable improvement in this regard since 1969 as could be seen from 
Table 6. It is true that these numbers would be smaller 'as shown in Table 7' 
if account is taken of the fact that the number of licences pending/ allotted 
totalled 2,535 at the end of December 1977. Further, even in the so-called 
well-banked States such as Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal, the 
population per bank office, if the number of offices in the metropolitan cities 
(Bombay, Madras and Calcutta, respectively) is excluded, is larger than the 
average for these States showing that much needs to be done in regard to 
geographical coverage of under banked areas within these "well banked" States. 
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Regarding the third point, viz., deployment of bank credit, it may be ~entioned 
that, in absolute terms, scheduled commercial banks' advances have nsen from 
Rs. 3,599 crorcs in June 1969 toRs. 14,334 crores in December 1977. Of the 
increase in total credit of Rs. 10,735 crores, Rs. 3,419 crores is used for priority 
sectors, Rs. 2,122 crores for food procurement and Rs. 909 crores for expor.ts. 
Thus, 60 per cent of the increase in credit has been deployed for th~e ?ssentml 
sectors. But there is another a~pect in the deployment of bank cred1t m rural 
areas where the credit-deposit ratio is relatively low. Although thls ratio has 
steadily grown sharply from 37 per cent in June 1969 to 51 per cent in 
June 1977, it is still below the national average, i.e.• there continues to be 
migration of banked funds from rural areas to urban areas 

11
( though it may be 

noted in passing that the share of rural areas in the resources mobilised by 
branches located there is not hlgh). 

2. 7 The foregoing analysis shows the remarkable progress made by public 
and private sector banks in extending banking facilities to the hltherto unbanked 
centres of the country. However, apart from the statistical improvement in 
the number of rural branches depicted by these figures, what is required to 
be seen is the progress in re<pcct of mobilisation of deposits, disbursal of credit 
in the rcq uired direction and removal of regional economic imbalances in 
the country. 

2.8 One of the main objectives of bank nationalisation was to bring a larger 
part of the monetary resources of the country withln the fold of the organised 
banking sector. This required institutionalisation of savings and their invest
ment in the economy to the maximum extent possible. That banks have been 
very successful in the last few years in mobilising the community's savings 
and channelising them towards the desired national objectives is evidenced by 
the actual perfol11'lance of banks in thls regard. While deposits of scheduled 
commercial banks rose from Rs. 4,646 crores in June 1969 to Rs. 20,679 crores 

, at the end of December 1977, advances rose from Rs. 3,599 crores to 
Rs. 14,334 crores during the same period. Deposits per office also rose from 
Rs. 56 lakhs in June 1969 to Rs. 77 1akhs in December 1977, and credit per 
office rose from Rs. 44 lakhs to Rs. 53 lakhs (Table 2) despite a large increase 
in the number of offices during the period. As it stands, thls would mean 
that even as banks went in for more rural banking, deposits and advances 
per branch rose. The fact of the matter is that part of the rise in these figures 
may be attributable to inflation. With thls caveat, categorywise, the proportion 
of time deposits to total deposits increased from 55 per cent to 61 per cent 
during the same period. Thls shift in favour of time deposits is an indication 
of the growth of true savings in the rural areas and the preference for bank 
~eposi~ ~ a medium of long-term financial savings as compared to the other 
finanCial mstruments. 
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2.9 Population group-wise performance upto end-June 1977 of rural branches 
was promising (Table 8). As a consequence of the increasing coverage by 
banks of the rural areas, between June 1969 and June 1977, deposits in the 
rural centres rose by Rs. 1,618 crores while advances rose by Rs. 841 crorcs. 
The compound annual rate of growth in deposits and advances registered by 
rural offices worked out to 36.7 per cent and 42.0 per cent, respectively, as 
compared to 19.5 per cent and 21.1 per cent at semi-urban centres, 18.5 per cent 
and 19.8 per cent at urban centres and 17.5 per cent and 16.0 per cent at 
metropolitan centres. Consequently, the share of rural centres in total deposits 
as well as credit increased while that of metropolitan centres showed a cor
responding decline, although, as would be expected, the metropolitan and urban 
centres together still held the bulk of deposits ( 68 per cent) and advances 
(80 per cent). 

2.10 Table 9 gives data on the growth of deposits and advances for groups 
of banks between June 1969 and June 1977. During the 8 year period total 
deposits mobilised by public sector banks rose from Rs. 3,897 crores to 
Rs. 16,095 crores. The share of all public sector banks in total deposits increased 
from 83.5 per cent to 84.6 per cent. Within the public sector banks, while the 
proportion of the State Bank of India and its associates rose from 27.1 per cent 
to 29.3 per cent, that of the 14 nationalised banks showed a fall from 
56.5 per cent to 55.3 per cent. The share of private sector banks also declined 
from 16.4 per cent to 15.4 per cent. In other words, the rate of deposit 
mobilisation by SBI group of banks was slightly more than that of the 14 
nationalised banks and the private sector banks. Part of the explanation of 
this is that the State Bank Group had a larger share of the deposits of public 
sector undertakings than the nationalised banks. The compound annual rate 
of growth in deposits of the State Bank of India and its associates during 
1969-77 was 20.4 per cent as compared to nearly 18.9 per cent for the 14 
nationalised banks. The performance of private sector banks was, however, 
less at 18.3 per cent as compared to that of public sector banks ( 19.3 per cent). 

2.11 Between June 1969 and June 1977, total advances by public sector banks 
rose from Rs. 3,035 crores to Rs. 11,923 crores. At this level, the proportion 
in total advances by all scheduled commercial banks rose from 84.1 per cent 
to 86.4 per cent. While advances by SBI and its associates as a proportion 
of total advances by all scheduled commercial banks declined from 33.3 per cent 
in June 1969 to 30.0 per cent in June 1977, that of the 14 nationalised banks 
rose from 50.8 per cent to 56.4 per cent during the same period. The share 
of the private sector banks 'including foreign banks' in total advances declined 
from 15.9 per cent to 13.6 per cent in the same period. The compound annual 
rate of growth of advances for SBI group was 16.8 per cent as compared to 
19.7 per cent for 14 nationalised banks and 18.6 per cent for all public sector 
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banks. On the other hand the growth rate for Private Sector Banks was 
15.9 per cent. 

2.12 The period since nationalisation has seen not only quantitati.ve !mpro~e
ments in deposit mobilisation and credit deployment, but also qualitative shifts 
in both. In the field of deposit mobilisation, for example, more and more 
small account holders were brought within the ambit of the banking system. 
A!! a result, the number of deposit accounts with banks ros~ from 183. lakhs 
in: March 1969 to 642 lakhs in June 1976. Further, the earlier predommance 
of demand deposits gave place to time deposits~In the case of advances, the 
qualitative changes were still more striking. Broadly, it could be said that the 
concept of 'mass banking' as against 'class banking' found its place more in 
credit deployment than in any other aspect of banking operations, as reflected 
in the considerable increase in the number of borrowal accounts from about 
I 0 lakhs in March 1968 to 83 lakhs (of which 76 lakhs were with credit limits 
of less than Rs 10,000) in June 1976. • 

2.13 A noteworthy feature in regard to the deployment of bank credit during 
the post nationalisation period was the marked shift in favour of the public 
sector borrowing (including food procurement operations)-its proportion to 
total credit rising from 8.6 per cent in June 1969 to as much as 32.2 per cent 
in June 1977. Correspondingly, the share of the private sector came down 
from 91.4 per cent to 67.8 per cent. The substantial increase in credit to the 
public sector can be attributed mainly to public sector activity in regard to 
procurement, distribution and stocking of foodgrains though there was also 
some increase in credit to manufacturing units. Practically the entire amount 
of credit to public sector undertakings was met by the public sector banks. 
Though there was criticism from time to time of this development, this pheno
menon is to be viewed from the point of view of larger national objectives as 
against traditional commercial banking activity. Moreover, in recent years, some 
of the private sector banks including foreign banks have also taken a share in 
the financing of public sector food procurement and stock holding operations. 

2.14 Sectoral classification of bank advances shows that the amount lent by all 
public sector banks to priority sectors recorded a sharp rise from Rs. 441 crores 
toRs. 3,147 crores between June 1969 and June 1977 (Table 10); the share 
of priority sector advances as percentage of total credit rising from nearly 
15 per cent to 27 per cent. The number of borrowal accounts also rose from 
nearly 3 lakhs to over 65 lakhs during the same period. Within the priority 
sector, credit to small-scale industries rose from Rs. 251 crores toRs .. 1,315 crores, 
its percentage share to total credit rising from nearly 9 per cent to 11 per cent. 
A!! compared to this, the proportion of credit to large and medium industries 
declined from 60.6 per cent to 44.2 per cent during the' period March 1968 
to December 1975,. although in terms of amount, the quantum of credit rose 
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from Rs. 1,857 crores toRs. 4,422 crores. The credit to small-scale industries, 
as a share of total priority sector credit, however, came down from 57 per cent 
to 42 per cent. This calls for corrective action, as indicated by us in Chapter 4. 
'fhe increase in the flow of credit to priority sectors was in keeping with the 
national objectives and came about as a result of the widening of the network 
of bank offices, particularly in the rural and semi-urban centres. This also 
reflected the fact that advances to agriculture by public sector banks rose 
steeply from Rs. 162 crores in June 1969 to Rs. 1,275 crores in June 1977, 
its percentage share in priority credit rising from 3 7 per cent to 41 per cent. 
The number of borrowal accounts under agriculture also rose from 1.65 lakhs 
to over 45 lakhs. As regards the latter, almost the whole of the rise was on 
account of direct lending to agriculture, the number of accounts rising from 
1.6 lakhs to over 40 lakhs. While the amount of direct lending to agriculture 
rose from Rs. 40 crores to Rs. 951 crores, its percentage share in total priority 
sector lending rose from 9 per cent to 30 per cent. 

2.15 Table 11 gives bank-wise classification of priority sector advances in 
June 1969 and June 1977. In June 1977 the share of priority sector credit 
by the 14 nationalised banks to their total credit was 27 per cent, while that 
of the State Bank was 26.3 per cent. Within the public sector banks, Syndicate 
Bank topped the list with 36.3 per cent of its credit to priority sectors. This 
was followed by Bank of Maharashtra ( 36.1 per cent), Canara Bank ( 32.8 per 
cent), Indian Overseas Bank ( 32.4 per cent) and Union Bank ( 32.0 per cent). 

2.16 Table 12 gives figures for state-wise distribution of priority sector 
advances by all scheduled commercial banks. These data reveal that the pro
portion of priority sector advances to total bank credit at the end of June 1977 
was above 50 per cent in the case of States like Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, 
Jammu and Kashmir, Manipur, Meghalaya, Punjab and Tripura. In the case 
of the more developed states, however, this proportion was lower at 46 per cent 
for Andhra Pradesh, 42 per cent for Kerala, 40 per cent for Kamataka, 
34 per cent for Gujarat, 28 per cent for Tamil Nadu, 20 per cent for Maharashtra 
and 14 per cent for West Bengal. This is explained by the fact that firstly, 
in the less developed States, the scope for advances to non-prioirty sectors, 
particularly large and medium industries, was smaller than in the industrialised 
States. Secondly, the total credit needs of the non-priority sectors in the more 
developed States were very large as compared to that in the less developed 
States. In the case of Haryana and Punjab, the predominance of small-scale 
industries, agriculture and other small borrowers in the economy would explain 
the higher percentage of advances to these sectors in the total credit. Again, 
in States like Manipur, Meghalaya and Tripura, the total credit itself is very 
meagre and most of it constitutes advances to small borrowers. The statistical 
implications of these percentages are, therefore, to be interpreted with great 
caution for subsequent action in framing policy decisions. 
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2.17 State-wise distribution of deposits and advances of public sector ba~ks 
during the period from June 1969 to June 1977 also reveals interestmg 
features about changes in the credit-deposit ratio in different States (Table I~). 
The rapid branch expansion in practically all the States was not accompamed 
by similar rise in both deposits and credit in the respective states. The broad 
trend emerging from these figures shows that particularly in the case of develo~ed 
States like Maharashtra Tamil Nadu, West Bengal, Karnataka and PunJab, 
where the rise in deposit~ was sizeable, there was an equally large rise in credit 
also. In the case of States like Kerala, Gujarat, Rajasthan and Assam, however, 
the growth in credit was not commensurate with growth in deposits, although 
there was some rise in the credit-deposit ratio in these States. On the other 
hand, in the case of comparatively less developed States/ areas like Madhya
Pradesh, West Bengal (excluding Calcutta) and Meghalaya, the growth in 
credit was smaller than that in deposits which actually resulted in a fall in 
the credit-deposit ratio. In the case of States like Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and 
Orissa, although the rise in credit was smaller than in deposits, there was a 
slight rise in the credit-deposit ratio. In some of these States like Assam and 
Bihar in particular, the actual credit-deposit ratio would perhaps, be higher 
if account is taken of the fact that while advances are actually used in these 
States, credit for the same is shown on the books of branches in other States. 
For example, advances to tea producers in Assam are shown on the books of 
branches in Calcutta and advances to steel plants in Bihar are shown on the 
books of Bombay branches. Apart from this, however, the fact remains that 
the credit-deposit ratio in States which were predominantly rural and semi
urban, was lower than that in the industrially developed States. 

2.18 The performance of scheduled commercial banks in ragard to the deposit 
mobilisation in rural and semi-urban centres has been very commendable, 
specially considering the fact that they entered the field only recently. For 
example, in the rural and semi-urban centres, their deposits rose from 
Rs. 1,169 crores in June 1969 to Rs. 4,791 crores in June 1976 i.e. rise of 
Rs. 3,622 crores. As compared to this, the deposits with the Primary Agricultural 
Co-operative Credit Societies ( PACs) and District Co-operative Central Banks 
which also operate in rural and semi-urban areas rose from Rs. 258 crores 
to Rs. 798 crores i.e. a rise of Rs. 540 crores. Yearly figures too showed larger 
expansion in deposits with commercial banks than those with the PACs and 
District Co-operative Central Banks; the rise in 1973 was Rs. 656 crorcs for 
the former and Rs. 95 crores for the latter, while that in 1976 was Rs. 950 
crores for scheduled commercial banks and Rs, 190 crores for co-operative 
banks (Table 14). 

2:19 . The remarkable pro_gre~ made by commercial banks, particularly in the 
dJrecll?n of branch. expansiOn m the rural and hitherto unbanked areas, deposit 
collection and cred1t deployment to the priority sectors mainly emanated from 
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the new orientation which was given to the working of banks in the country 
after bank nationalisation in 1969. Creditable as has been the progress, it has 
also been accompanied by several problems and phenomena the chief among 
which are the deterioration in the quality of banking servic~ and profitability , 
of the banks--both arising from rapid expansion of branches in the rural and , 
semi-urban areas and the organisational and managerial problems created by 
the same. Also, from the point of view of the national economy, it is to be 
noted that the disparities between the different regions as well as different 
areas within the regions have widened in regard to banking facilities, and that 
there is some wastage of national resources owing to unhealthy competition by 
the existence of several financial institutions (commercial banks and co-operative 
banks) in the same area. 

2.20 A hitherto persistent problem facing banking in India is the existence of 
the regional imbalance in the branch coverage, deposits and advances. A general 
idea of these imbalances in banking can be had from the index numbers of the 
imbalances given by the Secretariat to the Banking Commission appointed under 
the Chairmanship of Shri Manubhai Shah. These index numbers are worked 
out by dividing the share of branches/ deposits/ advances of each State by the 
share of the concerned State in the population of India. The index numbers for 
individual States prepared on the basis of the data as of June 30, 1977 are 
given in Table 15. These showed the relative imbalances between the different 
States in the matter of branch coverage by 22 public sector banks. If the 
index for any State is above 100 for branches/ deposits/ advances as the case 
may be, that State is considered as having more than its proper share 
of branches/deposits/advances as of June 30, 1977. If it is below 100, then 
the States can be stated to have a deficiency in the share of branches/ deposits/ 
advances, as the case may be. This is intended to be taken into account in the 
future branch expansion programme for that State among all States. From 
the table it is evident that the regional imbalance in respect of States like 
Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Jammu & Kashmir, Orissa, Madhya Pradesh, 
Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh vis-a-vis other States is high. If the operations of 
private banks in the different States are also taken into account, the regional 
imbalances are further aggravated. 

2.21 The second factor faced by the commercial banks, seeking to widen 
their operations according to national priorities is that of competition from other 
financial institutions viz. the co-operative banks in the rural and less developed 
areas. The existence of multiple agencies, especially in rural and semi-urban 
<:entres does harm where the banking potential is relatively limited. This has 
partly been responsible for the slower growth of banking in certain areas where 
no single agency is entrusted with the responsibility of development of that 
region. The need for demarcation of the areas to one or the other agency and 
the active co-operation of the State Governments for this purpose is necessary. 
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This problem is dealt with in Chapter 3. The rapid branch expansion has also 
created difficulties in administering effective remote control of branches in far 
away places. This has also led to managerial problems and caused strains on 
the available trained manpower suitable for deployment in rural areas. The 
success of rural branches depends very much on the motivation of the man ori 
the spot, but commercial banks, as they are, are not yet well-equipped to provide 
for their present as well as future manpower requirements. The system has to 
be developed in such a way as to make such manpower available on tap. These 
problems necessitate some rationalisation of banking structure. This also is 
dealt with in Chapter 3. 

2.22 Again, there is no disputing that the hitherto neglected sectors are to 
be gi_ven top-most priority by banks. However, priority sector advances pose 
~erta~n problems for ban~ which they have to deal with. The rna jor problems 
m th1s regard are dealt w1th in Chapter 4. 



CHAPTER 3 

BRANCH EXPANSION 

3.1 While recognising the importance of rapid spread of bank branches that 
has taken place in the last eight years, particularly in the rural areas, it was 
also noted that the fast pace of expansion had brought in its wake several 
problems which affected both the nature of banking business and the quality of 
banking service, It is in this context, that the Committee has been asked to 
look into the question of the impact of branch expansion since 1969 and to 
examine whether any changes in the tempo and direction of such expansion are 
called for; the Committee has further been asked to enquire into the present 
pattern of branch expansion of public sector banks and to make recommenda
tions on the future course of action, keeping in view the need for rural develop
ment and removal of regional imbalances. 

3.2 The detailed review of the progress of banking describe<) in the earlier 
Chapter has revealed that the impact of branch expansion has been generally 
satisfactory, particularly since banking has now reached some of the remotest 
parts of the country. However, the progress, particularly in respect of branch 
expansion would still seem to fall far short of the vast requirements of covering 
the whole country and there are still large gaps in regard to branch coverage 
in the rural areas as shown in Chapter 2 (Paragraph 2.6), This would reflect 
the inadequacy of achievement in the fulfilment of tasks facing the banking 
system, despite the great ef!orts made by public sector banks to push their 
branch expansion programmes against formidable odds. 

3.3 The odds faced by the banks mainly relate to the se~ral factors reflecting 
the adverse impact of a fast branch opening programme. The rapid growth in 
the number of branches and their geographical spread over a wider area of 
operations--at times, very remote from the Head Office of a bank-have not 
only caused severe strains on the bank's management, but also resulted in grow
ing dilution of supervisory control, and reduced the degree of contact of higher 
management with branches, which usually imparts greater work motivation to 
the staff. These have in turn led, owing to delays in communication, to delays 
in decision making and delays in disposal of business. There is almost a con
sensus among both the bankers as well as bank users that this has led to apathy 
on the part of the staff and diluted the control by officers through reluctance 
to take decisions. We note particularly that the dilution of supervisory control 
has increased. along with the size of the bank as well as with the simultaneous 
creation of intermediaries in personnel groups in the hierarchy of banks. The 



widening of the physical distance from points of control {e.g. Head Office or 
Regional Office or Divisional Office) has also added to the delays in communi
cation and decision making. Inadequacy of trained personnel and too rapid an 
expansion of branches have forced banks to increase the number of operational 
and supervisory officers, even by curtailing their period of on-the-job and other 
training, and cut short the period of actual job experience of branch agents. 
For example, branch managers to-day, when they assume charge of a branch, 
have hardly had a few years' experience, as compared to those in earlier days 
when a bank worker had to put in many more years' service at different desks 
before he aspired to become a branch manager. Again, the wide spread of the 
area of operation of a bank and its unwiedly size in some cases ha\'e also resulted 
in the growing absence of contracts by higher management with the middle and 
junior cadres at different places, whereas such contacts used to act as a boost 
to the morale of good workers; their ab<ence has made it difficult to maintain 
the managerial touch to the nece1;'ary extent. 

3.4 On the other hand, we have also noted that considering the size of the 
country and the requirement of helping the neglected sectors of the populace in 
undertaking gainful employment, the achievements of banks are far short of 
the goals which they were expected to reach. This has been despite the sincere 
efforts made by banks to adopt new and innovati\'e methods to reach the 
rural sectors through de\' ices such as 'mobile branches', 'one-man branches', 
'limited-day/s operation branches', 'satellite branches' and 'village development 
branches', the operations of which, though commendable, are short of the 
varied requirements. 

3.5 The impact of rapid branch expansion has also been felt on the cost 
structure of banks following the rising staff salaries and emoluments and 
establishment costs, without adding to the productivity or the rate of earnings 
of banks. The growing inefficiency in banking operations on the one hand and 
the growing demands made on the resources of banks have thus affected the 
overall profitability of banks. While it is recognised that in the context of the 
varied tasks entrusted to the banking system towards fulfilling the socio
economic objectives, its performance cannot be measured solely by the profita· 
bility criterion, at the same time, from a long-term point of the sustained and 
healthy existence of the banking industry, consideration of profitability cannot 
be altogether lost sight of. 

3.6 The question, whether the present fast pace of expansion of commercial 
banking should be maintained was thus considered in this context. On an 
examination of the relevant aspects relating to the impact of rapid branch 
expansion and also taking into consideration the views of the bankers the 
Committee is of the view that the time has come when the gains achiev~d in 
regard to branch expansion should be consolidated, at least for a specific period. 
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For achieving this, we suggest a process of selective consolidation of branches 
by each bank for a specific period ranging between 3 and 5 years, the extent 
of consolidation recommended by us for individual banks would depend on 
the size of the bank as well as its spread in the rural areas and other relevant 
factors. In this connection, we would like to make it clear that this should 
not mean any stoppage in the programme of branch opening by all banks; it 
rather means rationalisation of the pattern and programme of branch 
expansion with different banks exercising different dcgress of comolidation 
or expansion. Having regard to the various factors relating to the matter, 
we consider that in the present context, the size of a bank be in the range 
of 1000 to 1500 branches: those having below 1000 branches may be pern1itted 
to grow upto 1000 if they so desire and those with over 1000 but below 1500 
branches may go upto 1500 branches during the period of consolidation, 
namely 3 to 5 years, while for banks having branches over 1500, no expansion 
may be allowed during this period, except for strategic or compelling reasons. 
It is also suggested that the whole question may be reviewed after 4 to 
5 years for future policy. In the case of State Bank of India, however, the 
Committee also took into account the fact that despite its efforts towards 
decentralisation, the operations of this bank were too unwieldy and consequently 
its efficiency in service to the public deteriorated, mainly because of the very 
size of the bank, flowing largely from fast expansion of branches over a 
wide area. We are convinced that this state of affairs is due mainly to the 
compulsions of spreading its branches all over the country in a short period. 
We have, therefore, considered the case of this bank on a different footing, 
both because of its historical background and its present size as well as the 
nature of Treasury work it is handling. For this bank, therefore, the Committee 
has considered the following alternatives : 

( i) Holding company with 5 subsidiary banks, or 

( ii) Splitting it up into 4 or 5 smaller independent banks. 

The Committee feels that alternative (i), namely 5 zonal subsidiaries controlled 
by one Holding banking company would be desirable rather than splitting 
the present bank into 5 independent entiti", which would otherwise have 
been more logical in the context of the present managerial and administrative 
constraints. The Committee is also of this view, since in order to keep up the 
status of State Bank in the international banking field, the size of its overall 
business should be left undisturbed. The suggestions made earlier in regard 
to the size of a bank, therefore, would be applicable to each of the 5 proposed 
subsidiaries of the State Bank. These may be conveniently located in the 
five broad zones, viz. Western, Eastern (including North-Ea.stern), Northern, 
Central and Southern, with Head Offices of each bank located at convenient 
and appropriate places. In this context, the Committee also suggests that 
four of the present seven subsidiary banks of the State Bank of India, namely, 
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State Bank of (i) Hyderabad, (ii) Bikaner & Jaipur, {iii) Myso_re and 
(iv) Travancore may be made independent entities to operate on the1r own, 
while the other three, namely, the State Bank of ( i) Indore, ( ii) Saurashtra 
and (iii) Patiala may continue as subsidiaries for the present, each one to 
be attached as subsidiary to one or the other of the 5 zonal subsidiaries of 
the State Bank of India as proposed in the respective regions. 

3. 7 The foregoing suggestions for 'selective consolidation' would also neces
sitate some changes in the phase and manner in which each bank would 
have to be allowed to open branches in different areas. Firstly, the Committee 
feels that the banks should not be forced to open offices in remote areas 
where it would be difficult for them to control the branches from their Head 
Offices. Secondly, the present branch licensing policy operated by the Reserve 
Bank of India needs some modification in line with the desired process of 
selective consolidation suggested by us. In this connection, the Committee 
examined the present system and policy of branch licensing of the Reserve 
Bank of India which dctennined the phase and direction of branch expansion 
of commercial banks. This policy has undergone many changes in the last 
few years and is subject to periodical review. According to the present policy, 
banks are required to prepare a rolling plan for a 3-year period giving details 
of the centres where they propose to open offices during the period. The 
main objective of the licensing policy is to widen, in a systematic manner, 
the spread of banking facilities to all potential unbanked centres in the 
country, specially to areas which arc deficient in such facilities and thereby 
to bring about a balanced growth of banking in all regions.. The main forte 
of banking development has been the spread of banking in such a manner 
that regional imbalances arc minimised. This involves the task of taking 
banking to the rural unbankcd and underbanked areas. Thus, with a view 
to distributing more equitably the burden on banks of opening offices in 
rliral/scmi-urban centres on the one hand and in urban/metropolitan centres 
on the other hand, the Reserve Bank has used a formula-which is reviewed 
and changed from time to time-whereby, the eligibility of banks to open 
offices in urban/metropolitan centres is linked to their ability to open offices 
in the rural/semi-urban centres. The formula for branch licensing in force 
since January I, 1977 stipulates that a bank will have to open 4 offices in 
the unbanked rural centres to get an entitlement to open one office in a 
metropolitan/Port town and one office in a banked centre. This is known 
as the "4 : I : 1 formula". 

3.8 The Committee had detailed discussions with the officials of banks as 
well as ?f R~rve ~ank of India, both on the objective and working of the 
branch hcensmg pohcy. There was a near unanimity of opinion among bankers 
that the urban and metropolitan centres, particularly the latter, still held 
immense and still growing possibilities of business potential for banks, particularly 
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in respect of resources mobilisation and that the banks would, therefore, 
continue to want a growing share in the number of offices in such centres, 
despite the apparent multiplicity of branches in the big cities and towns. 
The bankers also felt that the present licensing norm did not give adequate 
weightage to such of the banks as had 60 per cent or more of their branches 
already located in the rural and semi-urban areas or 40 per cent or more 
in rural areas. This was particularly inconvenient to banks which had a 
compact spread of branches in one contiguous region but which were compelled 
to open branches in the remote rural areas without adequate points of 
control, in order to get entitlement to open offices in urban or metropolitan 
centres. On the other hand, the main rationale of the Reserve Bank's branch 
licensing policy is that with the present geographical pattern of branch net
work of banks being characterised by concentration in the Western and 
Southern regions of the country, unless there is an element of compulsion in 
diverting branches to the unbanked and/ or rural areas, the desired balanced 
branch coverage may not be achieved. 

3.9 While conceding the force of the latter argument, the Committee 
recognises the difficulties encountered by banks in regard to inadequate 
control or supervision of remote branches. The Committee also agrees that 
consideration of continuous spread of banking in the rural areas has to be given 
due importance as implied in the Reserve Bank's present licensing policy. 
At the same time, the Committee feels that in order to have the growth of 
banking which would also provide for a balanced growth of each individual 
bank, considerations in regard to the existing pattern of branches of each 
bank will also have to be taken into account. This would also be in accordance 
with our recommendations of selective consolidation of branch banking pro
gramme for all banks. We, therefore, suggest that the existing banks should 
be categorised into 3 groups depending on the proportion of their rural 
branches to total branches and that the branch licensing fornmla for opening 
branches in rural, unbanked, metropolitan/port towns and banked centres, 
should be worked out on the following basis, subject to the limit on the size 
of the bank, as stated in the earlier paragraphs : 

( i) Those having 40 per cent or more of their total number of offices 
in rural areas may be given a formula of 2 : I : I, 

( ii) Those having 35 to 40 per cent of their branches in rural areas 
a formula of 3 : I : I and 

(iii) Those having below 35 per cent of their total number of branches 
in rural areas a formula of 4 : I : I. 

We suggest that this formula should also be applied to the independent 
zonal units to be carved out of the monolithic State Bank, after it is restructured 
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on the lines suggested in the foregoing paragraph 3.6. It is true that the 
adoption of this formula will automatically slow down the pa~e of branch ex
pansion in the country, particularly when it is operated alo~g Wit~ t?e process of 
consolidation of branches of individual banks at the specified hmitS as stated 
earlier. This is done to accord with the Committee's suggestion that for meeting 
managerial and other constraints, the process of consolidation of branch 
expansion be introduced. The likely adverse impact this would have on the 
rate of branch expansion and on the consequent coverage of unbanked areas 
is sought to be remedied by other suggestions being made by the. Com~it~ee 
viz. greater usc of intermediaries like Primary Agricultural Credit Societies, 
wider expansion of Regional Rural Banks and also setting up of a few more 
banh. These arc described in the later part of this Chapter. 

3.10 We have also considered the question of the undue concentration of 
branches in metropolitan areas and come to the conclusion that there is still 
substantial scope for deposit mobilisation in metropolitan areas and that, 
therefore, there should be no restriction on several banks being given licences 
for opening offices in the same localities. We, therefore, feel that unless there 
is evidence of deliberate attempts of unhealthy competition among branches 
so located, undue importance need not be given to the question of con
centration of bank offices in metropolitan areas. At the same time, the 
Committee feels that in metropolitan and urban areas, if branches run into 
losses continuously for over 5 years, the banks may be given the choice to 
close down such offices. We have taken this decision even after taking into 
account the direct and indirect benefits which opening of such offices imparted 
initially. Before doing so, however, the Reserve Bank may assess the overall 
utility of such branches to the concerned banks and the concerned areas. 

3.11 The Committee also considered the question of the need for opening 
offices in areas where there was potential for development but no infra
structural facilities, as well as in areas where there was very little potential 
and no infrastructural facilities. The Committee concurred with the broad 
objectives of branch expansion policy in this respect viz., that even with 
initial difficulties or losses, banks should be persuaded to go in for opening 
branches in areas where there was very little business potential and no 
infrastructural facilities, as the Committee felt that banks could, in the long 
run, facilitate economic development of the areas and serve the needs of the 
population. In some ca~es, commercial banks would also have to go to 
remote areas fur stratcgtc reasons despite inconvenience and lack of infra
structural facilities, However, it is recognised by the Committee that the 
success of banks going into such areas would depend entirely on the type 
of personnel that is available with them; willing and suitable staff which is 
motivated to social commitment is the prime necessity in this respect. The 
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Committee feels that in places where extreme hardships are likely to exist, 
banks might think of giving some incentives to the staff by way of arranging 
facilities for residence, financial aid for education of their children and some 
reasonable inconvenience allowance. Co-operation from the State Governments 
in setting up and operation of bank branches, particularly for lending in rural 
areas is also very necessary for the success of the rural branches. 

3.12 The Committee is also of the view that, as far as possible, the branch 
licensing policy should take into account the regional character of banks 
before asking them to open branches in the farflung areas unless the banks 
themselves voluntarily take on themselves the task of spreading to remote 
areas. In this connection, the Committee feels that there could be some sort 
of voluntary exchange of branches between respective banks with a regional 
character for the sake of better control and better management. 

3.13 In its enquiry into the present pattern of branch expansion of the 
public sector banks, the Committee found that it would be advisable for 
commercial banks (excluding RRBs) to spread only up to some limit-e.g. 
up to the block headquarters--instead of expanding at the present rate to 
reach even the smallest village and, in the process, not being able to fulfil 
the necessary tasks because of the various constraints existing at present. 
The Committee would further suggest that below the level of block head
quarters in the rural areas, a properly dovetailed system of suitable agencies 
should be utilised. Our broad conclusion in regard to the advisable pattern 
of branch expansion would be that the non-RRB commercial banks, with 
their manpower and other constraints cannot possibly aspire to cover all the 
villages in the country. Thus, while for deposit banking or for providing 
general banking services, commercial banks within easy reach of the population 
can cater to rural needs, the use of institutional intermediaries such as Primary 
Agricultural Credit Societies (PACS), Farmers Service Societies (FSS), Large
scale Multi-purpose Societies (LAMPS) and Regional Rural Banks (RRBs) 
would be the more appropriate agencies for ensuring a pervasive credit 
structure, reducing costs and providing better and necessary services to the 
rural population in general and the farm sector in particular. This is further 
supported by the fact that the rural areas need personalised banking service 
and, therefore, banking in these areas should have a local character to 
command the confidence of the people. The reluctance of bank personnel
who are still essentially urban-oriented-to serve in rural or even semi-urban 
areas, the frequent changes necessitated in the placement of staff and the 
resultant lack of continuity of personnel who are conversant with the areas, 
adversely affect the services rendered by banks to the small borrowers in 
rural areas. Again, the higher salary structure of commercial bank personnel 
operating in rural areas create social tensions in the areas and the higher 
administrative costs of bank offices in such areas add to the costs of banks. 
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3.14 We have considered the future course of action in respect of branch 
expansion by the public sector banks in the light of the present situation. 
Bank branches proper in the rural areas are at present controlled in a large 
way by public sector banks, to a small extent by private sector banks, and 
to some very small extent by RRBs, which are jointly owned by the Central 
Government, a sponsoring bank and the State Government in whose area 
the RRB is situated. In the last few years, there have been attempts to 
bring about a relationship between some weak co-operative societies and 
the commercial banks wherever State Governments have been willing to do 
this. This has taken the form of weak PACs being ceded to the commercial 
banks by the State Governments and being used as channels for supplying 
credit to the PACs' non-defaulting members. There are, however, some parts 
of the country where the co-operative structure is working well at the grass 
root level and the PACs are functioning satisfactorily. In certain other parts 
of the country where the working of the PACs is unsatisfactory, it is sought 
to be remedied by ceding the PACs to commercial banks or by grouping 
them into FSS or LAMPS. At present, however, by and large, the ceded 
PACs, FSS and LAMPS arc mainly intermediaries for channeling credit. 

3.15 The Committee feels that since PACs are spread all over the country 
and are already about 1,37,000 in number, the quickest way of covering 
the rural areas would be to convert PACs into branches of District Central 
Co-operative Banks to perform full-fledged banking functions with advisory 
assistance of the representative body of members. But it is well known and it 
has been so deposed before the Committee that generally the administration 
and control of PACs, DCCs and Apex Banks are subject to political influence 
of the States, and some of them are financially and operationally weak. If PACs 
are to function efficiently as banking units, it is essential to de-politicalise 
the entire co-operative structure at all levels. This will involve co-operation 
of the States. In order to de-politicalise and professionalise the co-operative 
structure, the Central Government would have to persuade the State Govern
ments that in the interest of siphoning larger and larger credit to the rural 
areas from the Reserve Bank of India, which has been the main purveyor 
of credit reaching rural areas through the co-operatives, necessary reforms 
should be carried out in the administration and control of the co-operative 
banking system. These reforms would include restructuring the constitution 
and altering in a major way the composition of Boards of the Apex Banks 
and the DCCs as well as the Managing Committees of the PACs. The executive 
structure of these institutions would also have to be profe~'ionalised. The 
Committee believes that detailed proposals in this regard could be worked out 
without disturbing the "co-operative" character of the present structure. 

3.16 It is possible that for some reasons, it may be found difficult to execute 
the above proposals to de-politicalise the co-operative structure in the near 
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future. In that case, the Committee feels that since the country cannot wait 
indefinitely, other alternatives, though more expensive, would have to be 
adopted. In the light of these considerations, we suggest the following course 
of action for the immediate future : 

(i) At village levels, co-operative institutions-PACs or l'SS or 
LAMPS-may continue to operate provided they have reached 
a satisfactory level of functional efficiency; the commercial banks 
and/or RRBs may adopt such societies as is possible after they 
are duly reorganised and their management professionaliscd; 

(ii) RRBs may open branches in rural areas, and wherever and when
ever RRBs are well established, offices of commercial banks in the 
operating rural areas of RRBs may be taken over by the RRBs, their 
powers of lending may be widened to cover all borrowers and 
their area of operation should be clearly demarcated to cover one 
district or more than one district, depending on the size of the 
district/ districts; and 

(iii) Commercial banks, particularly the public sector banks and other 
fairly big private banks, may open branches upto the Irvd of 
district headquarters or at best upto mandi or block level. 

3.17 In suggesting this pattern of banking, we have been influenced by the 
considerations that for rural areas, where infrastructural facilities arc not 
developed and the banks have difficulties in motivating their urban-oncntcd 
Staff td render constructive service suited to rural environment and where 
there are difficulties in result-oriented supervision because of distances from 
the points of control, the task of spreading banking in these areas could best 
be assigned to RRBs (if the redesigning of the co-operative structure as 

indiCated above is not practicable in the immediate future). In other words, 
the RRB will be the "core" of banking operations in a district area and the 
whole responsibility of developing that area will be fully and squarely put 
on it. The RRB, after its position is consolidated, will have its own personnel 
recruited from the local area and trained for the special tasks for that area 
and in this process, we su~adually RRBs should take over the 
branches of commercial banks at all centres in wral areas. We also recom
mend that the present restrictions on the lending powers of RRBs be removed 
and their powers extended--to cover not only small borrowers but also others. 
We do not, however, venture to propose any details of the structure or 
mganisation, control and management of the RRBs, as another Committee 
under the Chairmanship of Prof. M. L. Dantwala has dealt with this question_ 
However, we wish to make it clear at this stage that we comider 'tlle idea of 
developing one Regional Rural Bank which will be fully entrusted with the 
task of developing banking in a compact demarcated area, very important 
for initiating the integrated type of banking that we have suggested. 
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. . h · h d 'th us in recommending 3.18 The other cons1deratwn that as we•g e WI · • 

the use of intermediaries is that, at present mo:;t of the rural sector IS alrea.dy 
d. · · h' h could w1th served by a vast network of co-operative ere •t socJe!Jes, w 1c • . . 

changes proposed earlier in this Report, be used for purveyance of cred!t :n 
their respective areas. This would, however, be conditional on such soc•et•es 
being reorganised and their management professionalised and gear~d to the 
tasks of fulfilling socio-economic objectives. For thi~ p~rpose, the nght st~p, 
as stated above would be to de-politicalise the funct10nmg of the co-operative 
sector and we ~elcome the steps recently initiated by the Central Government 
towards this end. We recommend that State Governments be urged to take 
speedy action to make the co-operative credit societies healthy and .self
supporting, if they are to be of adequate help to the poorer stra~a of soc1cty, 
and that it would be in the interest of such co-operatives to obtam help from 
commercial banks both in respect of professional expertise as well as finances. 
We also urge th;t the Reserve Bank, in its capacity as the prime financier 
f the co-operative sector, should impress on the State Governments the need 
1r taking the desired steps, particularly that of professionali>ing the manage
en! and supervising their operations. 

3.19 While the foregoing suggestions may be considered for creating a work
able institutional frame-work for enlarging banking services in the rural 
areas, we would like to emphasise that such a demarcation should not ignore 
the special requirements of specific areas. In other words, where the PACs 
arc organisationally and operationally strong, they may operate on their own 
with or without the help of RRBs (or commercial banks). In other areas, 
the latter may adopt PACs (or FSS or LAMPS) according to the specific 
needs. There are some areas in which bank users' associations organised on 
a functional basis, e.g., Motor-rickshaw Association, Betelgrowers' Associations, 
etc. may be utilised either as advisory or financial channels of bank lending as 
may be appropriate. In making these suggestions, we are aware of the fact 
that no system of credit deployment for economic development would succeed 
unless it is backed by efforts and co-operation of the State Governments 

. and/or voluntary bodies and we would urge the Central Government and 
the Reserve Bank to persuade the State Governments to accept the necessity 
of aligning the co-operative banking system to commercial banks in promoting 
rural development. We also wish to reiterate our earlier statement ·that the 
State Governments should take active steps to profe<~<ionalise the management 
and streamline the operations of the co-operatives. We are suggesting this in 
the assured belief that the State Governments are equally concerned about 
speeding up the economic development of the rural and semi-urban areas 
and, for that purpose, would not hesitate to give all the necessary help to the 
commercial banks. The task of covering the unbanked areas in the country 
is so enormous that we feel that there is room for all agencies to operate in 
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co-ordination with one another, with a view to achievin~ the hc't results. 
In this respect, the 'Lead areas', i.e., areas allocated to specific kad banks 
can be the focus of activities for RRBs and they should be made accountable 
for the all-round development of such areas. 

3.20 In the course of the discussions on branch licensing, several views were 
expressed about the nature of the administrative authority to issue lict•necs. 
It was stated that the decision-making authority in regard to licensing is at 
present concentrated in the hands of a single unit in the Central Office (DBOD) 
of the Reserve Bank and that the regional offices of the Bank, which have 
better knowledge of the locale of the sites suggested for branch offices, arc 
not always involved in the decision-making process. This has the result that 
in many cases, branches are opened in close vicinity, although they are on 
two different roads. Although the regional offices are associated with the District/ 
State level consultative committees where matters relating to location of branches 
are suggested, they do not directly participate in the decision-making proccs< 
at the Central Office of the Reserve Bank. A suggestion has been made that 
there should be an independent Committee consisting of reprc,entatives of 
the Reserve Bank, Central Government, State Government and the Lead 
Bank, which would advise the branch licensing authority on the various aspects 
of opening bank offices. While we recognise the importance of licensing authority 
taking into account these aspects, we are of the view that the decision-making 
should not be diluted to that extent. We feel that the Central Office of 
Reserve Bank of India should consult all the interested parties, but the final 
decision on licensing branches should rest in its hands. 

3.21 The Committee had to consider the question of branch expansion 
also from the point of view of removal of regional imbalances in the spread 
of branches. The present geographical pattern of branches is that not only 
C'farge number of branches but also head offices of the majority of banks 
are located mostly in the Western and Southern areas, with only a few in 
one Eastern State. While we have suggested in the foregoing paragraphs, a 
system of commercial banks spreading up to the block headquarters level 
and leaving the independent management of an area covering one or more 
districts in the hands of a Regional Rural Bank, which could operate either 
directly or through the co-operatives ( depeding on the needs and conditions 
in the particular areas), we are of the view that more eiTective measures 
may have to be taken to cater to the banking needs of the Northern, North
Eastern and Central areas of the country, which are sparsely covered by bank 
branches relative to the area and relative to the rest of the country. One 
way of solving this problem would be to encourage a few banks with strong 
financial and managerial position which have an all-India presence to upgrade 
their Regional Offices in the Northern, North-Eastern and Central areas to 
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practically autonomous mini-Head Offices and to give such offices a free 
hand in expanding their branch network fairly rapidly. This ~ould h~ve the 
advantage of organic growth of an existing structure. But m the hght of 
the current experience of the several severe constraints in operations referred 
to earlier, we arc not in favour of such further expansion of any existing banks. 

3 .. 22 We, therefore, suggest a more pragmatic solution to this problem, 
which is to establish one public sector bank each in the Central, North-Eastern 
and Northern regions of the country which are relatively more underdeveloped 
and undcrbanked than other areas. We think that separate banks would be 
necessary for these areas-not confined to any State-for bearing the res
ponsibility and involvement for development of these underbanked regions 
which cannot, as at present, be done by banks with their head offices located 
in far away centres. This is abo suggested for the purpose of having better and 
closer contact with as well as control by the Head Office and other controlling 
points with branches in that area, which is very large. With this in view, 
we suggest setting up three new banks in the public sector, to cover specifically 
the (i) North-Eastern region covering Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, 
Meghalaya, 1\(izoram, Nagaland ami Tripura, (ii) Eastern Uttar Pradesh 
and Bihar and (iii) Madhya Pradesh and Orissa. The Head Offices of these 
banks may be located at suitable places in these regions taking into account 
the m·nl for rural development. The new banks will start their own branches 
upto the level of blocks, leaving, as suggested earlier, the banking coverage 
beyond this limit to RRBs and their branches. Initially we do not suggest 
any transfer of branches from the existing banks to the new banks as we 
feel that there is ample scope for both to operate and also because this question 
can be considered in due course when the new banks get going. So far as 
the prohkm of manning the proposed new banks is concerned, we believe that 
there is enough trained top management in the public sector banks now to 
provide the required leadership in this respect. 
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CHAPTER 4 

BANK FINANCE FOR PRIORITY SECTORS 

4.1 One of the most important objectives of bank nationalisation was the 
extension of bank credit to the priority sectors and the weaker sections in 
the society in order to generate gainful employment in these areas. Since 1969, 
banks have made concerted efforts to increase this type of lending through 
introduction of various novel methods. The Committee has been asked to 
evaluate the performance of the public sector banks in the matter of lending 
to the priority sectors as well as to the weaker sections of the society, and to 
suggest ways for orderly and balanced growth of such advances. 

4.2 Prior to the nationalisation of the 14 major Indian banks, the bigger of 
the commercial banks in India (except S.B.I. to some extent) had limited 
experience of financing either agriculture or the small-scale industry or the 
weaker sections of the society. The then relatively smaller banks such as the 
Syndicate Bank, Bank of 1Iaharashtra, Union Bank of India, Canara Bank 
and the Indian Overseas Bank, however, had a material proportion of their 
advances given to these sectors. The State Bank of India entered the field 
of small-scale industries financing after 1956-i.e. after it brrame a nationalised 
institution. The introduction of the Credit Guarantee Scheme by the Govern
ment of India in 1960 encouraged banK.~ to provide finance to small-scale 
industries. The entry of commercial banks in the field of fann credit has 
l;wen, however, a more recent phenomenon, particularly after the introduction 
of social control over banks in 1968. The nationalisation of the 14 major banks 
in July 1969 furt'ller Widened the sc;pe of commercial banks' lending to the 
priority sectors. More recently, public sector banks have been asked to ensure 
that the total lending to priority sectors should reach a level of not less than one
third of their total outstanding credit by March 1979, and that about 60 per 
cent of the deposits mobilised in rural areas should be deployed for productive 
activities in these areas. 

4.3 According to the present definition used for this analysis, credit to 
priority sectors includes lending to agriculture (both direct and indirect lend
ing), small-scale industries, small road and water transport operators, retail 
trade, and small businesses and professional and self-employed persons. Between 
end-June 1969 and June 1977, outstanding advances by public sector bank:i, 
to priority sectors increased from Rs. 441 crores to Rs. 3,14 7 crores, regis!Crin~: 
a seven-fold increase, while the number of horrowal accounts rose" from 



2.46 lakhs to 65.59 lakhs. The share of public sector banks in the total credit 
provided by all scheduled commercial banks to priority sectors was 90 per cent 
in December 1976. Of this, the share of the 14 nationalised banks was 
58 per cent and of the remaining, 32 per cent was held by the St~te Bank 
group. A• regards the performance of individual public sector banks m regard 
to the percentage share of priority sector credit to total credit, Syndicate 
Bank and Bank of Maharashtra had over 36 per cent of their credit deployed 
in the priority sector.;, followed by Canara Bank ( 33 per cent), the Indian 
Overseas Bank and Union Bank of India (32 per cent each). Banks which 
had recorded a rather slow growth of priority sector credit were Allahabad 
Bank and United Bank of India. This indicates the leeway to be made by 
some of the banks to achieve the target by March 1979. 

4.4 /The proportion of credit to the priority sectors to total credit of all 
public sector banks increased from 15 per cent to 27 per cent during the 
period June 1969-June 1977. Within the priority sectors, small-scale industries 
accounted for the largest share of bank finance (42 per cent), followed by 
agriculture (41 per cent). With the expansion of branches in the rural and 
semi-urban areas, there was also a shift in agricultural credit from indirect 
finance to direct finance (Table 10). Broadly, of the total rise in priority 
sector advances of Rs. 2,706 crores that took place between June 1969 and 
June 1977, nearly 41 per cent was on account of agriculture, the bulk (80 per 
cent) of which, again, was for direct lending to agriculture. The increase 
in credit to small-scale industry accounted for 39 per cent; the rest was 
accounted for by credit to small transport operators, retail trade, etc. 

4.5 It is well known that agriculture in India still continues to be dependent 
on the vagaries of nature. The risk of frequent crop failures is highlighted 
by the fact that out of 200 million hectares of cropped area only 46 million 
hectares or 23 per rent is irrigated by rivers, tanks and canals. This and the 
predominance of small holdings make Indian agriculture still a subsistence 
occupation, rathn than a business proposition. It is unfortunately true that 
Jnly I 0 per cent of the commercial bank credit is deployed in agricultural 
.lector, although this sector contributes about 48 per cent of our national 
income. Even so, considering the heavy risks in lending to agriculture (the 
recovery of agricultural loans of all scheduled commercial banks as a proportion 
of demand in terms of agreements with the borrowers was only 51 per cent 
in June 1976), and the comparatively short experience of banks' lending to 
this sector, it can be said that the performance of banks is reasonably satis
factory. As against only Rs. 162 crores provided in June 1969, public sector 
banks' advances to this sector increased to Rs. 1,275 crores in June 1977. 
Commercial banks provided not only short-term credit, but also medium/ 
~ong-term finance to farmer.;. They financed 3,453 primary credit societies 
m II States at the end of December 1976. They organised and financed 
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lfi4 Farmers Service Societ:es (FSS) in 3 States at the end of June 1977. Th~y 
also extended credit to Regional Rural Banks which in turn finance agriculture 
and allied activities. In their efforts to increase financing of agriculture, banks 
have adopted new methods, such as for instance, the village adoption scheme 
with a view to bringing about the overall improvement of the rural economy. 
At the end of December 1976, they had adopted over 45,000 villages and 
financed nearly 12 lakh farmers to the extent of R~. 234 crores. They have 
also been financing special agencies like SFDA, l\IFAL, as well as certain 
special schemes like Drought Prone Area Programme (DPAP), Intensive 
Agricultural Development Programme (IADP) and Command Area Develop
ment Programme (CADP). 

4.6 Impressive as has been the performance of commercial banks relative 
to their late entry in the field, the progress of such financing seems to be 
rather tardy in the context of the aggregate needs for agricultural finance. 
This is because of a number of impediments which come in the way of banks 
in deploying credit to agriculturists. Broadly, these can be grouped into four 
major types, viz., (i) those which arise from the traditional nature of farming 
in the country and the generally poor holding power of the majority of agri
culturists, ( ii) those which depend on help or action by the State Governments, 
(iii) those which arise from the operations of commercial banks and (iv) those 
which arise from the inherent weak structure of agricultural credit institutions 
in the country. These are dealt with below. 

4.7 The low credit absorption capacity of the small agriculturists is a major 
inhibiting factor in the rapid expansion of bank credit. The holdings are 
small and the farmers very poor so that the tendency to spend on consumption, 
rather than to inve>t in improvement of land is strong among them. Again, 
though intelligent and quick to grasp knowledge on new methods of farming, 
the Indian farmer has to be given convincing guidance to adopt new methods 
of farming as well as ways of using bank credit for commercial purposes. 
This includes his acceptance of guidance on profitable marketing of the 
products. 

4.8 It is here that the State Governments' Agricultural Departments can 
play a significant role to educate the farmers about the application of modem 
methods of cultivation and to persuade them to make the best use of the 
available facilities for improving the yield from land. It is stated that very 
often, the State Government officials, are enthmiastic in encouraging banks to 
grant credit without formulating bankable schemes, but not co-operative 
in the follow-up action after lending the money to the borrowers. This resulted 
in accumulation of overdues over a period of years and comcqucnt unwillingness 
on the part of branch managers to make fresh loans to the new borrowers. 
Effective co-ordination between State Government officials and banks would 
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help banks in extending credit facilities to a larger section of rural population 
than hitherto. Lack of involvement of the bank officials in local development 
projects is also a serious problem. Since bank officials are mostly urban-oriented, 
they do not evince adequate interest in making credit available to the farme~s. 
Suitable ch;mges in recruitment policy and proper training to officers Will 
enable them to identify themselves with the rural people. 

4.9 Some of the States have not yet enacted legislation on the basis of the 
model bill recommended by the Talwar Committee and in the absence of such 
a law, it would he difficult for the banks to recover loans already granted to 
farmers and to grant fresh loans to new borrowers. In this connection, our 
attention has been drawn by banks to the enact111ent of the Public Money 
Recovery Act by two States-viz., Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, which enables 
hanks to resort to quick lrgal remedies in the case of stuck up loans in 
agriculture and in small business. In the case of Rajasthan, the legislation is 
restricted only to agricultural advances. We, therefore, recommend that the 
State Governments which have not yet enacted such legislation should do so 
on a priority basis, covering within its scope not only agricultural advances, 
but also other advances to priority sectors and should implement the provisions 
of the law in right earnest. 

4.10 Another problem in regard to lending to agricultural sector is the un
satisfactory maintenance of records of land/tenancy rights by the State 
Governments. Banks cannot properly identify the farmers and assess their 
credit-worthiness in the absence of legal title to the land owned or cultivated 
by them, It is, therefore, imperative that State Governments should expedite 
land reforms conferring tenancy/ cultivating rights on the farmers who cultivate 
the lands, and giving them certificates of possession indicating the nature and 
extent of their land holdings. Banks have also often experienced difficulty in 
getting 'non-encumbrance certificates' from Government authorities to enable 
them to verify whether the land is already mortgaged to any other lender. 
We, therefore, feel that the procedure {or issuing such a certificate should be 
simplified by the State Governments and suitable instructions should be issued 
to the concerned officials to promptly respond to the requests for such 
certificates. 

4.11 It has also been represented to us that stamp duty and registration 
charges are heavy, making it very expensive for farmers to execute mortgages 
and obtain loans for agricultural purposes. No uniform policy appears to be 
followed by State Governments in this regard. We would, therefore, suggest 
that the levy of stamp duty on documents should he rationalised so as to 
minimise to the utmost possible extent the burden on agriculturists and other 
small borrowers. In this connection, a suggestion has been made to us that 
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it would be desirable to waive the stamp duty in respect of small loans to 
weaker sections like small farmers, artisans, DIR loanccs, etc., upto Rs. 10,000. 
We recommend that this be considered by the State Governments and suitable 
relief rna y be provided to the small borrowers. 

4.12 The absence of crop insurance scheme is also one of the factors impeding 
recovery of bank loans to agriculturists. The frequent occurrence of natural 
calamities like droughts, floods, etc., makes it necessary to implement this 
scheme urgently. We understand that there is already a proposal before the 
Central Government to introduce such a scheme and we urge that early 
actim be taken on the same. 

4.13 The banks have expressed their desire to use the existing intcrmediarir~ 
wherever they arc working well. The scheme of financing the PACs by banks 
is also stated to be working reasonably satisfactorily. However, it is represented 
to the Comtllittee by banks that State Governments do not evince adequate 
interest in helping banks to adopt the PACs, and also in organising l'SS in 
areas where the PACs are not effective. The State Governments have not yet 
completed the scheme of re-organisation of PACs and the appointment of 
full-time paid secretaries. The Committee feels that the scheme should be 
continued and extended to other areas also and the State Governments should, 
therefore, expedite the re-organisation of the societies (Sec Chapter 3-
Paragraph 3.18) and appointment of full-time paid secretaries among other 
things to improve their working. We would also urge the State Governments 
to appoint the secretaries for the primary credit societies which are financed 
by the commercial banks in consultation with and approval of the banks to 
which they are ceded. 

4.14 So far as Regional Rural Banks arc concerned, the consensus among 
the public sector banks is that they play a uscf ul role in catering to the credit 
requirements of the small and marginal farmers, and that they would, therefore, 
like to leave this field to RRBs in rural areas where the commercial banks 
would not like to have their own branches, in view of their high cost of 
operation. However, the public sector banks have stated that the majority 
of the State Governments still do not evince adequate enthusiasm in the 
setting up of Regional Rural Banks, as they fear that these banks would 
compete with the co-operative credit institutions. We feel that this fear is 
unfounded since in our view wherever PACs are strong and in a position to 
finance the productive needs of farmers they can continue to do so, elsewhere 
RRBs may operate either directly or through PACs. We also feel that the 
need for credit in rural areas is so big that there is scope for both co-operative 
and commercial banks (through RRBs) to co-exist in these areas. W c ha vc 
also recommended that commercial banks should extend their branch network 
only upto block headquarters and leave the field of expansion beyond that 
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to RRBs, which with the enhanced full lending power which we have recom
mended, will be given the responsibility of financing the development of the 
district/s where they will operate. 

4.15 The delays on the part of State Government departments as a result of 
which banks cannot extend finance to farmers at the right time, also come in the 
way of speedy deployment of agricultural credit. There were instances of delay 
on the part of the State Electricity Boards in energising tube wells, with the 
result that water could not be drawn from the wells for irrigating the fields. 
Sometimes the Ground Water Directorates did not clear the feasibility of 

' irrigation wells in the area and concerned banks found it difficult to provide 
loans. The State Governments should, therefore, ensure that such delays are 
avoided so as to enable the farmers to make the best use of the credit facilities 
available from banks. 

4.16 As regards financing of small·scale industries by commercial banks, 
there has been significant growth in this in the last two decades. In 1961, 
small-scale industrial units numbered only 36,000* and in 1975 their number 
went up to 2.6 lakhs. Similarly, in 1961, they had accounted for a gross 
output of Rs. 950 crores and it rose to Rs. 5,700 crores in 1976 .. Also, it is 
estimated that an investment of Rs. I lakh in these units provided employment 
to 21 persons, while the corresponding figure for large-scale unit was 5, i.e., 
the small-scale units were four times more employment-oriented than the large
scale units. 

4.17 Scheduled commercial banks' finance for small-scale units rose from 
Rs. 286 crores in June 1969 to Rs. 1,460 crores in June 1977. The number 
of small-scale units assisted by banks rose from 56,983 in June 1969 to 4,45,921 
in June 1977; the number of borrowal accounts rose from 86,807 in June 1969 
to 5,29,079 in June 1977. Commercial banks provided both short and medium
term finance to these units and the interest rate structure was generally on 
a slab basis with a favourable bias towards the smaller loans. Recently, the 
Reserve Bank of India has asked the commercial banks not to charge more 
than 11 per cent on tenn loans of 3 years and over to small-scale and other 
small units on all new loans effective from January 1, 1978. Banks have also 
been giving term-loans to technically qualified/experienced entrepreneurs who 
~ave viable projec~s, but n.ot adequate capital. For the creation of adequate 
mfrastructure, particularly m backward areas, commercial banks are extending 
financial assistance to the various State Government agencies like the Industrial 
Development Corporations and the Small Industries Corporations for establish
ing industrial estates. 
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4.18 However, commercial banks encounter a number of difficulties in finant
ing small-scale industries. The absence of infrastructural facilities in many 
areas, especially backward ones, acts as a deterrent to the setting up of the 
small-scale industrial units. Most of the State Governments have established 
industrial estates to attract small-scale entrepreneurs to the hitherto undeveloped 
areas with many inducements such as ready made sheds, supply of electricity, 
water and other essential conveniences. Other infrastructure facilities such as 
good roads, easy availability of raw materials, etc., are also attended to. Some 
of the State Governments have also established Small-scale Industries Corpo
rations to extend loans to entrepreneurs for the setting up of small·scale units 
in their States. Notwithstanding these facilities, not many entrepreneurs came 
forward to start small-scale units because of insufficient managerial and 
organisational skill. It has also been the experience of banks that many techni
cally qualified persons who apply for bank loans do not make use of them 
as they leave the business as soon as they get lucrative jobs elsewhere. Banks 
can identify potential entrepreneurs provided they possess required skill and 
help them to formulate viable schemes. With a view to helping small entre
preneurs, some banks have already set up consultancy cells at major branches 
where the services of trained consultants arc available to small entrepreneurs. 
Organisations such as National Institute of 1\Iotivational and Institutional 
Development in Bombay ( NIMID), the various State Industrial and Technical 
Consultancy Organisations, the State Industrial Investment Corporation of 
Maharashtra (SICOM), the Gujarat Industrial and Investment Corporation 
(GIIC}, etc., are playing a very useful role in arranging training programmes 
for small entrepreneurs. The Associations of Small Scale Industries in various 
States may also collaborate with these institutions in these programmes. 

4.19 Inadequate equity base in the small entrepreneur's business, is one of 
the more serious impediments in the smooth running of his business. A high 
debt-equity ratio in all cases is not advisable; in the case of small industries 
it is to be particularly discouraged as it increases the burden of interest and 

. debt repayments even before the business gets going. It is on this ground that, 
very often, banks find it difficult to lend to potential entrepreneurs who do 
not have the minimum equity capital. A suggestion has, therefore, been made 
that banks themselves may grant soft loans (quasi-equity) without interest, 
repayable in 7 to 10 years. We recommend that this proposal be given due 
consideration by the Industrial Development Bank of India ( IDBI) which 
could provide the necessary refinance facilities to the banks. An alternative 
suggestion is that a "National Equity Fund" be set up by the Government of 
India for providing equity support to small-scale industries and this can be 
administered by the IDBI. We understand that this proposal is still under 
consideration by the Government. We recommend that action on this be 
taken soon. 
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4.20 Another constraint on banks' lending to small-scale industries is th.e 
lack of inter-institutional co-ordination. In this connection the IDBI consli
tutcd a Working Group for evolving eiTective co-ordination bctwce~ the com
mercial banks and State Financial Corporations. The implementation of the 
recommendations of the Working Group will go a long way in bringing 
about better co-ordination between commercial banks and State Financial 
Corporatiom. 

4.21 Many of the small-scale units have become sick for various reasons 
and banks arc, therefore, unable to recover amounts due from them. 
It is, therefore, necessary to make special eiTorts to nurse the sick 
units back to health and at the same time prevent the healthy ones from 
Calling sick. In this connection, a suggestion has been made for setting up a 
soft loan assistance fund by the Government of India for providing rehabili
tation assistance without interest or at a nominal interest to such sick units. 
We recommend that this proposal be given due consideration by the Govern
ment of India and the Reserve Bank of India. 

4.22 The Federation of Associations of Small Scale Industries also repre
sented that banks usually asked the small-scale units to give collateral security 
such as house property, LIC policy, shares, third party guarantee, etc., for 
advances (in addition to charges on fixed and current assets) and this caused 
hardship to the small-scale units. According to the Federation, the 
banks should satisfy themselves about the viability of the project and 
the competence of the entrepreneurs without insisting on any additional security 
from them. On the other hand, banks stated that they considered it necessary 
to obtain such additional security for the loan because of the difficulties 
experienced by them in getting the losses reimbursed by the Credit Guarantee 
Organisation. Banks, therefore, urged that the claim procedure should be 
simplified by the Credit Guarantee Organisation in consultation with the 
banks and the Government of India and that Clause 7 (I) of the Credit 
Guarantee Scheme should be deleted so as to enable the banks to make 
eiTective use of the Scheme. We recommend that this suggestion be considered 
by the Reserve Bank of India and the Government of India and the necessary 
changes made in the Scheme. 

4.23 Another suggestion made by Associations of small-scale units IS that 
some statutory protection should be given to small-scale industries to make 
reservation of production of goods by them effective, as suggested by the 
A. R. Bhat Committee. The Government's recent Industrial Policy statement 
has widened the field. of reservation for small sector. In view of this develop
ment, we do not env1s.~ge need for any ~pecial legislation to give protection 
to the small-scale sector. 
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4.24 It was also represented to us by the banks and the Federation of 
Associations of Small Industries, that large-scale industrial units as well as 
Government undertakings and departments take a lot of time in making 
payments to small-scale units in respect of goods supplied by them. We under
stand that the banks generally allow supply bills facility in such cases and 
the small units (suppliers) arc allowed to draw funds from banks against 
such bills upto 60 to 70 per cent of the value of the goods, upto a maximum 
period of 120 days. We recommend that banks should allow full drawing 
against such supply bills and that a suitable time limit should be specified 
for payment of such bills by the large units as well as Government depart
ments. In this connection, a suggestion has been made that a part of the credit 
limit given to the large-scale industrial units may be specifically and com
pulsorily set apart as a sub-limit only for making payments to the small-scale 
units in respect of goods supplied by them. Alternatively, the existing specific 
limits granted to the small-scale units against supply bills be continued even 
against overdue bills to a reasonable extent. W c would also recommend that 
the Reserve Bank of India may provide refinance to banks in respect of such 
supply bills/notes drawn by small-scale units on the large-scale industrial 
units/Government departments. At present the Reserve Bank of India docs 
not provide any refinance to banks in respect of their lending to small-scale 
units, whereas a limited refinance facility is available in respect of their 
lending to small farmers. If, however, it is not feasible for the Reserve Bank 
to provide this facility, a separate Refinance Corporation for advances by 
banks to the Small-scale Sector may be set up, and it could refinance a 
specified portion (say 50/75 per cent) of banks' lending to Small-scale Sector. 

4.25 The rate of interest charged by banks on advances to small-scale units 
is considered to be high by many institutions and the Committee found the 
rates to be in the range of 12 to 15 per cent by different banks. It was also 
noticed that in view of the additions in the form of service charges, inspection 
charges, calculation of interest at monthly rests, etc., the effective cost of 
loans worked out to about 18 per cent for many units. We also found that 
there appeared to be no uniformity in the rates charged by different banks 
on loans to SSI units. Considering that the small-scale industries sector is 
as important as agriculture, we see no reason why less importance should 
be given to the former than to the latter, particularly as both are in the 
priority sectors. For this reason and because we feel that the rates structure 
for the small-scale sector is on the higher side, we recommend a maximum 
rate of interest of not more than one per cent above the Bank rate in respect 
of credit limits upto Rs. 2.50 lakhs and 3 per cent above the Bank rate on credit 
limits above Rs. 2.50 lakhs but not exceeding Rs. 10 lakhs. It was also 
represented to us by the Associations of small-scale industrial units that in 
case of non-payment of discounted bills by the parties in time, banks debit 
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th<· amount to the loan accoullls of small-scale unih and charge penal interest 
on the entire outstanding amount in their accounts. We feel that th~ banks 
may give due consideration to the complaint of t~e small-sc;~le un~ts an~ 
charge penal intert-st only on the amount of the drscounted brll whrch h.ts 
not been honoured. 

4.26 We are given to understand by the Associations of small-scale units 
that hanks apply indiscriminatrly the Tandon Committee norms for advances 
to "'ch unit,. Acrording to in,tructions hy the Reserve Bank, banks can 
apply the norms only in respect of total credit limits of ~· 10 lakhs and 
;ohovr, enjoyed by a unit from the banking system .. Hence, thrs docs not apply 
to the small-st·ale units which avail of bank advances upto Rs. 10 lakhs. 
In 11rda to provide rdid al"' to such units as avail of bank advances for 
working capital exceeding Rs. I 0 lakhs, we recommend that these norms 
should not be made applicable to them. 

4.27 The Associations have represented that the bank facilities to small-scale 
units for L/C limits, bank guarantees, purchase of outstation cheques should 
normally be provided o\"<"r and above the credit limits sanctioned by banks 
lor working capital. We ronsidcr this request reasonable and, therefore, 
n·comn11·nd that hanks may be '"ked to provide such additional facilities 
whrrrva m·re"ary on tcmiS appropriate to each case. 

4 .2U A> regard, tnm loans of 3 years and over granted to small-scale units, 
the Reserve Bank of India has recently asked the banks not to charge more 
than II per cent with effect from January I, 1978 irrespective of whether 
the loans arc too "nail to he eligible lor refinance from the IDBI and 
irn·,pertive of wl11·ther the bank concerned actually avails of refinance facility 
from the IDJII. This benefit would be available to (a) small-scale units covered 
uu<kr the Cn·dit Guarantee Sclu·me and units promoted by the technical 
mtn·prencurs rove red by the 'pecial guarantee scheme, (b) small road 
11 an, port operators and (c) small units in the specified backward districts/ 
an·as. In this conuection we rcconnm·nd that the procedure for refinancing 
wrh loans, follmn·d by the !Dill should he simplified so as to enable banks 
tu avail of this facility fully. The associations of ~mall-scale units have pointed 
out that the procedure for repayment of term loans causes some difficulty 
to such units. The payment of instalments to the banks/financial institutions 
lor term-loans grm·rally commence after the first disbursement of the loan 
while the factory could start production only some time after the finai 
disbun;t·ment of the loan. It is, therefore, suggested by the Associations that 
the time schedule for repayment of the loan should commence after the full 
;uuount of the tcnu-lu;UI is di,bur>cd to the unit and the unit has been in 
commercial production !or a year. We recommend that this procedure be 
adopted by the banks m order to give legitimate relief to the small-scale 
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units-this would be on par with the position m practice in regard to most 
term loans to large units. 

4.29 A suggestion has also been made by the Association~ of small-s..·ale 
units that the units should have the freedom to have loan accounts with more 
than one bank. We have considered this request carefully and feel that 
it is not desirable lor a party to borrow from more than one banker, as the 
banks will not be able to impose financial discipline on such borrowers. 
If the borrower is not satisfied with the services of his banker, he may be 
permitted to change over to another banker of his choice. \\"c, tlwrcfore, 
recommend that the Reserve Bank may issue suitable instructions to the 
banks in this regard. 

4.30 The delay in the di>po-al of loan applications by hanks hat! bt·t·n 
mentioned to us by the Associations. To a large extent, \\e beliew, such 
delays would emanate from the fact of branches being far away from tht· 
Regional or Head Offices, inadequate communications between the two anti 
the general apathy on the part of top management towards this type of 
financing. We suggest that the portfolios of credit to the priority sectors 
in general should be directly under the control of senior executives who will 
give proper policy directions for any changes required to be made for attending 
to this work with more dynamism and alacrity. With the changes in the 
banking structure that we have suggested earlier (Chapter 3) wherrhy the 
size of a bank would be more compact and its operations manageable in a 
better way, we believe that greater attention can be paid by bank management 
to these sectors. 

4.31 In some cases, we were given to understand, the delays in sanctioning 
loans were mainly due to incomplete information furnished by the applicants 
and the consequent time taken in correspondence. A High-powered Committee* 
which was appointed by the GoYernment of India to examine the bank credit 
problems of small-scale units has recommended simplified application forms 
for small-scale industries and other small borrowers. The introduction of 
simplified application forms, as suggested by the Committee will be of great 
help to the entrepreneurs as it will reduce the delay to a considerable extent. 
We understand that steps are being taken to bring about uniformity in appraisal 
procedures to be followed by all banks, as well as on other aspects such as 
margin, security, rate of interest, repayment of loan, etc. \Ve hope that quick 
action will be taken on the Committee's recommendations so that most of 
the difficulties experienced by small-scale units in regard to bank finance 
could be removed. 

• The Committee which was headed by Shri I. C. Puri, has since submitted itJ tt'port to tho. 
Government. 
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4.32 The present 3 year limit for validity of loan documents under .the 
law of limitation is also causing considerable difficulty to banks. In Vtew 
of this, it is suggested that the period of limitation in respect of ~mall loans 
(say upto Rs. I lakh) may be extended from 3 to 6 years to avmd frequent 
r~nrwal of documents which is a stafT-time-consuming and therefore, costly 
procedure. This is also worthy of consideration by the Government, and 
we would, therefore, suggest that early action be taken on the same. 

4.33 The hanks have stated that hy and large their experience of lending 
to priority sector has been satisfactory and that the proportion of stuck up 
advances in this sector is not more than that in other sectors. With the 
adoption of area approach, recruitment of specialised personnel, adequate 
training of the stafT and better supervision over the end-use of funds, banks' 
recovery performance of advances to priority sectors has shown some improve
ment in recent years. Even so, in view of the inherent weaknesses of these 
borrowers such as inadequate owned funds, poor technology, lack of managerial 
competence and of marketing facilities, the position leaves much to be desired. 
The banks may provide assistance to small entrepreneurs through Advisory 
Cells. At the same time, the State Governments and other institutions charged 
with the development of the infrastructure and other facilities for the priority 
sectors as well as the Federation of Small-scale Industries Associations and 
their State units have a more important role to play in this regard. The 
Federation can also take measures to provide consultancy, training and 
guidance for their members, particularly the small industrial and business 
units, and also actively help them in rcgard to marketing their products. 

4.34 We have made the several recommendations as above for the benefit 
of the snmll-scale units in the assured belief that ( i) the small-scale industries 
constitute a substantial section of the priority sector and (ii) banks have 
a duty to undert.~ke and carry out developmental e!Tort for the revival, healthy 
functioning and growth of these units, in spite of the difficulties experienced 
by the banks in the form of stuck-up advances. 

~.35 We bel.ieve that if the recommendations made in this Chapter are 
nnple~ne.nted, 1t shou~d not be difficult for banks to reach the target of lending 
to pnonty sectors vtz., 33i per cent by March 1979 (the ratio of priority 
sector to total bank credit being 27 per cent at the end of November 1977). 
We have also considered the question whether banks should be asked to aim 
~t a higher target, say 40 per cent, 3 years after the present one of 331 per cent 
~s reached, We feel that banks should attempt to reach this target, especially 
m the context of the need to create more employment in the rural areas and 
the smal!-scale industries are highly employment oriented compared to iarge· 
scale umts. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EFFICIENCY IN BANKS 

5.1 In fulfilling the manifold tasks which the commercial banks arc expected 
to perform to-day, the quality of service to the public in their operations and the 
speed with which it is done arc of considerable importance. The Committee was 
asked to advise on improving the efficiency of banks with a view to rendering 
better and speedy service to the public. From what the Committee gathered, in 
the course of its discussions with various interests, as well as from its own 
experience, there was a general feeling that there has been a qualitative deteriora
tion in the banking services-particularly of the public sector banks-during the 
last few years. In an overall evaluation of the performance of public sector banks, 
the Committee thought it appropriate to take this opportunity to examine the 
various aspects of efficiency in operations of banks. The Committee has, there
fore, taken a broader view and gone into the whole question of the diiTercnt 
aspects of efficiency in banking operations, services and management. 

5.2 In this connection, it may be recalled that the Reserve Bank of India had 
appointed, in 1976, a Committee to go into the problems of Productivity, 
Efficiency and Profitability of banks (PEP Committee), wherein matters relating 
to these aspects were looked into and several suggestions were made. In our 
examination of the problems of efficiency in banks, we have taken into account 
the assessment and recommendations made by the PEP Committee. 

5.3 In considering the problems of efficiency in banks, we have classified them 
into three broad groups, viz., those relating to ( i) internal efficiency, 
( ii) external operations and (iii) managerial control. These three arc, to a 
large extent, inter-related and dealt with accordingly. Besides these, there arc 
the problems of management-employee relations, which are examined separately 
in Chapter 7. 

5.4 Among the problems of internal efficiency, we consider that one of the 
foremost requirements for maintaining the general efficiency in the internal 
working of banks is the extent of direction, supervision and control exercised by 
the bank. The Committee observed that in the case of many banks, even where 
there were well designed systems and procedures chalked out for day-to-day 
work, there was no adequate implementation because of lack of follow-up and 
supervision. The Committee felt that it would be necessary for the banks 
to evolve a suitable machinery to ensure that the several procedures prescribed 
for operational efficiency are followed. For this purpose, periodical visits of 
the senior management to branch offices would be helpful, in addition to a 



monitoring system. In some cases, it was also noticed that although the 
nature of banking business had changed considerably, the methods. a~d 
procedures that were earlier prevalent in the banks had not been sull1c1ent Y 
modified, to meet the present day requirements. Vfe also .observed that 
new management techniques have not been suffic1ently w1dely adopted 
in some of the banks. Moreover in banking, where a large part of the work 
is of a routine nature and is being done manually, the working. ~ond~tions in 
offices arc important. In this connection it was observed that conditiOns m office 
premises in many branches left much to be des!red, although a great de~! of 
expenditure is incurred on furnishing and decoratmg Head Offices,. some rcg10nal 
offices and some branches. The Committee felt that proper attentiOn to matters 
such as the environment and working conditions in the office, direction, control 
and supervision of work, facilities of communication among different branches, 
the general reporting and feed back systems and also to matters relating to 
fixation of norms of work could go a long way in improving the internal effici
ency in banks. 

5.5 With the rapid expansion of branches of banks in the last few years, 
the need for a large number of trained staff is increasingly felt. Banks have, 
therefore, to enlarge and strengthen their training facilities and reorient their 
recruitment procedures to take into account the needs flowing from regional 
requirements. The extreme shortage of well trained staff has contributed to 
the growing inefficiency in offices and there is, therefore, urgent need to under
take advance manpower planning-for both recruitment and training to take 
care of the planned expansion in branches and in the concerned business. The 
Committee would also like to emphasise the need for preparing the contents 
of the various courses to suit the type of business handled by a bank. This 
is particularly important in the context of the pattern of deployment of funds 
by banks, which materially differs from bank to bank. Each bank also has to 
take into account the particular business-mix it is financing, and think of the 
spread of inherent risks involved therein before or when it decides to go in 
for new lines of business. A proper deployment of resources, not only in different 
lines of uses but in different types of advances is also a part of proper financial 
management, which ultimately would contribute to the healthy working of a 
bank. In this connection, the Committee has noted that in the case of some 
public sector banks, steps were taken to undertake systematic planning with 
greater emphasis on detailed performance targets, A few banks have also set 
up Data Monitoring Units to enable them to study the economic trends and 
thereby to assess the credit requirements of the various economic sectors into 
which banks may put their resources. 

5.6 The Committee examined several aspects of efficiency of banks with 
respect to ~heir e.xtcrnal dealings with the public. The major aspects included 
the followmg, Viz., (i) customer service in respect of the usual banking 
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transactions such as payment and collection of cheques, collection of bills, 
opening of letters of credit, preparation of pass books, remittance facilities, etc., 
( ii} motivation of staff to enable them to take up the new challenge of banking 
service to a more varied clientele, (iii) service in regard to entertaining and 
sanctioning of loan proposals, ( iv) the follow-up action for supervising the loan 
operations, and ( v) other problems such as difficulties in transfer of accounts, 
consortium arrangements for bigger loans, etc. 

5. 7 As regards customer service, a working group was appointed by the 
Government of India in March 1975 under the Chairmanship of 
Shri R. K. Talwar. The working group submitted an interim report to the 
Government in August 1975 and its final report in March 1977. In all, the 
Group made 176 recommendations, most of which have been accepted by the 
Government of India and these relate, inter-alia, to deposit accounts, remittances 
and collections, loans and advances, foreign exchange business, Government 
business, discipline and attitudes and general matters. The Reserve Bank has 
recently advised all the commercial banks to implement these recommendations 
and to submit quarterly progress reports on their implementation to the Reserve 
Bank. There are also some recommendations of the Working Group which can 
be implemented only after the necessary action is taken by the Government/ 
Re,crvc Ilank. These, inter-alia, refer to enactment of legislation to make drawing 
of cheques without funds a penal offence, nomination in the case of deposit 
accounts on the same lines as in the case of deposits with Post Offices and 
LIC policies, establishment of new clearing houses at centres having more than 
3 banks, use of cheques in all Government payments, increase in business hours 
by 4!/:;1 hours per week and the setting up of a high powered permanent steering 
committee on customer service on the national plane. Recommendations relating 
to the concept of modest self-supervision, widespread and increased use of 
electronic/mechanical aids, staggering of duty hours and effective enforcement 
of basic discipline require negotiations with employees' unions for their 
co-operation. 

5.8 We feel that in order to improve the operational efficiency and the quality 
of service and to speed it up, a judicious use of computers for selected services 
would be useful for banks as this will result in better financial management and 
higher profitability. In this respect, the general prejudice on the part of workmen 
unions against the use of computers needs to be dispelled by discussion with 
them. The point to emphasise would be that, apart from an increase in efficiency, 
it will, by reducing the load of routine and repetitive work, make a workman's 
job more interesting or at least less boring and would leave him more time to 
give better customer service. 

5.9 Another aspect of operational efficiency related to the delays which occur 
in clearing and collection of cheques. Most of the complaints from the public 
relate to the delays in the clearance of cheques, outstation im.truments, 
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the writing up and submission of pasi books and credit . advices, . etc. 
In this respect, mention may be made of the scheme of cleanng submitted 
by the Indian Banks' Association to the Reserve Bank and the Government for 
a regional and/or a national clearing system for dealing with this probl~m. 
The Committee recommends that this scheme be examined and necessary actiOn 
taken soon. 

5.10 In any discussion on efficiency of bank services to the public, the foremost 
que•tion is that relating to the attitude, outlook and approach of bank emplo~ees, 
in the context of the growing demands made on banks' resources and services. 
llcre, the iw.piration that the management can impart to the staff by personal 
contacts and example will be very important in creating the sense of motivation 
for achieving the new tasks entrusted to the banks to-day. It is noticed that one 
of the very common causes of the apathy and indifference on the part of the 
bank staff towards their clientele is the increasingly impersonal manner in 
which work in a bank is done nowadays. The size of a branch and the varied 
types of activities that the branch has to perform and the consequent added 
responsibility thrust on the managers also contribute to this state of affairs. 
We feel that it is necessary that bank management should devote considerable 
time and effort to ensure that the services at the counters are given with courtesy, 
speed and accuracy. For this purpose, periodical visits by higher-ups in the 
management to the areas of operation will be highly useful. It would also 
be advisable to form customer service committees at the branch level by secur
ing the involvement of staff. The PEP Committee has also recommended that 
an official may be stationed at bigger branches to handle customer traffic and 
complaints of customers. We recommend that this suggestion be implemented. 

5.11 One factor which acts as a damper on motivation of bank employees 
is the routine and repetitive nature of the work, which employees with high 
academic qualifications arc called upon to perform but for which such 
qualifications arc not necessarily required. What is really expected and required 
of sttaff is hard work, integrity and devotion to duty. The Committee, therefore, 
feels that banks should consider recruiting a much higher percentage of personnel 
at the clerical levels with educational qualification down to matriculation and 
give them appropriate job training-it would lead to a more satisfied and 
not a frustrated staff. 

5.12 In ~gard to sanctioning of loans by managers of branches, the Committee 
ha~ taken note of the fact that the usual systems and procedures of banking 
which were in vogue earlier for loan appraisals and sanctions, viz., those which 
took into account the nature and quantum of security charged to the bank 
and the general credit-worthiness of the borrower are not adequate in the 
present co~ditions which require that the banker give importance to the viability 
of the proJect of the proposal rather than the security offered, and the ability 
of the entrepreneur to generate income from working the project from which to 



repay the loan. In earher days, It was ~asy for bank managers to calculate the 
risk involved and ensure against it by asking for adequate security: the rules 
and procedures in the banks were also attuned to take care of this practice. 
To-day, however, when the bank manager is called upon to assess the proposal, 
not only from the view point of the security, but more importantly, the viability, 
the norms and procedures prescribed previously are no longer adequate. In 
order to enable the branch managers to make a proper and quicker assessment 
of the loan proposals, the Central Offices of banks should issue to them detailed 
manuals of instructions preferably in the form of a check list, if they have 
not already done so. It is also suggested that for quicker disposal of loan pro
posals, the branch managers may be given powers such that around 75 to 80 per 
cent of the cases can be disposed off by them without reference to higher autho
rities, and necessary confidence be created in them so that they use these 
powers and not avoid exercising them. 

5.13 Another type of lending which leads to inordinate delays in what is 
known as 'consortium loan arrangements' under which working capital and 
term loans, for fairly big projects, are being financed by a group of banks/term 
financing institutions. It was represented to us that the different lending practices 
and procedures followed by the 'consortium' institutions necessitated separate 
credit appraisal by each bank/institution which led to delays. These delays 
were, at times, so inordinate that they involved changing the whole scheme 
because of cost escalation in the intervening period and this led to the con
sequent need for another appraisal once again by all the concerned institutions. 
The Committee feels that this state of affairs needs urgent consideration by the 
managements of banks and other financial institutions and suggest that the 
recommendations made by the Indian Banks' Association in this respect, be 
speedily implemented-this recommendation being that the Consortium institu
tions should form an expert group of senior officers for finding out the borrowers' 
requirements, that this group should be entrusted with the task of assessing the 
viability of the project and the other institutions should accept the assessment 
of the group and not go through the exercise of their own separate assessment 
as at present. For this purpose, our Committee thought it very necessary that 
the institutions should have common application forms and common terms 
and conditions for loans and that the assessment should be at the level of a 
group of senior executives of the concerned institutions. Another reason for 
delay in disbursement of loans is the variety of documents to be executed for 
the different consortium institutions. In this connection, we recommend that 
the Indian Banks' Association take up the question of simplification and 
standardisation of documents and of evolving a single document for creation 
of the security and recital of terms for all the institutions. 

5.14 The Committee was told that in recent years, after the introduction of 
the norms suggested by the Study Group to frame Guidelines for Follow-up 
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of Bank Credit (viz., the Tandon Cm.nmittec), th~ bor~owers were put ~0 

considerable inconvenience and hardsh1p not only m bcmg call~d upo_n. o 
supply several type~ of details and in experiencing inordinate delays m.obt~mmg 
sanctions for loans, but also in being required to introduce an.d mamtam ~he 
Tandon Committee norms, in circumstances often beyond the1r control: 1 he 
Committee is of the view that the time has come when the whole questiOn of 
the aforesaid norms and the method of enforcing them by banks be reviewed 
by Reserve Bank in consultation with groups of bankers and of. bo~ow~rs. The 
Committee would like to state here that they welcome the prmc1ple mvolved 
in requiring banks to enforce certain disciplinary norms on the borrowers but 
feel that in their actual application, the banks should take into accou?t the 
genuine difficulties which the strict enforcement of these norms creates m the 
working of the borrowing units-the theoretically permissible flexibility is not 
observed in actual practice. The Committee also feels that the investment and 
economic conditions in the country as well as the liquidity position of banks 
are to-day different from those which prevailed when the Tandon Committee's 
norms were introduced, and that a much greater degree of flexibility can now 
be introduced in the application of these norms, depending on the requirements 
and merits of each ca•e. To take care of any future changes in the monetary 
situation, the Committee would also recommend that the banks as well as the 
credit authorising authority (viz., the Reserve Bank) in consultation with some 
representative organisations of borrowers may review the question with a view 
to introducing an clement of built-in flexibility in the scheme. The Committee 
further recommends that the Reserve Bank may avail of the occasion of the 
annual review of its credit policy to a,..;ess the actual working of the Tandon 
Committee norms in the preceding year and to make such modifications in these 
norms as may be deemed appropriate with respect to the following year. 

5.15 Another difficulty experienced by bank borrowers and which reflected 
on the efficient working of banks was that relating to the transferability of 
borrowal accounts from one bank to another. We found that, at present, it 
was virtually impo,..;ible for borrowers to transfer their loan accounts from 
one bank to another inspitc of the guidelines issued by Reserve Bank from 
time to time in this respect. We understand that the permission of the existing 
banker is nece,..;ary for transfer of such borrowal accounts. In this regard, 
we recommend that this procedure should be further simplified so that such 
transfers be ordinarily permissible. 

5.16 In addition to the problems of maintaining efficiency in the internal and 
external operations .or bank~, there arc also certain problems of organisational 
natu~. T~e ~omm1t~ce no!1ccd that the delays in operations and the general 
dctenoration m effic1ency m banks were the direct result of the dilution of 
control resulting from ~e wide spread of branches and the communication gaps 
between the Head/Regwnal Offices and branches. For dealing with this problem, 
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it is necessary that the controlling structure be further rationalised, i.e., made 
more direct. We, therefore, recommend that : 

(a) there should be three-tier management structure in each bank, viz., 
(i)the Head Office, (ii) the Regionai/Zonai/AreajDivisional Office 
and (iii) the branch office. In the context of the suggestions made 
by us in Chapter 3 on the compactness of the size of a bank and 
the demarcation of the area of operation of the commercial bank 
vis-a-vis primary co-operative credit society and/ or the RRB, we 
consider that the organisation of a bank on a 3-tier basis would be 
desirable and practicable; 

(b) an operational and controlling unit of a bank (be that a Regional/ 
Divisional/Zonal/ Area Office) should have a controlling charge 
of around I 00 offices, depending on the magnitude of business 
and the area of operation. The criterion should be that the credit 
and other proposals sent from branches to the higher offices and 
the decisions taken thereon should not take more than 2 to 3 weeks 
from the date the borrowers furnish the full particulars; 

(c) the problems faced by middle management of officers may be dealt 
with by delegating to them adequate powers of sanctioning loans, 
seeing to it that they use these powers and assuring them full 
support from senior management in bona fide cases of doubts or 
mistakes; wherever practicable, higher power could be delegated to 
be exercised by 2/3 executive officers jointly at the middle tier; and 

(d) at the top level, i.e., at the Head Office, an Executive Committee 
of senior officers, each senior officer being in charge of one or two 
or even three regions-be set up to take deci~ions on important 
matters and issue instructions to the l\Iiddle and Branch Offices, 
and powers at all levels be increased wherever they arc currently low. 

5.17 In the matter of efficiency in banks, the management-employee relations 
play a pivotal role. The successful working of a bank and the achievement 
of the banking objectives to-day mainly depend on a proper understanding 
between the management and the employees and the realisation on the part 
of both of their respective roles. In view of the vital importance of this subject, 
it is dealt with separately in Chapter 7. 



CHAPTER 6 

VIGILANCE ARRANGEMENTS 

6.1 The Committee has been asked to examine the operation of vigilance 
work in the banks and to make recommendations to bring about improvements. 
This chapter covers the present arrangements i~ this re~ard an_d revie~s th~m. 
On the basis of this review certain recommendations for 1mprovmg the SituatiOn 
are made. 

6.2 The question of vigilance arrangements in banks has to be viewed against 
the background of the increasing complaints regarding the incidence of defal
cations, frauds and corruption in banks. The Committee first tried to ascertain 
whether such malpractices have increased in recent years. As is well known, 
there is a general feeling among the public that there has been a considerable 
deterioration in standards of honesty among bank officials since nationalisation. 
Since in the nature of the case, this is an aspect of bank operations which is 
difficult to quantify, we enquired of the managements of the banks about their 
assessment of this matter. The unanimous feeling was that defalcations, frauds 
and corruption have increased in respect of both numbers and amounts. But at 
the same time, most of the managements have stated to us that the extent of 
corruption has not grown more than in proportion to the volume of business. 
It was not possible for us to verify this impressionistic statement, but we cannot 
also ignore adverse comments made in responsible quarters. 

6.3 Bank managements feel that much of the present public outcry against 
corruption in banks is due to extraneous factors. Many of the complaints. 
they feel, are due to the fact that there have been widespread misunder
standings regarding the manner in which help by the banks is to be extended 
to priority sectors. Disgruntled elements, therefore, are encouraged to lodge such 
complaints due to denial on valid grounds of advances facilities. Inter-union/ 
Association rivalries, groupism, parochial sentinrents at centres where bank 
offices are situated, as well as resentment at efforts to enforce discipline by 
Branch Agents/Managers arc also cited as reasons for increase of complaints 
on the part of the disgruntled employees. 

6.4 While most bank managements are inclined to underplay the problem of 
corrupti?n in banks, the evidence we have collected shows that the scope for 
defalc.at10n, ~rauds and corruption has increased enormously. The old-time 
restramts whtch operated to make a bank employee conscious of his enormous 
responsibilities in handling other peoples' money have been weakened, partly 



because of lack of fear of the immediate consequences of any malpractices and 
partly because of a general decline in standards of integrity in the en\'ironmcnt. 
We, therefore, have no doubt that while the prevalance of complaints especially 
of the anonymous variety may be on a much larger scale than warranted by 
actual instances of fraud and corruption, there is probably quite a considerable 
increase even in the relative volume of malpractices and their value. 

6.5 Before proceeding to review the present arrangements in bank~ regarding 
vigilance, it has to be noted that the scope for frauds in banks is practically 
unlimited. Dishonest or fraudulent misappropriation or misuse of money 
entrusted to an employee or under his control and falsifying records in order 
to prevent detection can easily be resorted to by any bank official. Moreover, 
with the extension of smaller advances and lending to priority sectors in 
the rural areas there is considerable scope for bribery and corruption, especially 
when dealing with illiterate clients who are used to corruption in dealing 
with official agencies. 

6.6 All the public sector banks now have a separate vigilance cell with Chief 
Vigilance Officer at their respective head offices who has been appointed by 
the Board of each bank in consultation with the Central Vigilance Commission. 
Chief Vigilance Officers are directly responsible to the top management of the 
bank, i.e., to the Chairman-cum-Managing Director or the Managing Director 
as the case may be. They are generally drawn from the senior management 
levels, in some cases Deputy General Manager and in some other cases 
Assistant General Manager. They are provided with some staff to carry out 
their duties. They also co-operate with the inspection and audit departments 
of the bank. 

6. 7 The Chief Vigilance Officer deals not only with allegations against an 
employee of offences of frauds, bribery, corruption, forgery, cheating, etc., 
but also with such matters as fraudulent claims under various concessions 
extended to employees and the exercise of personal influence or official position 
in order to secure any advantage for himself or any other person. It may 
be mentioned that the Chief Vigilance Officer deals even with cases concerning 
officers senior to him in the bank hierarchy, with the exception of the 
Chairman/Managing Director; in the case of the latter, however, the Govern
ment may entrust cases for investigation, if any, to the Central Bureau of 
Investigation. In respect of officers having basic pay of more than Rs. I ,000 
per month, action is taken by the bank on the basis of the investigation and 
findings by Chief Vigilance Officer in consultation with the Central Vigilance 
Commission. 

6.8 The manner in which the vigilance organisations function in various 
banks may be briefly dealt with. The vigilance organisations do not ordinarily 
take cognisance of anonymous/pseudonymous complaints against employees. 
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However, where the complaint contains allegations of specific an~ ver~fiablc 
nature, it is generally enquired into. If the complaint is made by an Jdcnllfiablc 
person and contains information definite enough to rcqu~r? a further ~hc~k, 
preliminary enquiries/investigation will be made by the v1g1lance orgamsatwn 
to decide whether there is a prima facie case against the employee. Such 
a preliminary enquiry will be conducted either by the Chief Vigilance Offi~er 
himself in absolutely necessary cases or by the officers of the lnspcct.JOn 
Department of the bank. If prima facie there is sub;tance to the complamt, 
the officer/employee is generally asked to furnish an explanation, a?d. if. it is 
not found satisfactory, he may be charge-sheeted, and further d1sc1phnary 
proceedings will be initiated. 

6.9 Apart from the vigilance arrangements within banks, there is, of course, 
the Central Bureau of Investigation ( CBI) which comes into the picture 
either by the bank asking for its help or directly through CBI itself taking 
cognisance of a complaint which has reached it through other sources, The 
Committee enquired into the experience of banks with regard to investigations 
~"nducted by CBI. There was almost unanimous opinion that CBI takes an 
unconscionably long time to complete its investigations. There was also a 
feeling th.~t during the period of investigation of cases, the image of the bank 
is affected in the eyes of the public due to the manner in which the enquiries 
are carried out. In some cases, the bank managers get unnecessary bad 
publicity. A few bank managements went so far as to say that CBI officers 
treat the suspected bank officers on par with criminals even before prima 
facie guilt is established. 

6.10 Once a case has reached the stage of asking an employee for his 
explanation or handing it over to CBI for investigation, there seems to be 
nothing to prevent ultimate punishment of the employee, if he is found guilty. 
Bank managements are generally of the view that they do not encounter 
resistance on the part of the unions against the taking of action where com
plaints of fraud and cormption are concerned. Some instances ha\'e come to 
our notice, however, where due to inter-union rivalry, one or other union 
has championed the cause of an employee suspected of cormption, But this 
does not seem to be on a large scale to be of significance. 

6.11 On the basis of the facts presented to us, we feel that there are a few 
organisational changes within the present framework which might help to 
reduce the incidence of frauds and malpractices. One improvement would be 
to involve two or three or more officials in any particular decision on advances 
or any other matter involving outlay of funds or important executi\'e decision. 

6.12 There is, however, no doubt that the present vigilance arrangements 
require strengthening in several respect~. Although the present internal arrange
menU of banks are reasonably satisfactory, the problem arises when an 
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extraneous agency like CBI has to be involved in the investigative proce"'· 
We fed that CBI staff should be strengthened to deal with banking offences 
by the induction of suitable experienced banking personnel into their ranks, 
as has been done in other spheres, e.g., by appointment of Income-tax Officers, 
Exchange Control personnel, etc., on the CBI staff. Alternatively, we consider 
RBI would be a better agency-being better equipped to deal with banking 
matters. However, so long as the present arrangements continue, we believe 
that in view of the sensitive nature of banking business, CBI should as far as 
possible deal with cases of frauds and corruption in banks very tactfully. 

6.13 The main complaint of the banks regarding the present procedure 
relates to the lack of familiarity of any outside investigating agency with 
the working of bank transactions. We feel that one way of filling up this 
gap would be to give an appropriate role to the Reserve Bank in regard 
to vigilance in banks. At present, many of the cases of frauds in banks come 
to light through either internal or external inspections. We would suggest 
that the Inspection Wing of the Department of Banking Operations & Develop
ment of the Reserve Bank be given the function of enquiring into the cases 
of frauds and corruption in the banks. This might entail the setting up of a 
separate vigilance wing in the Reserve Bank of India (DllO&D). Ultimately, 
it should be possible for the Reserve Bank to take over the functions currently 
performed by the CBI in regard to the whole sphere of vigilance. 

6.14 We would conclude our enquiry by stating that while everything 
should be done to improve vigilance in banks, the present situation is partly 
the resultant of a general deterioration in standards of honesty in many 
walks of life. We have no wish to go into details on this matter. It is well
known that corruption is not confined to banks alone and that many official 
agencies have also reported an increase in the incidence of corruption. The 
entire problem may, therefore, be viewed in the context of the growing 
functions of various official agencies, because the opportunitirs for corruption 
have undoubtedly increased without corresponding institutional arrangements 
to prevent them. 
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CHAPTER 7 

MANAGEMENT EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 
IN THE BANKING INDUSTRY 

7.1 Our inquiry into the present state of affairs in the public sector banks 
has led us inevitably to the conclusion that the solution to many of the 
problems of the banks lies in an improvement in the morale and motivation 
of their staff at all levels. While every effort is being made by managements 
to recruit the right people and to train them in the varied skills necessary 
for conducting the operation~ of the banks at every level, the root cause 
of inefficiency ~ems to lie in a general malaise which has affected both 
officers and staff-to some extent even top management. In this chapter, 
we make an attempt to diagnose the causes of this situation and to suggest 
possible remedies. 

7.2 So far as top management is concerned, some of the causes for the present 
situation lie outside the banks. When the ownership of the 14 banks passed 
to Government, the reaction of most of the managements was to wait for 
cues from the Government officials concerned with their affairs. There were 
some instances of representatives of Government on the Boards of nationalised 
banks taking an unduly strong position on non-policy matters. The general 
feeling of insecurity on the part of the top managerial personnel of public 
sector banks appears to have led to a certain amount of personal lobbying, 
using political influence for retention of or promotions to high offices or 
seeking extensions of tenure. The unpredictable manner in which the appoint
ments and tenure of the heads of the nationalised banks was decided tended 
to undermine management authority. 

7.3 We are glad to note that more recently, relations between the owner and 
the managements have grown on more healthy lines. There is no longer any 
desire to keep ~nior appointees on tenterhooks by giving them unduly short 
tenures, nor is there reported interference by Government Directors in the 
day-to-day affairs of the banks. We trust these tendencies will be reinforced 
and strengthened, and that Government will in future concentrate on directing 
the banking system as a whole to fulfil the tasks set for it by current overall 
policies. All the same, some institutional changes would seem called for as 
noted below. 

7.4 
the 

Coming to the question of the relationship between management and 
officer cadre, there are deep-seated reasons for officer discontent. It is 



well-known that because of factors such as large increases in workmen stall 
salaries and other emoluments, the relative position of officers has worsened 
considerably. Apart from this, the meagre attention paid to representations 
by officers, the introduction in banks in 1976 of regulations governing the 
conduct of officers (but not workmen staff) and the discipline and appeal 
regulations governing them, as well as the denial of bonus to officers drawing 
over Rs. 1,600/- have created discontent all round. It is in this context that 
the recent agitation against the Pillai Committee Award has to be viewed. 
There is also a discernible tendency for senior managers in banks to migrate 
to private banks or business houses in India as well as abroad. We are aware 
of the rationale of the decisions of Government with respect of bank officers. 
We are only recording the fact of officer discontent particularly of the more 
competent ones. At the same time, it is as well to bear in mind that banks 
do not require many intellectually highly competent officers, but many officers 
of very high integrity and devotion to duty to serve the common people. This 
has a bearing on future recruitment policy with its impact on the question 
of officers' discontent. 

7.5 Apart from the decline in the enthusiasm of officers in banks for reasons 
stated above, essentially it is the attitude of the workmen staff which is crucial 
in determining efficiency in banks. In order to understand the present state 
of affairs, a little background regarding the unions now active in the banking 
industry would be helpful. There is first the All-India Bank Employees' 
Association (AlBEA) which is an organisation of both CPI and CPI ( r-1) 
supporters. Then come the All-India Bank Employees' Federation (AIBEF) 
and the National Organisation of Bank Workers (NOBW) which did not 
have majority status in 12 out of 14 nationalised banks as gathered by the 
verification made by the competent authority for selecting workmen Directors 
to be placed on the Boards of the nationalised banks. Finally, there is a new 
body called the Indian National Bank Employees' Congress (INBEC) which 
began as a Congress Party Organisation and has been trying to make inroads 
into several banks during the past two years or so. INBEC claims to be a 
strong organisation in the State Bank of India. 

7.6 At present, things arc somewhat up in the air as regards workmen stall 
matters, because the life of the Second Bipartite Settlement made between 
Indian Banks' Association ( IBA) and AlBEA ended on 31st December 1973. 
From September 1974 to July 1975, IBA have had no talks with AlBEA on 
revision of pay scales and on other matters as no agreement was possible. 
Then came the Emergency and things were quiet on the unions' front. After 
the Emergency was lifted, AlBEA has since July 1977 revived its demand 
for wage revision and has called for industry level bipartite negotiations for 
revision of wages and service conditions. It has also accused bank managements 
of having withdrawn many facilities and enforcing discipline "with the rigidity 
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of jail code, memos, charge-sheets, suspensions on very flimsy grounds and 
arbitrary transfers to far-off places". 

7.7 In this kind of "free-for-all" situation, there is a general air of uncerta~nty 
hanging over management-employee relations, with consequent repercussiOnS 
on staff performance. Quite apart from the atmosphere of gheraos and demons
trations which is still part of life in the banks in metropolitan a~d urb~n 
areas, the unions have gone back to the restrictive practices and coercive tactics 
they had been accustomed to adopting in the past before the Emergency· 
Examples of such practices arc: the resistance to reallocation and redistribution 
of work according to office exigencies; reluctance to undertake the work of 
another employee who may have more work than usual on a particular day; 
reluctance to work in another department when required; resistance to the 
introduction of staggering of hours of work; and resistance to transfers from 
one place to another even in the same State and sometimes in the same city, 
etc., etc. 

7.8 Part of the reason for "work-spreading" and insistance on preventing 
inter-spatial and inter-functional mobility of staff lies in the fact that such 
methods force the banks to employ more staff than they really need. Estimates 
of the overstaffing in the public sector banks vary, but most managements 
admit that they could comfortably do without around 25 per cent of their 
present staff, provided they arc allowed freely to deploy the remainder according 
to exigencies of work and the staff diligently attend to their duties for the 
full period for which they are paid. 

7.9 More serious is the attitude of the unions towards any disciplinary 
measures taken by management. When recourse is taken to the procedure 
laid down in the Second Bipartite Settlement for taking disciplinary action, 
in many cases, employees either resort to agitational methods to pressurise 
the bank to withdraw the charge-sheet or create obstacles in the smooth 
conduct of the enquiry. For example, Unions sometimes raise objections 
to the holding of enquiries in cases of acts of individual misconduct where 
they also amount to offences involving moral turpitude, on the plea that in 
all such cases, the management must take steps to prosecute employees instead 
of holding departmental enquiries. Even the issue of memos pointing out mis
takes and advising the employees concerned to be careful is objected to by 
unions. Again, simply recording the quality of work and performance of an 
employee in his or her service file sometimes lead to mass agitation. Many 
of these problems are compounded by inter-union rivalry where for example, 
each union vies with other unions in showing itself as the biggest defender 
of an individual employee. 

7.10 It is also interesting that even when there is a clear case for the intro
duction of mechanisation and assurances are held out by management that 
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nobody will lose his job, most of the unions stoutly resist it. A look at the 
notes appearing in the balance sheets of some banks would indicate that the 
balances in certain accounts, including in particular inter-branch reconciliation 
accounts have not been tallied for several years. 'Vhen banks attempt to retrieve 
the position by mechanising certain aspects of banks' accounts and computer
ising inter-branch accounts, workmen unions in some banks object to taking 
such measures on the plea that they reduce the job potentialities in the banks 
and are inimical to the interests of the working class as a whole. 

7.11 From time immemorial, the basic principle of motivating staff to work 
has been the so-called "carrot and stick" approach. It has been amply shown 
above that under present conditions there is no place for the stick in the 
banking industry, neither does there appear to be much room for the carrot. 
In the public sector banks today, the time-scale of workmen staff enables 
them to go on getting regular increments for 20 years, without any kind of 
efficiency bar at reasonable intervals. According to the various agreements 
signed by banks' managements with the unions, around 80 per cent of the 
vacancies arising in non-specialist officer cadres are to be filled up by promo
tion from the clerical grade, mostly by seniority, which militates against 
gearing up of efficiency in performance. There is thus only limited scope for 
infusing fresh blood because of large-scale selection based on seniority without 
assessment of merit from the clerical cadre, not to talk of getting sufficient new 
blood from outside into the officers' cadre in the bank. 

7.12 We have tried to ascertain from the Workmen employees' unions the 
rationale for the behaviour of their members. There are two lines of argument 
which have been put forward by the top union leaders. One is that reports 
of the employee indiscipline and laziness are highly exaggerated. The other is 
that employees have not been given the chance to participate meaningfully in 
the tasks set before the banks. In one form or another, this complaint has been 
voiced by representatives of unions at branch level also. We would, therefore, 
like to pay some attention to the question of bank employees not being given 
a chance to show their mettle. 

7.13 One of the peculiarities of the banking industry is that, particularly in 
the recent years, because of the high incidence of educated unemployment and 
the consequent keen competition in the cities, the calibre of clerks recruited by 
the banks is higher than before. Practically every bank management has conceded 
that very many of the clerks recruited recently are potential officers. Then, 
why the malaise? Banks' workmen staff unions are controlled by senior clerks. 
Unless their constituency, namely, the more senior clerks, get promoted to 
the officer's cadre largely on the basis of seniority, they would not allow the 
junior clerks the opportunity of selection mainly by merit. Any attempt, 
therefore, to introduce "meritocracy" in the promotion of clerks gets defeated. 
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It is learnt that junior clerks resent it, but have been able to do little about it, 
and they get frustrated and do not acquire job satisfaction, as would be 
available on promotion to officer cadre, particularly in the context of the 
fact that most of work of clerk~ in banks is highly routinised and monotonous. 
Most managements we have questioned on this matter professed complete 
inability to solve this problem unless the present system of automatic salary 
increases over a long period of two decades is replaced by one of rewards 
and deterrents and selective promotion opportunities to officers' cadre. There 
is, of course, a redeeming feature in this situation, viz., as mentioned to us 
that, by and large, the staff employed in non-metropolitan and non-urban but 
in semi-urban and rural branches, being to some extent isolated from organised 
mass union activity are fulfilling their duties fairly well. Another extenuating 
factor is that there has been a general lowering of standards of service in 
all spheres in our national life which cannot but have an impact on bank staff. 
But even when one compares bank employees with, say, employees of Govern
ment offices, transport services, and other public utilities, the deterioration 
in banks may be said to be relatively greater than in other services. With 
this said, however, the present situation is definitely unsatisfactory and deteri
orating. We have given considerable thought to what can be done to improve 
this situation. To our thinking, the first step would be to organise a high-level 
dialogue between the managements and the unions on the whole question 
of work norms to be subject to biennial revision, and the unions should be 
induced to undertake responsibility for getting work done in accordance with 
agreed norms instead of merely protecting the interests of their members. 
And further, the unions must agree to the induction of efficiency bars every 
4/5 years in the 20 years grade to filter out the inferior workers and accept 
the principle of accelerated promotion for good work and stagnation in pro
motion for bad work within each grade of 4/5 years. 

7.14 After having said this, we are also constrained to say further that 
the behaviour and practices followed by managements, in circumstances of 
the kind stated above, also leave much to be desired. On many occasions in 
the past, it was seen that bank managements avoided taking a firm and con
sistent line of policy in dealing with staff matters, particularly regarding 
redressing stalT grievances. In any case, it must be clear that the management 
cannot abdicate its re,ponsibilities and rights. It has to make a clearcut 
distinction between dealing with Unions and the "collective grievances" as 
against cases of individual insubordination. The former can be settled according 
to a well-defined and time-bound grievance removal procedure, while the 
latter should be dealt with by the management according to set rules. In 
other words, the m~na~em.e~t should clearly define the area of unions' activity 
and firn1ly deal With md1v1dual cases of defiance of authority· according to 
the prevalent procedures, without any exception. In this connection, we would 
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like to point out that even at present, the bank managements have adequate 
powers, under the existing rules and regulations and the various awards, to 
enforce discipline in the broader interest of the bank, but we feel that such 
powers are not being used either for want of knowledge or worse still, on 
account of fear. We, therefore, urge that each bank Chairman should build up 
a good management team and delegate adequate powers of staff regulation 
to these officials. In many cases, branch managers are not even aware uf their 
powers to deal with various labour problems. There is need for educating 
them in matters of industrial relations along with operational matters. As for 
the alleged fears of political interference in staff matters, we have to state 
that a bank Chairman would always be justified in taking a firm stand in 
regard to staff matters according to his best judgement and acting in the 
best interest of the bank. 

7.15 Since the banking system is an important part of the country's economic 
activity, it rrlight perhaps be useful that in any comprehensive law governing 
industrial relations, special provisions be made for banks to ensure that there 
is no disruption of work by strike, work to rule, go slow etc., and that 
disputes, if any, arc settled by a machinery specially constituted fur the 
purpose. In our view, considering the dislocation of the economy which can 
result from the malfunctioning of banks, there is a case for declaring banking 
an "essential service''. To deal with disputes affecting workmen staff, pro
cedures for the redressal of grievances and compulsory arbitration should be 
laid down. To avoid conflict of interests and loyalties, it should be laid down 
that (i) officers (promoted from clerical ranks) cannot continue as members 
of workmen staff unions, and ( ii) officers who have to discharge executive 
functions at CentraljHead/Zonal/Regional/Divisional/Districtj Area offices 
should not be members of Officers' Associations. 

7.16 In some of the States where the provisions of the Shops and Establi,hmcnts 
Act are made applicable to the banks, the workmen staff get the best of both 
the Bipartite Settlement and the Shops and Establishments Act. Similarly, 
there are several Acts operating in different States which are also made 
applicable to banks. It would be appropriate that there be uniformity of laws 
pertaining to industrial relations in banking. Here, the appropriate Acts/pro
visions of the Central Government rather than of the State Governments 
should apply, since the service conditions of bank employees arc regulated on 
all-India basis. 

7.17 In their evidence before us, some of the workmen unions have con
tended that after nationalisation of the banks, they offered to act as leaders 
in the respective branches to get work done and to improYC customer service. 
They stated that IBA had discouraged these offers on the ground that such 
a role for union leaders would impinge on an essential function of management. 
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We do not think the unions are quite innocent in this matter. We get the 
impression that what the Unions are seeking is to have an effective say in 
the administration of banks at all levels. The Chairman of one bank informed 
us that when he tried to organise the staff of a particular branch to form a 
well-integrated team under the branch manager to improve public relations 
he was informed by the Union Secretary that such direct dealings by the 
management with the staff of branch was not correct, and that the branch 
manager would have to deal with the staff only through the union leader 
of the branch. The result was that the management lost interest in the matter 
and nothing further ensued. 

7.18 Our inve,tigations have revealed that clearly the central core of the 
problem of good banking services lies in management-employee relations. There 
have been alleged acts of commission and omission on the part of both 
management and staff in the past, but by and large, the workmen staff 
have continuously been agitating for more emoluments, without commensurate 
increase in productivity. It has been one-way traffic all the time, banks having 
got nothing, not even in the matter of better discipline in return for better 
emoluments to the workmen staff. We can only express the hope that Unions 
will come to realise that they have a duty to the public and that one way 
or the other, they must get together with the managements and induce their 
members to turn in a full day's work for a full day's wage. 
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CHAPTER 8 

TRAINING FACILITIES FOR BANK PERSONNEL 

8.1 Our study of the functioning of public sector banks has underlined the 
importance of adequate training facilities for bank personnel in the context 
of the vast expansion of the banking system and the social objectives of banking. 
In this chapter, we trace the evolution of training institutions, assess the 
availability of facilities and identify the gaps which need to be filled in. 
Towards the end of the chapter, we make certain recommendations to make 
the training system more effective and useful. 

8.2 Until the establishment by the Reserve Bank of India of the Bankers 
Training College (BTC) in 1954, there was no formalised training arrange
ment for the bank personnel at the industry level. The newly recruited clerical 
and officer staff were expected to acquire knowledge of the banks' prnrcdurc' 
and operations through on-the-job training. The BTC was set up in 1954 
as the leading training institution for imparting knowledge to bank officers 
in specialised fields of operations such as industrial finance, foreign exchange, 
agricultural finance, credit appraisal, organisation and methods, etc. Some of 
the bigger banks were imparting training to their staff in their own procedures 
and practices. The scope and variety of training facilities were subsequently 
extended by the banks by setting up their own training colleges, either singly 
or jointly with another bank. The Indian Institute of Bankers (liB) which 
was only an examining body, provided no training facilities at all. In the 
fifties and sixties, a number of commercial banks set up training schools/ 
colleges, mainly for the benefit of their middle level officers and clerical staff. 
Thus, it was only after the nationalisation of the 14 major commercial banks 
in 1969 that the training of the large number of clerks and officers became 
possible through the building up of infrastructure of training facilities. 

8.3 The Indian Institute of Bankers was established in 1928 as a professional 
body for the purpose of conducting examinations in banking and related 
subjects. Only the staff members of banks are eligible to appear for the 
examinations conducted by the Institute. The Institute provides library and 
reading facilities and arranges intensive lectures on the subjects covered by 
the examinations. In view of the importance given by banks to the passing 
of the Institute's examinations (Parts I and II) and the large increase in 
the number of branches of banks, the number of candidates who take the 
examinations has increased considerably. 



8 4 The introduction of social control over commercial banks in 1967 neces
si.tated review of the training facilities available for the bank staff in view 
of the emphasis placed on the professionalisation o~ ban~. ~anagement, .m~re 
rapid expansion of branches and extension of cred1t fae1htu:~ to the pnonty 
sectors which increased the need for a large number of tramed officers and 
sta!T. The appointment of professional chief executives for banks and the ne.w 
orientation in their lending and investment policies called for a change m 
outlook and attitude on the part of bank officers and other staff. In the context 
of the socio-economic objectives set before the banking system, the concept of 
security·oriented lending system was enlarged to include greater emphasis on 
viability of projects and the consequent ability of the borrowers to repay the 
loans, It was, therefore, necessary to design a training system which would 
equip the bank personnel to perform the new tasks entrusted to them. 

8.5 It was in this context that the Reserve Bank set up in December 1967 
a Working Group under the Chairmanship of Shri B. N. Adarkar (i) to 
suggest the lines on which management orientation programmes may be 
organised for senior and middle level executives of commercial banks with 
particular reference to the social and economic objectives of banking, aligning 
individual bank's credit operations to national credit policies and priorities, 
and expansion, both functionally and territorially, of banking services; (ii) to 
examine how far the training facilities available to the executive and super· 
visory staff of commercial banks were adequate to promote the objectives 
mentioned above and to suggest measures for their improvement and extension; 
and (iii) to suggest measures fur (a) the co-ordination of the activities of 
the training institutions of the Reserve Bank of India and the State Bank of 
India and other commercial banks, and (b) the periodical review of the 
activities thereof. 

8.6 The Working Group felt that training was a necessary tool in the hands 
of the management to bring about qualitative changes in the attitude and 
behaviour of bank personnel, and it, therefore, viewed training in the broad 
sense of the tenn, to facilitate the development of both technical and managerial 
skills of bank officials. According to the Working Group, the objective of 
training 'hould be to make an officer not merely a good banker, but also to 
develop his potential as a leader in the profession of banking. The Working 
Group noted that the existing facilities available in the B·TC and the colleges 
run by commercial banks were not sufficient to cover the large number of 
middle level officers of banks. On the basis of the annual intake of trainees 
by these colleges, the Working Group estimated that it would make about 
12 years to cover the middle level and junior officers of banks to be trained. 
The position wou~d worsen if the additional backlog created by the annual 
recnutment of estimated 10 per cent of the officers strength was taken into 
account. As regards the utility of the training courses offered by the BTC 
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and the colleges run by commercial banks, the Working Group felt that these 
courses were designed to impart technical skill and that they needed qualitative 
improvement in the new areas such as agriculture and small-scale industries 
so as to enable the officers to deal effectively and creatively with the problems 
arising in these new fields. Secondly, there was virtually no arrangement for 
providing adequate training for the trainers to develop their training skills. 
Thirdly, there was no arrangement under the existing set up for conducting 
research into practices and procedures of the commercial banks. finally, there 
was no agency which could take an overall view of the training needs and 
provide a degree of co-ordination between the various training in,titutions. It, 
therefore, recommended the establishment of the National Institute of Bank 
Management (NIB~!), as a nucleus of training and d!'velopmcnt activity in 
the banking system to operate as the central co-ordinating agency for effective 
man-power planning and utilisation and dc\'Clopment of bank personnel. In 
accordance with this recommendation, the NIBJ\I was established in June 19GB. 
The important functions of the Institute were laid down as under: 

( i) Conducting research in problems of the banking industry; 

(ii) Conducting postgraduate education in Bank 1\Ianagcmcnt for 
ensuring a continuous supply of highly trained and dedicated 
personnel to the banking industry; 

(iii) Training higher level bank personnel in bank management; 

(iv) Providing Consultancy services to individual banks to tramlate 
policies and findings into suitable programmes; and 

(v) Improving the training system in the banking industry by providing 
training facilities to trainers, and by designing courses and instruc
tional materials and methods. 

8.7 The Working Group also made certain recommendations relating to the 
BTC, colleges of commercial banks and the liB. As regards the BTC, the 
Working Group felt that its future operations should be merged with the 
proposed NIBM, so that there would be a two-tier training system consisting 
of the NIBM and the colleges of individual commercial banks. In so far as 
the colleges of commercial banks arc concerned, the working group emphasised 
that their activities should be strengthened and expanded to meet the training 
needs of the large number of junior officers. Towards this end, the NIBM 
should provide assistance and guidance to the individual banks for proper 
organisation and management of their colleges. The Working Group recom
mended that the bigger commercial banks should provide accommodation 
facilities for training officers of the smaller banks in their training colleges 
and also provide opportunity for on-the-job training. In regard to the I IB, 
the Working Group pointed out that some formal training should be imparted 
to the candidates in order to improve the standards of their performance in 
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the examination and it, therefore, recommended a system of correspondence 
course to be organised with the assistance of the proposed NIBM. 

8.8 Most of the.<e recommendations of the Working Group have unfortunately 
not yet been implemented. The functional courses organised by the ~TC h~ve 
been found to be very useful by the banks, and there has been an ever-mcreasmg 
demand for such courses to cater to the needs of middle level officers of banks. 
On the other hand, the NIBM has been concentrating its attention on the 
facilities for training in management for the senior management of banks as 
well as on research and consultancy services, These two national institutions 
have devc:loped their skills in different spheres; the question of the merger 
of thc.•e two institutions into a single administrative set-up has not so far been 
considered. In actual practice, while there has been some duplication of training 
programmes, the two institutions have been acting in co-ordination in such 
matters as relate to trainers' programme, workshops and seminars conducted 
for the bank personnel. So far as the collegc.s run by individual banks are 
concerned, their training facilitic.s have been expanded and their faculty has 
been strengthened during the last few years. As regards training facilities for 
smaller banks, two colleges have been set up by the private sector banks
one in New Delhi and another at Coimbatore-to serve the training needs 
of the Northern and Southern regions, respectively. On the question of con
ducting correspondence courses for the candidates appearing for the Indian 
Institute of Bankers examinations, neither the NIBM nor the Institute seems 
to have taken any worthwhile action. However, 2 private colleges recognised 
by the Institute are providing some correspondence courses, but these are quite 
inadequate for the purp<:ll;es in view. 

8.9 Subsequent to the nationalisation of the 14 major banks in July 1969, 
not only have the training facilities of the individual colleges of banks been 
expanded, but also to some extent teaching techniques have undergone change. 
From exclusive reliance on class room lectures and other methods, the emphasis 
has shifted to sclf·instructional and participative methods. While at the clerical/ 
junior officers' level the emphasis seems to be more on the lecture-cum-discus
sions, participative methods, live case studic.s, syndicates, etc., are being utilised 
for training the higher categories of staff. In conformity with the prioritic.s 
in bank lending laid down as national policy, some training is imparted to 
the officers to be appointed as rural branch agents, to those engaged in priority 
sector lending, and to new entrants. With the diversification of the activities 
of public (as well as private) sector banks, new courses in specialised areas 
like performance budgeting, management of human resourcc.s, credit manage
nu·flt a11d export lillallre have acquired greater importance. Another noteworthy 
feature is the organisation of faculty development programmes in developing 
a~d enhancing the knowledge and competence of the faculty for handling 
lhverse programmes. 
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8.10 Another significant development has hem the setting up in 1973 by 
the Government of India of the Committee of Direction for Formulation and 
Implementation of Training in Public Sector Banks. The Committee for the 
first time provided a forum for formulation of plans, monitoring them and 
deciding on activities at the industry level. The Committee meets every quarter 
to review the progress. Uniform reporting systems, sharing of experience and 
uniform approach to certain key areas could be considered as the Committee's 
major contributions towards developing the system. 

8.11 In the field of training for officers of co-operative banking, the Reserve 
Bank set up a separate institution in 1969, then called the Co-operative Bankers 
Training College in Poona which took over the training facilities in rural credit 
already provided by the BTC. Subsequently, this colle~e has been renamed 
as College of Agricultural Banking (CAB), which conducts training programmes 
for officers of co-operative banks, commercial banks, ReserYe Bank and State 
Governments in agricultural finance. The CAB also conducts an intensive 
4-week Agricultural Projects Course aimed at identification, formulation, 
appraisal, monitoring and follow-up of medium and long-term agricultural 
projects and their financing. It has developed itself into an apex training 
institution of agricultural finance. It is also undertaking trainers' training 
programmes aimed at faculty development in the agricultural and co-operative 
banking fields. The training of branch managers of Regional Rural Banks is 
also being handled by the CAB. 

8.12 A study carried out by the Committee of Direction for Formulation and 
Implementation of Training Programmes of public sector banks reveals that 
at the end of 1975, the faculty strength of the entire training complex of public 
sector banks stood at 290 persons. Moreover, there has, in recent years, been 
a considerable diversification in the range of subjects in which faculty members 
are experts. These subjects cover broadly the following areas : 

( i) Economic Analysis; 

(ii) Credit 1\Ianagement for Commerce ami Industry; 

(iii) Small-scale Industries and Small Borrowers; 

(iv) Foreign Exchange; 

(\·) Agriculture; 

(vi) Management and Human Relations; 

(vii) Banking Law, Practice and Operations, Audit and Inspection; ami 

(viii) Industrial Relations. 

8.13 It may also be noted that over the years 1973 to 1975, there ha• !wen 
a relative increase in the strength of the spcciali,ed facu1ty as compared to the 
faculty in the general area of banking law, practice and operations. The scope 
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of the faculty ha~ also been widened by some banks evolving ll; ~ixed fac~lty 
pattern combining faculty taken from the bank with some spec1ahsts recrUI~ed 
directly for the training institutions, called "Core Faculty". The collaboratiOn 
between faculty member~ drawn from operational posts in the banks and the 
"Core Faculty" brought from academic circles has worked to the advanta?e of 
both and has developed team~ with a blend of academic strength and operatwnal 
expenence. 

!!.14 As regards the training programmes conducted by the Staff Training 
Colleges of banks, these consist broadly of clerical level courses and junior 
officers' !<·vel courses. The clerical level courses are generally of somewhat short 
duration of a few weeks and arc intended for clerks who have put in at least 
Mlme years' service. All types of routine banking operations such as deposits, 
advances, remittances and collections and foreign exchange are covered in these 
courses. As for junior officers' level courses, they are also mostly of a few weeks' 
duration but the subjects covered are of a higher level of sophistication tailored 
to the requirements of newly promoted or directly recruited officers, managers of 
branches of various degree of importance. There are also courses intended for 
specialists in finance for agriculture/small-scale industries, export finance and 
r,n personnel management and industrial relations. 

B.l5 Although there has been a gradual improvement of course-contents of 
training and its linkage with the banks' departments dealing with the Manpower 
Planning and Development, there has been a reduction in the period of training 
which in most cases is of 3-4 weeks duration. Thus, it would appear that the 
intensiveness of training has been reduced in order to achieve a higher output 
from the training institutions of banks, as seen from the reported large number 
of personnel trained by these institutions. 

8.16 In making an assessment of the existing facilities, the Committee took 
into account the broad objectives of training, viz., (i) to re-orient the thinking 
of banking per.mnnel to subscrve the social objectives of banking; (ii) to 
develop their technical skills; and (iii) to improve their managerial abilities 
so as to enable them to deal with the new problems which have arisen in the 
banks, e.g., in the field of staff relations. While the first and second objectives 
are common to all training programmes, the remaining one is more relevant 
for managerial stafl. 

8.17 Although the number of officers and clerks trained in the banks' staff 
t rainin~ collrgrs ~as shown a n~arked increase during the last few years, at the 
same. tnnc, there 1s clearly a w1de gap between demand and supply because of 
the hmitcd capacity of the staff training colleges. On the qualitative aspect, 
there are many new tasks to which the stafl training colleges have still to address 
!hcm,dves. Tl~e development of managerial skills, performance budgeting and 
unprovemrnt 111 knowledge in such areas as foreign exchange and dealing 
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with sick industry need to be well looked after. Greater attention must be paid 
to training programme in industrial relations, particularly for managers who 
supervise large branches or hold senior position in Regional or Zonal Offices 
and in Central Office. Similarly, the vertical supervision of branches in the 
matter of audit and inspection from the Central Office and the Regional Office 
needs to be much further improved, and some effective course will have to be 
developed to meet this need. The importance of training and education has 
not been integrated into the organisational and functional set-up of the banks 
and follow-up measures have not been taken to ensure that the trained 
manpower is properly or adequately used for the efficient functioning of the 
banks. There is, thus, some avoidable wastage of the knowledge and skills 
acquired by the trained staff. 

8.18 As mentioned earlier, the Committee of Direction for Formulation and 
implementation of Training in Public Sector Banks acts as a co-ordinating body 
at the national level and reviews the progress of training from time to time. 
However, this arrangement does not provide for a systematic and continuous 
assessment of the training needs of banks, formulation of long-term measures 
for future expansion of training facilities and their effective implementation by 
the various training institutions. We would, therefore, recommend that a 
Standing Committee consisting of the Chairman of 4 or 5 banks (to be 
nominated by the Indian Banks' Association), the Director of NIBM, the 
Principals of the BTC and CAB, the Chief Secretary of the Indian Institute 
of Bankers and a representative from the Government be constituted under 
the chairmanship of a Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank of India. The 
Standing Committee would have its secretariat in the Reserve Bank for assisting 
the Deputy Governor in making proper assessment of the requirements of 
training of staff for banks taking into account their future branch expansion 
programme, and in the overall formulation of the policy in regard to the 
training programmes. This Committee would also review the progress of training 
from time to time and provide for effective co-ordination of the working of the 
training institutions at the national level. 

8.19 One of the serious constraints on branch expansion by commercial banks 
is the non-availability of adequate and adequately trained staff: Banks are 
also experiencing difficulties in the implementation of lending policies and even 
in the proper administration of the organisation owing to the paucity of trained 
staff. Almost all bank Chairmen have, therefore, deposed before us that they 
would like to consolidate the existing branch network over the next 3 to 5 years 
before embarking upon future branch expansion (vide Chapter 3, Para 3.6). 
In view of the importance of the training arrangements for bank staff and the 
urgency to deal with this problem, the Committee strongly recommends that a 
separate department be set up in the Reserve Bank to deal with the problem 
of training of bank staff. This department may or can be under the charge of 
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the existing Deputy Governor holding the charge o_f the DBOD but it seems to 

11 ~ that having regard to the volume of work bemg already handled by the 
Deputy Governor in charge of DBOD and the size of the problem in respect of 
staff training, there is a case for creation of a post of another Deputr Governor 
to be exclusively in charge of staff training throughout the bankmg sy~t~m. 
He will be also in charge of the BTC, NIBM, CAB, liB and other apex trammg 
institutions likely to be set up in future. 

8.20 The Committee has considered whether the BTC and NIBM should 
continue as separate institutions or be merged as recommended by the Working 
Group headed by Shri B. N. Adarkar. We consulted the Principal of BTC and 
his Deputy as also the Director and faculty members of NIBM. They seemed 
to be in favour of the continuance of the two institutions as separate entities 
with provision for consultation between the two for the purpose of co-ordination. 
We are not, without a study in depth of the working of the two institutions, 
able to make a judgement in the matter. We suggest that the Reserve Bank 
consider this question in detail for appropriate decision. 

8.21 At present, the selection of teaching staff for the banks' training colleges 
is made on an ad hoc basis. The postings are made depending upon the 
exigencies of service in each bank. We feel that the faculty members for the 
various training colleges should be selected according to their aptitude and 
experience. There is great reluctance on the part of the officers who have the 
requisite qualification and experience to move from the operational to the · 
teaching side. There is no incentive as such to persons to take up teaching in 
the colleges. Therefore, selection of personnel for the colleges should be done 
on a rational basis and these positions made attractive by giving suitable incm
tives and by making provisions for them to return to the operational side, if 
they so desire after a specified period of say, 3 years. 

8.22 We tried to assess how far BTC and CAB are able to cater to the training 
needs of staff in all the parts of the country. There is a general feeling that 
Eastern, and North-Eastern regions cannot be adequately served by the present 
training colleges. In view of the 11rgency to remedy the inadequacy of training 
facilities for bank staff in the Eastern and North-Eastern regions, we 
recommend that: 
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( i) priori! y may be given to the establishment of a training college 
combining the functions of BTC and CAB at Patna to serve the 
needs of the Eastern and North-Eastern regions. 

(ii) Similar types of institutions in the Northern, Central and Southern 
regions of the country be established in a phased manner the 
location being decided by RBI in the light of the v;rious 
factors involved. 



8.23 We have given careful consideration to the question o£ continuance o( 
the Indian Institute o£ Bankers as an examining body for bank personnel. It 
serves a useful purpose in enabling the clerical stafT working in banks to qualify 
themselves for promotion to higher cadre. It is managed by a council consisting 
o( the Governor of the Reserve Bank and other eminent bankers. The Banking 
Commission headed by Shri R. G. Saraiya recommended that the examination 
may be re-designed by revising the syllabus so as to make it more suited to the 
requirements of banks in the present context. We understand that a Committee 
has been constituted under the chairmanship o( Prof. C. N. Vakil to go into 
this question. We consider that the Institute should organise correspondence 
courses on the lines of May's correspondence courses in U.K., with necessary 
changes/additions thereto, to meet our national requirements. We feel that this 
course will be particularly useful to the bank personnel serving in the semi
urban and rural areas where the Institute's .reading room facilities and lecture 
programmes are not available. We must add here that the working Group 
headed by Shri B. N. Adarkar referred to earlier also made a similar 
recommendation. 

8.24 The Committee is convinced that the existing training facilities are not 
adequate quantitatively for meeting the requirements o£ large number o£ 
personnel still untrained and the future entrants to the banking profession. 
Qualitatively also, they are not satisfactory as their duration has been cut short 
to over-come the paucity of trained staff for manning the large number o£ 
branches. We, recommend that the training facilities available in banks be 
expanded and improved both in the infrastructure and faculty membership. We, 
therefore, urge that the Reserve Bank give serious consideration to this problem 
and take quick action to bring about all-round enlargement and improvement 
in the training facilities. 



CHAPTER 9 

GENERAL PROBLEMS 

9.1 Our examination of the performance and progress of the public sect.or 
banks has brought to the surface certain overall problems of both ~anagenal 
and financial nature which affect the efficient working of banks. In this chapter 
we deal with some of these problems because we believe a satisfactory solution 
of them would tone up the efficiency of banks and lead to a more healthy 
financial position for them. We are conscious of the .fact that profits s~ould ~ot 
be the only criterion by which the banks should be JUdged, but th~re IS a pomt 
beyond which the deterioration in the financial position of a bank might produce 
other repercussions affecting Government's finances. 

9.2 One of the matters which was brought to our attention was that the 
ownership of the public sector banks directly by Government affected adversely 
the independence of managements. Specifically, the point was made that 
managements became directly open to political pressures of various kinds. A 
point of view was put forward before us that since the State Bank of India 
is largely owned by the Reserve Bank (with a very small minority holding by 
private shareholders), there may be a case for bringing the other public sector 
banks also under the ownership of the Reserve Bank. In favour of this suggestion 
is the undeniable fact that the Reserve Bank being itself a financial institution 
would have greater knowledge and more intimate understanding of the 
problems of public sector as well as private sector banks. On the other hand, 
it is not clear to us whether the State Bank has been less subject to political 
influence than other public sector banks. On balance we believe that there may 
be nothing to be gained by transferring the ownership of public sector banks 
to the Reserve Bank, since apart from anything else this would entail legislation 
which may be controversial*. 

~.3 On the question of ownership, again on the analogy of the State Bank, 
1t was suggested to us by some trade and commercial associations that it would 
be desirabl~ to all?w the public to subscribe to a small part, say 24 per cent, 
of the equity capital of public sector banks. We consider that the shares of 
public sector banks are not likely to command much investor interest under 
pr.esen_t monetary circumstances. Moreover, the presence of a small but vocal 
mmonty of shareholders, whose main interest would be an attractive return on 
their investment, might lead to confusion with respect to the corporate 

• See Sbri Kan.ra"o aole oa puqrapbo 9.2 lo 9.5 at.............., I 



objectives of public sector banks, which at present are set with the main aim 
of promoting the overall public interest. We, therefore, do not favour diluting 
Government ownership of public sector banks by the infusion of any 
private capital. 

9.4 One of the matters which is agitating the minds of top managements in 
public sector banks is the composition of the Boards of Directors of the 
14 nationalised banks which they have to deal with. There were varying degrees 
of dissatisfaction with the Board of Directors of 14 nationalised banks consti
tuted until recently, but there has since been some improvement as a result 
of the inclusion of professionals such as Lawyers, Chartered Accountants and 
Economists, etc. There is, however, a feeling both on the part of top management 
of banks, industry and trade that since nationalisation, the pendulum has 
swung to the other extreme and trade and industry which were previously well 
represented on the Board are now not at all adequately .represented. While 
we do not contemplate bringing back in any decisive way the heads of large 
trading and industrial houses on the Boards, we feel that there is scope for 
better representation of trade and industry through the appointment of 
professionals who are familiar with these sectors of the economy including 
retired Chairman of banks, provided they are appointed on Boards other than 
that of the bank where they served. 

9.5 At present the posts of Chairman and Managing Director are combined 
in all the 14 nationalised banks. The question is ·whether this system should be 
continued. On this subject, we found that the views of the managements of 
public sector banks as well as of organisations of bank users were mixed. One 
view was that having two separate posts of Chairman and Managing Director 
may blur the responsibility of the Chief Executive (i.e., Chairman) and make 
it possible for him to dilute his responsibility. To this, the answer could be that 
in State Bank of India, it has not led to any dilution of responsibility of the 
Chairman, though there have been two Managing Directors (as provided in the 
State Bank of India Act). The other view was that the work in the public 
sector banks has increased so enormously that one individual is no longer able 
to cope satisfactorily with policy making and planning functions on the one 
hand and executive and administrative functions on the other. In the legislation 
relating to nationalisation, there is a provision for a Chairman to be on a part
time basis in addition to a full-time Managing Director. We feel that both 
posts should be full-time because of the enormous volume of work that they 
now have to handle. The Chairman while continuing to be the Chic£ Executive 
should be exclusively free to devote his time to perspective planning and overall 
decisions involving corporate objectives. The Managing Director should look 
after the overall functioning of the bank in line with corporate objectives, his 
main function being to review and co-ordinate the various functional policies, 
subject, of course to supervision by the Chairman, so as not to dilute the latter's 
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responsibility for the overall management of the bank. A~ ~.already the c~e 
in State Bank, given proper clarity of the roles, a broad diVISIOn of man.agenal 
functions between major policy issues on the one hand and overall oper~twns on 
the other would make for far greater effectiveness in decision makmg. 'Ye, 
therefore, suggest that the question of having separate Chairman and Managmg 
Directors for the public sector banks be seriously considered soon by 
Government. 

9.6 Several bank managements represented to us that it would be desirable 
to include as Board Members some of their own senior management staff. They 
justified this partly on the basis that since officer and award staff are represented 
on the Board, there is no reason why some top executives should not be allowed 
to become Board members. But their main argument was that if the Board 
could have some functional Directors representing areas of activity such as 
Planning and Development, Advances, rriority Sectors, International Business, 
etc., the Board would have direct access to the expertise of such senior 
management personnel. While we feel that Board should not be overloaded 
with internal senior executives, we are of the view that two or three additional 
members of top management in the public sector banks might well be added 
to the Boards as functional/executive directors without voting rights depending 
on the size of the bank. Briefly, the Board would comprise of a whole-time 
Chairman, a whole-time Managing Director and 2/3 whole-time executi~. 
functional directors depending on the size of the bank, besides the other directors. 

9.7 At present the Chief Executives (Chairman) of the banks are appointed by 
the Government of India directly, in consultation with the Reserve Bank. A view 
was expressed before us that it would be desirable to increase the influence of the 
Reserve Bank with respect to these appointments by formalising the consultation 
procedure, e.g., by the Reserve Bank putting up a panel of say, three or more 
candidates, out of whom Government should choose one. We think there is much 
to be said in favour of this view, but the precise procedure to be followed in this 
matter would be for Government to consider. We also feel that, as far as possible, 
the selection of the Chairman should be from within the respective banks. 

9.8 Some of the Chief Executives of the public sector banks were at one time 
given very short tenures of appointment, limited to a few months to one year in 
several cases. This led to considerable dislocation of work and a general feeling of 
uncertainty in the banks concerned. No Chairman/Managing Director can be 
expcc~cd .to apply hims.elf single mindedly to planning the future operation of his 
bank 1f h1s own tenure IS too short and his continuance is uncertain. Unduly short 
tenures also tend to lead to weakness in the face of pressures on the part of other 
members of bank management. The position has improved lately as the period of 
tenure has generally been increased. We feel that to the extent ~ssible, the Chief 
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Executives of banks should be appointed for terms of at lea't 3, preferably 
5 years. 

9.9 In our examination of the time taken to take decisions regarding large 
advances or propositions of a new character, we found that one of the bottle-necks 
is the interval between one Board meeting and another. At present, the Boards 
of the banks deal not only with policy matters, but also with numerous loan 
proposals, write offs even of small amounts, details of some individual accounts, 
etc. This would not matter much where it is customary for the Boards to meet 
often. But where the meetings are once a month or less frequent as in some 
banks, this leads to avoidable delay with respect to operational decisions. 1Iore
over, the Committee feels that it would be desirable to have some unifom1ity 
in the types of items of the Agenda to be submitted to the Boards of banks 
of comparable size. This could best be brought about by the Government of 
India issuing appropriate guidelines in the matter. 

9.10 It is generally agreed that Board Agendas now tend to get longer and 
longer because numerous items come to the Board for consideration. Several 
suggestions have been made to us for getting over this problem. Even now in 
some banks certain sanctioning powers arc delegated to the Chairman-cum
Managing Director, General Manager/s and Deputy General Manager/s. If 
business proposals are dealt with upto reasonably adequate limits by a 
Committee of the senior management and by a Committee of the Board, there 
would be more time for the Board to devote itself to the really large advances 
in addition to considering the working of the bank in various spheres like 
advances to priority sectors, branch expansion programme, deposit mobilisation, 
inspection and audit of branches, vigilance work, etc. We are of the view that 
the Boards should be substantially relieved of taking decisions on loan pro
posals below certain limits-which should be raised from the present levels
and similar operational matters, which should be delegated to a smaller and 
more compact body, e.g., an executive committee of the Board which could 
meet every week as in State Bank of India. We also suggest that the Board 
meet more frequently than now for speedy disposal of work. One alternative 
suggestion would be that the Board and Executive Committee may meet in 
alternate weeks. · 

9.11 While examining the performance of public sector banks since nationalisa
tion, the Committee observed that the ri>e in profitability of the banks had 
not been commensurate with the increase in their working funds since nationa
lisation. The Committee examined the ratio of balance of profit before taxes 
as a proportion to total working funds since nationalisation. This ratio is sub
stantially lower than in the preceding decade; in any case, we consider this 
ratio to be unduly low, compared to tr.at of banks in the developed countries. 
Vve, therefore, consider that adequate steps be taken to substantially nnprove 
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this ratio. One way would be for banks to improve their income earnings from 
cr.rtain categories of services they render to their customers as has been suggested 
by the PEP Committee. The banks may, thus, consider ways and me.ans of 
charging fully for the services they render to customers but, before domg so, 
they should take care to sec that the cost which they incur on collecting charges 
for such services, docs not exceed the amount of such charges. 

9.12 Looking to the future, we believe that profitability is likely to be eroded 
by such factors as the increasing costs of staff salaries and other emoluments, 
as the impact of normal increments begins to be felt and the likelihood that 
working funds may not increase as fast as they have done in the past and that 
more and more retail banking would tend to add to the unit cost of banking 
operations. When we went into this question with the managements of banks, 
their general feeling was that they were quite helpless in regard to reducing 
costs and increasing income because expenses consisted largely of inelastic items 
and the income was set by the differential between the borrowing and the 
lending rates which were largely covered by Reserve Bank directives and 
certain statutory provisions. 

9.13 Another aspect of the banks' working which causes concern is the 
"cular decline in banks' owned funds to the deposit liabilities. The ratio of 
paid-up capital and reserves (owned funds) to total deposit liabilities of all 
~chedulcd commercial banks, at present constitutes around 1.5 per cent as 
compared to 9 per cent in 1950 and 4 per cent in 1960. This present ratio is 
also poor in comparison with the similar ratios maintained by banks in other 
developed countries. We consider that there is abundant need for substantially 
raising this ratio. It is, therefore, necessary to improve the inherent financial 
soundness of the Indian banks by building up their reserves. It may be recalled 
in this connection that Reserve Bank had advised the banks, as far back as in 
1961, to aim at a ratio of 6 per cent for their owned funds to deposits and 
banks were accordingly advised to build up their capital funds by augmentation 
of their published reserves through compulsory annual transfers of 20 per cent 
of their declared profits to their published reserves, besides raising funds when
ever possible through fresh issue of capital till such time as their published 
reserves and paid-up capital reached a level of 6 per cent of their deposits. 
It was considered by perceptive bankers then that this target would prove to be 
a receding target and so it has been. The Committee feels that an attempt 
~hould be made to reach this target (of 6 per cent) within the next 5 years and 
m order to enable banks to achieve it, the Committee strongly recommends 
that: 

i2 

(i) banks should be required to transfer 40 per cent of their disclosed 
profits to the published reserves free of tax, as has also been 
reconnnended by the PEP Committee; 



(ii) since the banks are performing a major developmental function, 
a developmental grant should be made to them as is the case for 
State Bank of India since its inception; 

(iii) Reserve Bank should pay on the entire quantum of the statutory 
cash reserves of the banks held with it, interest at the same rate 
as the coupon rate which the Government of India pay on their 
long-dated securities, subject to an annual review and revision 
if required : this would be without prejudice to the interest which 
is being paid at present on the impounded deposits; and 

( iv) the tax levied by Government on income earned by banks on 
account of the interest charged on advances be abolished.* 

9 .. 14 We believe that if the various suggestions which we have made in 
this chapter to improve the managerial performance and to strengthen the 
financial position of the banks are implemented, there will be considerable 
gains by way of better management morale and greater capacity on the 
part of banks to adjust to a rapidly changing environment. We also believe 
that while profitability should not be the only criterion in regard to assessing 
the performance of banks, the discipline which is imparted by trying to 
watch the profit and loss account is itself calculated to improve efficiency 
in the system as a whole. 

• ThiJ tax has been abolished with effect from 1\.larcb I, 1978. 
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CHAPTER 10 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

10.2 On the question of the tempo of branch expansio~ of co~mercial ba~ks, 
viz., branch expansion, lending to priority sectors, effic1ency m ba?k serv1c~s 
to the public and vigilance arrangements in banks have been d1scussed m 
the foregoing chapters and the Committee's recommendations have been 
given therein. The major recommendations arc summarised in this chapter. 

A. Tempo and Direction of Branch Expansion 

10.2 On the question of the tempo of branch expansion of commercial banks, 
taking into account the impact of rapid branch expansion on several aspects 
of banks' working, the Committee recommends that : 

There should be a process of selective consolidation of gains 
achieved in branch expansion by each bank for a period of 3 
to 5 years on the basis of the size of the bank as well as its 
performance in respect of its spread in rural areas. The size of 
a bank should be in the range of 1000 to 1500 branches. Those 
below 1000 branches should grow upto 1000 branches during the 
period of consolidation viz., 3 to 5 years if they so desire, while 
those with over 1000, but below 1500 branches may go upto 
1500, while for banks with branches over 1500, no expansion may 
be allowed during this period, except for strategic or compelling 
reasons. The whole question may be reviewed after 4 or 5 years. 

{Para.3.6) 

I 0.3 In the case of State Dank of India, however, the Committee has taken 
different approach: the Committee recommends that: 

(i) State Dank of India be formed into a Holding Company with 
5 zonal subsidiaries which will act as independent financial 
entities .. The~ zonal subsi~~aries may be located in the following 
z?.~cs, VIZ., (•) W~stern, (u) Eastern (including North-Eastern), 
{m) Northern, {1v) Central and {v) Southern regions, with 
the head office of each subsidiary bank located in a convenient 
and appropriate place in the region. 

(Para.3.6) 



As regards the exJStmg 7 subsidiaries of the State Bank of India, the 
Committee recommends that: 

(ii) the 4 subsidiaries, viz., State Bank of Hyderabad, State Bank 
of Bikaner and Jaipur, State Bank of Mysore and State Bank 
of Travancore may be separated from the State Bank of India 
and may be made independent entities. The other 3 subsidiaries, 
viz., State Bank of Saurashtra, State Bank of Patiala and State 
Bank of Indore may continue for the present as subsidiaries, 
each one to be attached as subsidiary of one or the other of 
the proposed 5 zonal subsidiaries of the State Bank of India, 
in the respective zones. 

(Para.3.6) 

10.4 For the present, the formula for branch licensing should be operated 
in the following manner: 

( i) The existing banks should be categorised into 3 groups depending 
on the proportion of their rural branches to their total number 
of branches and the branch licensing formula for opening 
branches in rural unbanked, metropolitan/Port Towns and 
banked centres should be worked out on the following basis, 
subject to the limit on the size of the banks; 

(a) Those having 40 per cent or more of their total number of 
offices in rural areas may be given a formula of 2: I : 1; 

(b) Those having 35 to 40 per cent of their branches in rural 
areas a formula of 3: 1 : I ; and 

(c) Those having below 35 per cent of their total number of 
branches in rural areas a formula of 4: 1 : I. 

( ii) This formula should also be applied to the 5 zonal units to be 
carved out of the State Bank of India after its restructuring on 
the lines suggested earlier, and 

(Para.3.9) 

(iii) In this process no bank should be forced to open branches in 
an area very remote from the area of its operation, unless it 
so desires. Voluntary exchange of such branches may be permitted 
among banks with a regional character for the sake of better 
control and management of branches. 

(Para.3.12) 
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10.5 In regard to the di'rection of branch cxpan ion and its balanced growth 

in all areas, the Committee suggests: 

( i) Dcpoliticalisation of the co-operative banking system a~d profes
sionalisation of the management of the Apex Co-operative Banks, 
District Central Co-operative Banks and Primary Agricultural 
C redit societies. It is possible that for some reasons, it may be 
found difficult to execute this p ropo al. In that case, we suggest 

the following course of action ; 
( Paras.3.15 and 3.16 ) 

( ii ) At village level, co-operat ive inst itutions-PACs or FSS or 
LAMP may continue to opera te provided they have reached 
a a tisfactory level of funct ional efficiency; the commercial banks 
and/ or RRBs may adopt such societies as is possible after they 
arc duly reorganised and their management professionalised; 

( Para.3.16) 

( ii i) RRBs rna y open branches in rural a reas and wherever and 
whenever RRB arc well established , offices of commercial banks 
in the operating rural a reas of RRBs may be taken over by 
RRBs, and thei r powers of lending m ay be widened to include 
not only mall borrowers but al o others. Their area of operation 
. hould be clearly demarcated to cover one district or more than 
one d istrict, depending on the size of the district/ districts ; and 

( Para.3. 16 ) 

( iv ) Commercial bank , particularly the public sector banks and other 
fairly big private banks may open branches upto the level of 
di trict head-quarters or a t most up to m andi or block level. 

(Para.3.16 ) 

10.6 In regard to the que lion of e olving a pa ttern of branch expansion 
which will meet the need of rural development and at the same time remove 
regional imbalances in banking, the Committee found that m ore intensive 
measures should be taken to cater to the banking needs of the Northern, 
North-Eastern and Central regions of the country which are sparsely covered 
by bank branches. For this purpose, the Committee recommends that : 
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Three new public sector banks with strong financial and mana
gerial po ition be established, one each in the North-Eastern, 
Central .and Northern regions of the country to cover speci
fically ( 1) the North-Eastern States viz. Arunachal Pradesh J , ) 

1 .. am, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and Tripura, 
(u ) Eastern Uttar Pradesh and Bihar and (iii ) the States of 



Madhya Pradesh and Orissa, respectively, with Head Offices 
located at suitable places in these regions, taking into account 
the need for rural development. These new banks will have 
their own branches for the present and the Committee do not 
recommend any transfer of branches from the existing branches 
to the new banks till they get going. 

(Para.3.22) 

B. Lending to Priority Sectors 

10.7 As regards agricultural sector, the Committee recommends that: 

( i) State Governments which have not yet enacted the legislation 
recommended by the Talwar Committee, or which have not 
framed rules in that respect, should do so on a priority basis, 
covering within its scope, not only agricultural advances, but 
also other advances to priority 5ectors; 

(Para.4.9) 

(ii) State Governments should expedite the implementation of land 
reforms and conferment of tenancy/cultivating rights on farmers 
and issue certificates of possession of land; 

(Para.4.10) 

(iii) The procedure for issuing a 'non-encumbrance certificate' to 
farmers should be simplified by the State Government and 
suitable instructions issued to concerned officials to promptly 
respond to the requests for such certificates; 

( Para.4.1 0) 

(iv) State Governments may waive the stamp duty in the execution 
of mortgages in respect of small loans to the weaker sections 
of borrowers such as small farmers, artisans, DIR loanees, eK., 
upto an amount of Rs 10,000/- each; 

(Para.4.ll) 

(v) Early action may be taken to introduce crop insurance. 
( Para.4.12) 

10.8 The Committee noted that the scheme of banks financing the PACs 
ceded to them was working satisfactorily. In view of the suitability of com· 
rnercial banks using intermediaries for financing the rural sectors, the 
Committee recommends that: 

(i) The scheme of bank financing the ceded PACs should be 
continued and extended to other areas also; 

(Para.4.13) 
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( ii) 

(iii) 

the State Governments should expedite the reorganisation of the 
PACs financed by commercial banks and appoint full-time p~id 
secretaries in consultation with and approval of banks to which 
they are ceded; where PACs are ~ot e~ective,. t~e State Gove~n
ments should organise the F arrners Service Societies ( FSS) which 
will be used as channels for lending by banks and RRBs; and 

(Para.4.l3) 

State Governments should evince more interest in setting up of 
RRBs in suitable areas. RRBs may lend either directly to farmers 
or through PACs wherever the latter are effective. 

( Para.4.l4) 

10.9 As regards the Small-Scale industries (SSI) sector, inadequate equity 
base in small entrepreneur's business is one of the serious impediments to 
banks' lending to this sector. The Committee, therefore, recommends that: 

(i) the IDBI may give due consideration to a suggestion that it 
will provide refinance to banks which may grant soft loans (quasi
equity) without interest, repayable in 7 to 10 years; 

(Para.4.l9) 

(ii) Alternatively, Central Government may favourably consider the 
proposal made by State Bank of India to the Government some
time ago, that a "National Equity Fund" may be set up by the 
Government of India for providing equity support to the small
scale industrial units. This Fund may be administered by the IDBI. 

(Para.4.19) 

10.10 In order to bring about better co-ordination among the different financial 
institutions, such as banks and SFCs, certain recommendations were made 
by the Working Group appointed by the IDBI. Early action may be taken 
on these recommendations. 

(Para.4.20) 

10.11 As many of the small-scale units have become sick and are, therefore, 
to be nursed back to health, a suggestion has been made that a soft loan 
assistance fund should be set up by the Government of India to provide 
rehabilitation loans to these sick units without interest or at a nominal rate 
of interest. We suggest that this proposal may be given due consideration 
by the Government of India and Reserve Bank. 

( Para.4.21) 

10.12 It was represented by the Associations of small industries that the 
small-sca_Je units were ~ked to give collateral security such as house property, 
LIC policy, shares, third party guarantee, etc., in order to be able to avail 
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of bank finance. Banks considered such additional security necessary because 
of difficulties experienced by them in getting the losses reimbursed by the 
Credit Guarantee Organisation. The Committee, therefore, recommends 
that: 

(i) ordinarily, security other than the fixed and current assets of 
the SSI's should not be asked for by the banks and 

( Para.4.22) 

( ii) the Reserve Bank may consider simplifying the claim procedures 
in consultation with the Government of India and deleting 
Clause 7 ( 1) of the Credit Guarantee Scheme so as to enable 
the banks to make effective use of the Scheme and to remove 
the hardship to small-scale industrial units. 

( Para.4.22) 

10.13 As regards the long delays experienced by small-scale units in getting 
payments from large-scale units as well as from Government departments/ 
undertakings, for goods supplied to them, we recommend that: 

(i) banks should ordinarily allow full drawings against such supply 
bills given to small-scale units and a suitable time limit should 
be specified for payment of such bills by the large units as well 
as the Government departments/undertakings; 

(Para.4.24) 

( ii) a part of the credit limit given to the large-scale units rna y be 
specifically and compulsorily set apart as a sub-limit to be used 
only for making payments to small-scale units. in respect of 
goods supplied by them; 

(Para.4.24) 

Or 

(iii) existing credit limits granted to small-scale units against supply 
bills be continued even against overdue bills to a reasonable 
extent; 

(Para.4.24) 

(iv) Reserve Bank of India may provide refinance to banks in respect 
of bills/notes drawn by the small-scale units on the large-scale 
units/Government departments/undertakings; 

(Para.4.24) 

( v) Reserve Bank of India may also consider providing refinance 
facility to banks in respect of their lending to small-scale units, 
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(vi) 

as was done in the past, and as is now being done in respect 
of bank lending to small farmers; and 

(Para.4.24) 

alternatively, the Government of India may consider setting up 
a separate Refinance Corporation for Small-scale Industry for 
refinancing a specified portion of banks' lending to small-scale 
sector. 

(Para.4.24) 

I 0.14 The Committee felt that if total charges levied by banks on small
scale units by way of interest, service charges, inspection charges etc., were 
taken into account, the rate structure for this sector could be considered 
to be on the high side and, therefore, recommends: 

(i) a maximum rate of interest which should be not more than 
1 per cent above the Bank rate on advances to small-scale sector, 
including small-scale industrial units for amounts upto Rs. 2.5 lakhs 
and 3 per cent above the Bank rate for advances of more than 
Rs. 2.5 lakhs, but not exceeding Rs. 10 lakhs; and 

( Para.4.25) 

( ii) banks should not charge penal rate of interest on the entire 
outstanding amount of borrowing by small-scale units, but only 
on the amount of overdue bills discounted by banks. 

( Para.4.25) 

10.15 In regard to application of Tandon Committee's norms, we recom
mend that: 

such norms should not be applied by banks to advances availed 
of by small-scale units, even if such advances exceed Rs. 10 lakhs. 

(Para.4.26) 

10.16 The Committee recommends that the portfolios of lending to priority 
sectors should be directly under the charge of senior executives who will give 
proper policy directions for any changes required to be made for carrying out 
this work with more dynamism and sincerity. This should be possible with the 
changes in the pattern of branches which has been suggested earlier. 

(Para.4.30) 

10.17 In the case of small loans (say upto Rs. 1 lakh), in order to avoid 
frequent renewal in documents which is a tinu:-consuming and, therefore, 
costly procedure, the period of validity of documents be extended from 3 to 
6 years. 

( Para.4.32) 
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10.18 Banks should attempt to reach the target of lending to priority 
sectors fixed by the Government of India and also aim at a higher target, 
say 40 per cent to be reached in 3 years subsequent to 1\Iarch 1979. 

( Para.4.35) 

C. Efficiency in Banks 

10.19 In regard to the efficiency in banks, the Committee classified the 
problem into 3 broad groups viz., those relating to ( i) internal efficiency, 
( ii) external efficiency and (iii) managerial control. While making recom
mendations on these, the Committee has taken into account the assessment 
and recommendations made by the PEP Committee. Our recommendations 
are given below. 

Internal Efficiency 

10.20 In regard to internal efficiency we recommend that: 

( i) Banks should evolve a suitable machinery to ensure that the 
procedures prescribed for operational efficiency are followed 
through periodical visits by the senior management and the 
procedures be modified whenever necessary, so that new manage
ment techniques are sufficiently and widely adopted in all branches. 
This should be in addition to the present monitoring systems 
prevalent in banks. Efforts should also be made to improve the 
working conditions and environment in branches where necessary. 

( Para.5.4) 

( ii) Banks should make advance man-power planning for both 
recruitment and training to take care of the planned expansion 
in branches and in the concerned types of business. 

(Para.5.5) 

External Efficiency 

10.21 In regard to external efficiency, we recommend that: 

(i) In order to improve the customer services, we endorse the 
recommendations made by the Talwar Committee in regard to 
the banking transactions, motivation of staff, servicing o( loan 
proposals and follow-up action for supervising loan operations. 

(Para.5.7) 

(ii) Banks must try to dispel the general prejudice on the part of 
workmen unions against the use of computers, so that partial and 
judicious use of computers for selected services could be resorted to. 

( Para.5.8) 
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(iii) 

( iv) 

(v) 

The scheme for regional or national clearing. system suggested 
by the Indian Banks' Association may be cxammed and necessary 
action taken thereon. 

( Para.5.9) 

The suggestion made by the PEP Committee in regard to forming 
customer service committee at the branch level for better counter 
service by securing the involvement of the staff should be adopted. 

( Para.S.I 0) 

Since most of the work in banks is routine and repetitive in nature, 
banks should consider recruiting a higher percentage of personnel 
at the clerical level with educational qualification down to 
matriculation and give them appropriate job training. 

(Para.S.I I) 

(vi) Central Offices of banks should issue to branches detailed manuals 
of instructions in regard to the appraisal of different types of 
loan proposals, preferably in the form of check lists. The branch 
managers may also be given powers such that 75 to 80 per cent 
of the proposals can be disposed of by them without reference 
to higher authorities and necessary confidence should be created 
so that such powers are actually used. 

( Para.5.12) 

(vii) In regard to consortium loan arrangements, the recommendation 
made by the Indian Banks' Association viz., that an expert group 
of senior bank officers should assess the viability of the project 
and that their assessment should be accepted by the participating 
banks, should be implemented. 

(Para.5.13) 

(viii) The question of enforcement of the Tandon Committee norms 
should be reviewed by the banks and Reserve Bank in consultation 
with representative organisations of borrowers with a view to 
introducing an clement of built-in flexibility i; the scheme. The 
Reserve Bank should review the actual working of such norms 
every year at the time of the annual review of its credit policy. 

( Para.5.14) 

( ix) The procedure for transfer of borrow a! accounts from one bank 
to another should be further simplified so as to make such 
transfer ordinarily ·permissible. 

( Para.S.IS) 



Managerial Control 

10.22 For dealing with the problem of delays in operations and dilution 
of control resulting from the wide-spread branch network and communication 
gap between Head Offices, Regional Offices and branches, we recommend 
that: 

(a) an operational and controlling unit of a bank (be that a Regional/ 
Divisional/Zonal/ Area Office) should have a controlling charge 
of around I 00 offices, depending on the magnitude of business 
and the area of operation. The criterion should be that the credit 
and other proposals sent from branches to the higher offices and 
the decisions taken thereon should not take more than 2 to 3 weeks 
from the date the borrowers furnish the full particulars; 

( Para.5 .16) 

(b) there should be a three-tier management structure in each bank, 
viz., ( i) the Head Office, ( ii) the Regional or Zonal or Divisional 
Office and (iii} the branch office. In the context of the suggestions 
made by us in Chapter 3 on the compactness of the size of a bank 
and the demarcation of the area of operation of the commercial 
bank vis-a-vis primary co-operative credit society and/ or the RRB, 
we consider that the organisation of a bank on a 3-tier basis 
would be desirable and practicable; 

( Para.5.16) 

(c) the problems faced by middle management of officers may be 
dealt with by delegating to them adequate powers of sanctioning 
loans, seeing to it that they use these powers and assuring them 
full support from senior management in bona fide cases of doubts 
or mistakes; wider powers could be granted for exercise by 
2/3 executive officers jointly; and 

( Para.5.16) 

(d) at the top level, i.e., at the Head Office, an Executive Committee 
of senior officers be set up to take decisions on important matters 
and issue instructions to the Middle and Branch offices, and powers 
at all levels be increased, wherever they are currently low. 

( Para.5.16) 

D. Vigilance arrangements 

10.23 In order to reduce the scope of malpractices and frauds in banks 
and for better vigilance arrangements in banks, we recommend that: 

(i) two or three or more officials, as required by the exigency of the 
situation, should be involved in any particular decision on advances 
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or on any other matter involving outlay of funds, or impo~t~nt 
executive decisions or two/three senior officers may take a JOint 
decision; 

( Para.6.11 ) 

(ii) the Central Bureau of Investigation Organisation should be 
strengthened, in dealing with banking offences, by induction of 
suitable experienced banking personnel into their ranks; 

( Para.6.12) 

(iii) alternatively, the Inspection Wing of the Department of Banking 
Operations and Development in the Reserve Bank which would 
be a better agency should be entrusted with the function of 
enquiring into the cases of frauds and corruption in banks. 

( Paras.6.12 and 6.13) 

E. Management-Employee Relations 

10.24 The solution for the malaise affecting the banking industry seems 
to lie largely in better management-staff relations and in this context, we 
recommend that: 
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( i) A high-level dialogue should be organised between the management 
and unions on the whole question of norms of work, to be subject 
to a biennial revision and the unions should be induced to under
take responsibility for getting work done in accordance with these 
agreed norms; 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(Para.7.13) 

Unions should be induced to agree to the induction of efficiency 
bars every 4 to 5 years in a 20-year clerical grade which could 
help banks in punishing the inefficient workers and to accept 
the principle of accelerated promotion for efficient workers; 

(Para. 7.13) 

since banking is an important service in the national economy . ' 
1t would be useful that in any law governing industrial relations, 
special provision is made for banks to ensure that there is no 
disruption of work by strike, work-to-rule, etc., and that disputes 
are settled by a special machinery; 

(Para.7.15) 

there is a case for declaring banking as an 'essential' service; 
(Para.7.15) 



( v) to avoid conflict of interests and loyalties, it should be laid down 
that (a) officers cannot continue as members of workmen staff 
unions and (b) officers who have to discharge executive functions 
at Head/Central/Zonal/Rcgional/DivisionaljDistrictj.\rea offices 
of banks, should not be members of officers' associations; and 

(Para.7.15) 

(vi) there should be uniformity of laws pertaining to industrial relations 
in banking and that, for that purpose, the appropriate Acts/ 
provisions of the Central Government laws should apply, instead 
of those of the various State Governments. 

(Para.7.16) 

F. Training Facilities for Bank Personnel 

10.25 The Committee has noted that notwithstanding the existence of training 
institutions at the levels both of the banks and the industry, there is a wide 
gap between the demand and supply because of the limited capacity of the 
staff training colleges. On the qualitative side, there are many new tasks to 
which the staff training colleges have still to address themselves. The Com
mittee, therefore, recommends that-

a Standing Committee consisting of the Chairman of 4 or 5 banks 
(to be nominated by the Indian Banks' Association), the Director, 
NIBM, the Principals of the BTC and CAB, the Chief Secretary 
of the Indian Institute of Bankers and a representative of the 
Government be constituted under the Chairmanship of a Deputy 
Governor of the Reserve Bank of India. The Committee would 
have its secretariat in the Reserve Bank for assisting the Deputy 
Governor in making proper assessment of the requirements of the 
training of staff for banks, taking into account their future branch 
expansion programme, and in the overall formulation of the policy 
in regard to the training programmes. The Committee would 
also monitor the progress of training from time to time and provide 
for effective co-ordination of the working of the training institu
tions at the national level. 

( Para.8.18) 

10.26 In view of the importance of the trammg arrangements for bank 
staff and the urgency to deal with this problem, the Committee strongly 
recommends that-

a separate department be set up in the Reserve Bank to deal with 
the problem of training of bank staff. This department may and 
can be under the charge of the existing Deputy Governor holding 
charge of the DBOD, but having regard to the size of the problem 
in respect of staff training, there is a case for creation of a post 
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of Deputy Governor to be exclusively. in charge .of staff training 
throughout the banking system. He w11l be also.~~ ch~rge. of. the 
BTC, NIBM, CAB, liB and other apex trammg mstltutiOns 
likely to be set up in future. 

( Para.8.19) 

10.27 The Committee has considered whether the BTC and NIBM should 
continue as separate institutions or be merged as was recommended .by the 
Working Group headed by Shri B. N. Adarkar and recommends, at this stage 
of the evolution of the two institutions, that-

the Reserve Bank consider this question in detail for appropriate 
decision. 

(Para.8.20) 

10.28 We feel that the faculty members of the various training colleges 
should be selected according to their aptitude and experience and recommend 
that-

the selection of personnel for the colleges should be done on a 
rational basis and these positions should be made attractive by 
giving suitable incentives and by making provision for them to 
return to the operational side if they so desire after a specified 
period of say, 3 years. 

( Para.8.21) 

I 0.29 In view of the urgency to remedy the inadequacy of training facilities 
for bank staff in the Eastern and North-Eastern regions, we recommend that-

( i) priority may be given to the establishment of a training college 
combining the functions of BTC and CAB at Patna to serve the 
needs of the Eastern and North-Eastern regions. 

(ii) Similar types of institutions in the Northern, Central and Southern 
regions of the country be established in a phased manner, the 
location being decided by RBI in the light of the various factors 
involved. 

( Para.8.22) 

10.30 We have given careful consideration to the question of continuance 
of the Indian Institute of Bankers as an examining body for bank personnel. 
It se.rves a useful purpose in enabling the clerical stafi working in banks to 
quahfy themselves for promotion to higher cadres. We feel that-
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the Indian Institute of Bankers should organise correspondence 
courses on the lines of May's correspondence courses in U.K., 
with necessary changes/ additions thereto to meet our national 
requirements. 

( Para.8.23) 



I 0.31 The Committee is convinced that the ex1stmg trammg facilities are 
not adequate quantitatively for meeting the requirements of large number 
of personnel still untrained and the future entrants to the banking profession. 
We, therefore, recommend that-

the training facilities available in the banks be expanded and 
improved both in the infrastructure and faculty membership. The 
Reserve Bank may, therefore, give serious consideration to this 
problem and take quick action to bring about all-round enlarge
ment and improvement in the training facilities. 

( Para.8.24) 

G. General Problems 

10.32 In regard to problems of a general nature, the Committee recommends 
that: 

(i) on the question of the composition of Boards of Directors of the 
14 nationalised banks, while it is not intended that heads of large 
industrial and trading houses on the Boards be brought back, 
trade and industry may have their representation through appoint
ment of professionals who are familiar with the various sectors 
of the economy, including retired Chairmen of banks, provided 
they are put on boards other than that of the banks where they 
served; 

(Para.9.4) 

( ii) the posts of Chairman and Managing Director should be separated 
and both be made full-time, in view of the enormous volume of 
work they have to handle now; 

(Para.9.5) 

(iii) 2/3 wholetime executivejfunctional directors may be appointed 
on the Boards of banks; 

(Para.9.6) 

(iv) Reserve Bank may be asked to recommend a panel of candidates 
for appointment of Chief Executive of a public sector bank and 
Government should choose one of them; as far as possible, the 
selection of the Chairman should be within the respective banks; 

( Para.9. 7) 

( v) the Chief Executives of banks should be appointed for tenn~ of 
at least 3, preferably 5 years; 

( Para.9.8) 
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(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

it would be desirable for the Boards of banks of comparable: 
size to have uniform items of Agenda; Government of India may 
issue appropriate guidelines to banks in this regard; 

(Para.9.9) 

credit limits for consideration of (loan) proposals by Boards be 
generally raised by delegation to ~ smaller and more ~o~pact 
body such as an Executive Committee of the Board. Similarly, 
there be further delegation of powers to deal with administrative 
members from the Board to the Executive Committee. This 
Committee should meet once a week. The Board should meet 
more frequently than now for disposal of work. The Board and 
the Executive Committee may meet in alternate weeks; 

(Para.9.10) 

banks may consider ways and means of charging fully for the 
services they render to customers but before doing so, they should 
take care to see that the cost which they might incur on such 
services, does not exceed the amount of such charges; 

( Para.9.11) 

(ix) In order to strengthen the capital funds of banks, the following 
measures be taken-

(a) banks should be required to transfer 40 per cent of their 
disclosed profits to the published reserves, free of tax, as has 
also been recomnu:nded by the PEP Committee; 

(Para.9.13) 

(b) since the banks are performing a major developmental 
function, a developmental grant should be made to them as 
is the case for State Bank of India since its inception; 

(Para.9.13) 

(c) Reserve Bank should pay, on the entire quantum of the 
statutory cash reserves of the banks held with Reserve Bank . ' 
mterest at the same rate as the coupon rate which the 
Go~ernment of India pay on their long-dated securities, 
subject to an annual review and revision if required : this 
w~uld be without prejudice to the interest which is being 
paid at present on the impounded deposits; and 

( Para.9.13) 

(d) the tax levied by Government on income earned by banks 
on account of the interest charged on advances be abolished. 

( Para.9.13) 



CONCLUSIONS · 

The Committee believes that the recommendations made by it have 
taken into account the objectives with respect to economic development, 
particularly of the backward areas and social justice which were the objec
tives of the nationalisation as well as restoring financial health to the banks. 
Some of the recommendations made may take some time to be implemented, 
especially those which involve legislation. If all the measures recommended 
by the Committee are implemented, even with some delay, tllc Committee 
believes that the twin objectives of fulfilling the socio-economic objectives of 
nationalisation, and vigorous and growing banking system covering all the 
areas of the country and all sections of the population will be achieved. 

Reserve Bank of India, 
Bombay, 

Dated April 28, 1978. 

(James S. Raj), Chairman 

(V. C. Patel), Member 

(T. D. Kansara), Member 

(B. K. Dutt)*, Member. 

•Subject to lt"paratc Report rubmitted to the Committt'e. 
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A:\::-<EXliRE I 

SHRI T. D. KANsARA's NoTE oN PARAGRAPHs 9.2 To 9.5 oF TitE REPORT 

The question of ownership of the Public Sector Banh--whethrr by 
Government or Reserve Bank of India should be considered from two angks: 

(i) As regards policy matters. 

(ii) As regards administration matters including sanction of advances. 

In regard to (i), it would probably make little difference betw<-cn tht· two 
alternative concepts of ownership in respect of the larger/wider policy issues, thouf':h 
in respect of the relatively smaller issues, balance of advantagt· would sn·m to lie 
in ownership of the Reserve Bank of India, BUT, 

In regard to (ii), experience over the years since nationalisation of the 14 
major banks in 1969 shows beyond reasonable doubt that the ownership by Rcscrvt' 
Bank of India is preferable to that by Government. The Govcrnmrnt Directors, 
being o!Iicials from the Government, are liable to br subject to political influence 
emanating from Ministers, who are "political persons", and who, either on their 
own or at the behest of others, again on political pressures, endeavour through 
Government Directors to influence decisions in Board 1\I<Ttings, ostensibly on 
grounds of merit, but really on political considerations, The Chairmen of banks, 
desirous of advancing/protecting their own personal intncsts, ptcfcr to cultivate 
the goodwill of their political masters, in whcm, in one way or the other, their 
future prospects lie. If the ownership be vested in Reserve Bank of India, the 
Chairmen, being professional bankers, would be able to argue the mnits of the 
propositions under consideration by the Boards with freedom from fear of incurring 
the displeasure of the Government, It is relevant in this context to brar in mind 
that a Bank Chairman and a Reserve Bank Director are on less um·qual tnms in 
any discussions than the Chairman and a Government Director, It IS implicit in 
this view that 

(a) 

(b) 

appointment of Chairman would be by Government on the advice of 
Reserve Bank, 

removal of Chairman would also be by Govcrnmmt on the spnif1c 
advice of (and not merely in consultation with) Rrsrtve Bank 

i.e., in both processes, the decision to appoint as well as the decision to remove would 
be made jointly by Government and Reserve Bank, This proposal to transfer owner
ship of the 14 banks from Government to Rrsrrve Bank would make for hr·althy 
growth of the banks in respect of advances, which constitute, by far, the largt·st 
part of the business of the banks. 

Besides, there is no rationale in the existence of the dichotomy repn·scntrd 
by ownership of the largest public sector bank viz., State llank of India bt·ing with 
Reserve Bank and ownership of the 14 nationaliSt·d bo~:k<, whid1 together transact 
much larger lending businr,., with the Governmml. i\ft,·r all, one arrangrnu·nt 
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must be better than the other-it cannot be that anyoody has been studying this 
subject over the last 8 years and more without coming to any con~lusions on the 
merits of the two alternatives. If a study has not been made, I suggest 1t be made. 

I accept that legislation would be required for effecting ~he change. If_suc~ 
legislation is likely to raise a controversy, it is as well that Parliament deal With It 
and take a view on the matter and decide. Perhaps, in this context, there may be a 
case for consideration by Parliament of the performance of Public Sector Banks 
generally. 

In regard to the composition of the Boards of Directors, several Chairmen 
were somewhat reluctant to comment on it. It is my impression from our informal 
conversations that (prior to the very recent changes), the Boards (except in respect 
of Government and RBI Directors) could have been more effective instruments of 
execution of Government policies and control of the advances within their purview. 
The recently changed Boards constitute generally material improvement on the 
previous Boards. All the same, I consider there is abundant need and scope for 
further substantial improvement in their composition. Having regard to the 
composition of the Boards 

(I) when the 14 banks were in the private sector (prior to 1968), 

(2) when these banks were under "Social Control" during 1968-July 1969, 

(3) of these banks since their nationalisation in July 1969, 

( 4) of the State Bank oflndia since 1955, 

I consider that it would be in the interests of the healthy functioning and growth of 
the banking system AJVD of the general public 

(a) to have Boards of 15 members, 

(b) to have their composition more or less similar to that of the Boards, 
when the banks were under "Social Control", with a new provision for 
at least 3 Directors representing professional industrial interests, 

(c) to provide for 
(i) a full-time Chairman, 
(ii) a Managing Director, 

(iii) three (in the larger of the 14 banks) and two (in the smaller ones) 
Executive Directors, 

(d) to provide for the 3 professional industrial Directors [mentioned at (b)] 
to' be elected by private shareholders of the bank-for which purpose 
capital of the public sector banks upto 24% should be thrown open to 
public subscription. 

I am unable to accept that there .~ould be ';10 investors in the capital of the banks 
under the present monetary conditions: I thmk that good professional industrialists 
would come fo~ard to invest in the ca~ital of the banks in order to acquire some 
reasonable say m the conduct of the affairs of the banks by way of being elected to 
the Boards from their constituency-it being clearly understood· that this will in 
no way.dilute the overall objective of Government to make the banks more and more 
respo!'s•ve. to the needs of the general public and particularly' the priority sectors, 
espeaally In the rural areas, as determined by Parliament from time to time. 
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ANNEXURE II 

September 9, 1977 

CoMMriTEE TO STUDY FUNCTIONING OF PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS INVITES SUGGESTIONS 
AND VIE\VS FROM THE PUBLIC 

The Committee appointed by the Reserve Bank to study all aspects of the 
functioning of public sector banks and to make rccommn:dations for ensuring 
improvement in the efficiency of their operations has invited suggestions and views 
from the members of the public and others interested. The same may be forwarded 
to the Secretary of the Committee on the Functioning of Public Sector Banks, 
CJO Reserve Bank of India, Central Office, Post Box No. 406, Bombay 400 001, 
before September 30, 1977. 

Shri .James S. Raj is the Chairman of the Committee. The other mt·mbrrs 
are Shri V. C. Patel, Shri T. D. Kansara and Shri B. K. Dutt. Kum. Ndini K. 
Ambegaokar (R<serve R:nk of India) is the Secretary to the Committee. The terms 
of reference of the Committee are: 

(I) To assess the impact of branch expansion that has taken place since 1969 
and to examine whether any change in the tempo and direction of such expansion 
is called for; (2) to enquire into the present pattern of branch expansion of public 
sector banks and to suggest the future course of action keeping in view the m-ed for 
rural development and removal of regional imb;.lanccs; (3) to evalm.te the pt·r
formance of public sector banks in the matter of lending to the priority sectors and 
weaker sections of the society and to suggest ways for the orderly and balanced 
growth of such advances; (4) to advise on improvi~:g the efficiency of banks with a 
view to renderi1:g better and speedy service to the public and (5) to examine the 
operation of vigilance work in the banks and to make recomm< ndations to bring 
about improvements. 
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Confidential 

ANNEXURE III 

COMMITI'EE TO STUDY FUNCTIONING OF PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR BANKS 

It is requested that all information be given with refaence to your bank's 
actual experience. Since the C!o~mittee's object is_ a pragmatic c;valuation of the 
actual p!'rf<>rmance and functwmng of banks dunng the past e1ght years, frank 
replic·s will assist us in our task. 

Part I 

Branch Expansion 

It is generally believed that branch expansion of banks h~s taken place, since 
nationalisation, at a forced pace in an anxiety to achieve numerical targets without 
taking into account the inherent constraints like inadequacy of trained personnel. 
Such rapid expansion has r<'sultcd in a lack of cfl(ctive supervision and control over 
branches, delay in sanctioning of credit proposals and a general fcding of remoteness 
in the relationship and communication of branches with their Central Office. 

1.1 In the light of your experience, please give, in brief, your assessment of the 
impact on your bank of branch expansion that has taken place since nationalisation 
of banks, particularly in regard to: 

(a) fulfilling the objectives of bank nationalisation; 

(b) covering the unbanked centres; 

(c) mobilising deposits; 

(d) meeting the credit needs of the population, particularly, the priority 
and neglected sectors; 

(c) the bank's cost structure because of rapid and wide expansion of the 
branch net work; 

(f) the bank's management; 

(g) general development of the area under your operation. 

1.2 _What concrete s~ggestions wo';'ld you make for a healthy and orderly 
expanSion of branches Without producmg any adverse effects? Is your bank well 
equipped to carry out the suggestions you make? 

1.3 Do you consider the present norm of the Reserve Bank of India as to the 
minimum ratio ofruralfsemi·u.rban, vis-~-vis urban/metropolitan branches desirable? 
If not, state whether any modlficatwn IS necessary. 
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1.4 Do you think that the present geographical jurisdiction prescribed fur the 
operation of a branch in rural areas nerds to be changrd if banking is to spread 
rapidly in the undcrdcvduped areas? If so, kindly specil}• the arras of oprrat10n of 
your bank-particularly your Lead districts-where such a change in policy is 
necessary. 

1.5 Having regard to the necessity of providing banking services to the unbanked/ 
underbankcd areas in the country, 

(i) do you think that the tempo of branch expansion that has taken place 
since nationalisation c..1.n be n1aintainrd or even accdcratt·d in the 
coming years? If so, what measures would you suggest to rna ble you to 
carry out your purpose? 

or 

(ii) would you rather wish to consolidate your branch expansion posllwn 
before taking up further expansion? !'lease state your rrasuns fur the same. 

or 

(iii) if you had any option, would you want to close down any of your 
branches? If so, give reasons. 

1.6 Consistent with the present conditions in regard to the in;:,dequacy of trainrd 
staff, and distance of brancht·s from controlling cmtn·s, how many br;.nchcs could 
you open every year? In this connt·ctiun, clo you suggt·st any litnitation as to the 
size of your bank? If so, on what criteria is your sugg< stiun bas< d? 

1.7 If branch expansion is to be direcl<'d in such a way as to achieve a balancrd 
geographical distribution of branches in the country, what steps would you suggest 
to realise this aim? 

1.8 Do you think that the clusl<'ring of branches in somc.arras in mrtwpolitan 
centres has led to unhealthy competition among banks? What has been the nnpact 
of this on your bank's operations in such areas? 

1.9 Do you have any Mobile Branch units? If so, please furnish particulau. 
What is the number of days in a week the 1\Iobile Branch Unit serves a particular 
location? Docs the Mobile Branch Unit pmviclc all ordinary banking S<·rvict·s 
including advances or is the business restricted to collection of deposits! What is 
your experience of safety in running these 1\lobilc Branch Units? Woulcl you prefer 
to run many more 1\lobilc Branch Units instead of opening new branches in the 
rural areas? How would the rural public react to such an exercise? 

1.10 Do you think that greater usc of mobile banks, one-man branches, or branches 
operating for a limited period in the day etc., would be preferable to furthn branch 
expansion in certain areas-e.g., und<"r dcvcloprtl art'as or hilly/remote regions? 
Have you made any cost-beudit assessmeut of opnating mobile "" nch units in 
relation to the 'fixed location' branches? If so, kmdly advise us a Lout it tog<·thc:r 
with your comments. 

1.11 What are your views about the usc of institutional intermediaries such as 
co-operative banks, Farmers' Service Socictit·s, Large-scale Multi-purpose Societit·s 
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(LAMPS) etc., by banks for spread of banking particularly in rur~l areas?.In. what 
functional and territorial areas would you like to make use of such mtcrmed1anes? 

1.12 If your bank has sponsored any Regional Rural Bank, please give your 
views on its performance and potential m the near future. 

1.13 Do you consider that the rapid branch expansion in the ban~ has led I?~ 
decline in the 'personal touch' among the staff? If so, has the growth of Impersonality 
any bearing on the functional efficiency of the banks? 

1.14 What in your judgement, is the appropriate size, in respect of the number of 
branches of a bank in the overall Indian context for the purpose of rendering prompt 
and efficient service to the public and to improve the health of the banking system? 
It has been suggested in some quarters that the optimum number of branches of a 
bank could be within the range of 1000 to 1500. Do you agree with this opinion? 

1.15 In your assessment of the branch expansion of your bank, achieved so far 
or to be undertaken in the next 5 years, what could be the bearing on such an 
expansion of the following factors, namely: 

(a) Availability of trained staff and willingness of such staff to be deployed 
anywhere m the country? 

(i) In this respect, do you have proper arrangements for advance 
recruitment and training of staff so as to be available 'on tap' for 
immediate posting whenever required? If so, please specify such 
arrangements. If not, what are ycur suggestions in that respect? 

(ii) Regarding training of staff, from your experience, do you think 
that the functions of the National Institute of Bank Management 
can be suitably enlarged to cope with the requirements of banks? 

or 

(iii) Whether Indian Institute of Bankers should undertake postal 
correspondence courses for those in the banks as well as those who 
intend to join the banks? 

{iv) What measures do you suggest to make deployment of staff anywhere 
in the country acceptable to it? 

(b) In regard to availability of suitable premises for branches and for 
hov~ing of the staff 

(i) Please give your views and suggestions with due regard to the 
necessary economy in the matter. 

(ii) Do long distances between branches and the Head Office lead to 
dilution of the H.O. control? 

1.16 . Is it possible; to arrange for recruiting special staff (including officers) for 
mannmg branches m rural or under developed areas and to devise special training 
courses for them? What is your view about having a separate "rural cadre" in the 
banks for rural branches? 
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1.17 Having regard to the present means of communications (by letter, telegram, 
telephone, telex) available in the country, would you advccate any upper limit to 
the number of branches which can be efficiently administered by a bank? If so, what 
limit would you suggest? 

1.18 In view of the need for communicating with customers in the local language, 
how do you propose to orient your staff recruitment, training and deployment 
policies? 

1.19 In regard to the task of spreading bank branches in undt·rdt·vduped states or 
such areas in States, has the existence of bank branches contributed significantly to 
the development of such States or areas in the States? Or, do you think thnt it is 
necessary to have other factors such as suitable infrastructure, responsive governmrnt 
administration or presence of entrepreneurs before branches are opened? 

1.20 For the healthy development of banking in the country, proper control, 
direction and supervision of branches by Head Office is essential (among various 
requirements). The Committee would welcome your suggtstions for ensuring this, 
in the context of the well-known fact that there has been considerable dilution in 
the matter in the last decade. 

1.21 In view of your past experience in regard to the approximate g<station period 
of rural, semi-urban, urban and metropolitan branches opened by your bank, the 
relevant cost structure of such br«nchts and the difficulties in getting suitable 
personnel for manning these branches, what suggestions can you ollt:r for evolving 
an appropriate branch expansion policy which would fulfill the objective of making 
banking a catalytic agent of economic development in the country? 

Part ll 

Lending to Priority Sectors 

There is a general feeling that inspite of the praiseworthy performance of 
banks and the rapid strides made by them in this direction since nationalisation, 
their achievements fall far short of the real needs of the country. The Committee 
would welcome a realistic evaluation by banks of their role and performance, parti
cularly, in regard to lending to priority sectors and weaker sections of the society, 
difficulties encountered by them and suggestions by them in this respect. Replies to 
the following questions are requested: 

2.1 Please give an evaluation of the performance of your bank in the matter of 
lending to the priority sectors and the weaker sections of the society. What in your 
opinion are the impediments which stand in the way of your bank mcrcasing credit 
to these sectors? 

2.2 Please state measures that your bank can adopt for further expansion of such 
advances. If supportive action is needed from other sources, please indicate its 
nature and extent. 
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2.3 J'kasc give fi!,'urcs-both i'! number and a ;nount-of 'stuck up' advances to 
priority sectors and wcokcr sectiOns catr!,'ory-wise-as at. the end of each year 
brginnin!,' from 31-12-1970, together wi!h the total fi!,'llrcs, m n.umber and amount, 
of outstanding advances to the respective sectors (above mentioned) at the end of 
the relative years. 

2.4 Please give the number and total amount of such advances where recovery 
proceedings have had to be instituted in court for each of the year~ fro~ 31-12-1970. 
!low much money has been recovered as a result of such proceedmgs. 

2.5 Having regard to the actual experience of your bank, could you emp~atical.ly 
state that the proportion in amount of 'stuck up' and doubtful advances IS less m 
the priority sectors and weaker sections than advances to other segments? 

2.6 What is your frank opinion of the performance of your bank in regard to 
priority sector advances in the Lead Bank arras assigned to you? What are the 
Impediments, if any, which you have faced? Is it possible to measure the economic 
impact of credit already given by your bank in your Lead Bank area? If so, please 
give corroborative figures such as generation of new employment, emergence of new 
production activities, increase in crop output etc. 

2.7 Under the prrsrnt banking set-up, agricultural credit is being provided by a 
multi/Jiicity ofagmcics, viz., branches of commercial banks, co-operatives, Regional 
Rura Banks and commercial banks through primary co-operative credit societies. 
In your opinion, is the co-existence of such different agencies in one and the same 
village or block a healthy phenomenon? If not, what are your suggestions for 
rationalisation? 

2.8 What are the methods followed by your bank to supervise the use of loans 
granted to small farmers and other small borrowers? 

2.9 \Vhat is your cxp<·ri .. nce re!,'arding the recovery ofloans given to agriculturists, 
artisans and other small borrowers in rural areas in accordunce with agreements 
with the borrowers? What is your experience in regard to actual or apprehended 
bad debts from such advances? What suggestions would you offer to improve the 
quality of such advances? 

2.10. Do you think that the area approach is preferable to scattered lending, so far as 
lendmg to small borrowers in rural areas is concerned? In which areas has your 
bank undertaken area planning? What was your experience in that respect? Please 
state with special reference to difficulties, if any. 

2.11 What is your experience regarding the working of the Differential Interest 
Ra t<:s scheme? 

2.12 . What is y_our e~p~rimce regarding the working of the scheme for financing 
of p:1mary credit .soctctJes by the. comme:cial banks in selected areas? Do you 
cons~dcr the expenmr.nt of extmdmg credit throu!(h these bodies worth pursuing 
and I~so, what s.u~grstions wou~d you offer to make it successful? If you consider the 
cxprnmcnt a f.nlure or ncar failure, please state the conditions under which failure 
can be transformed into success, if possible. 
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2.13 Please give a brief asscs..•nnent of the pcrfonnancc of Regional Rnrod It 11ks 
(RRBs) sponsored by your bank. Can you make any suggcsti<ms ti•r making RRlls 
successful ? 

2.14 Do you think that the use of institutional intnmediarit-s such'" ro-<'p< r:~tin·s, 
Farmers Service Societies, LAMPS, etc., by banks would be m n·"·"'Y and,'or 
desirable for the expeditious disbursal of bank credit, partirularlv, tn the priority 
sectors? If so, to what extent, in what areas (i.r., rural, etc.) and ll1r ''hat t)pe (lf 

banking business would you recomtnrnd the usc of surh intermnli;lri< s? 

2.15 Do you have any machinery by which the controlling o!lice/s of your b:>11k 
can collect information about the refusal by your branches of credit ;l pplic.ltions 
from small entrepreneurs, agriculturists, etc.? What steps do you take wht·n this 
information is collected? Is there any provision for follow-up action to hdp the 
applicants? 

2.16 Do your branches/Regional offices Inaintain continuous cont;tcts with State 
Government Dcpartnwnts and co-ordinate the knding schcnus fur wcakrr st (·tions 
with the schemes drawn up by the State Govnnmrnts li>r the brndit of the rural 
population? What is your experience in regard to the sanction, grant and ITCo\Try 
of such advances? 

2.17 You arc aware that one should ain1 at orderly and babn<Td growth of 
advances to priority sectors. Do you experience or envisage any ditlirultini in C<lll• 

centrating more on such advanct:s in the undtTb;mkcd Stah:s and untkrbo.lukcd 
areas in States? If so, please enumerate tlwm, together with suggestions f{,r any 
possible solutions. 

2.18 Are you satisfied that the personnel at branchcsfckpartmcnts of your bauk, 
which handle the business of credit to priority sectors (including n<·gl< rtt·d S<·ctors) 
arc equipped to deal with such credit proposals? What sugg<Stion \n,uld you make 
to improve their competence for this purpose? 

2.19 \Vhat is your experience in n·gard to any dndiction of duty on tlw part of 
your staff in granting advances to the priority sectors? Do you thiuk th:~ t the n·ports 
about such advances arc exaggerated or they arc an undn-,;tatt·mcnt of the actual 
situation? 

Part ill 

Efficiency of Services in Banks 

There is a general feeling that there has been a qualitative dl'lc-rioration in 
the banking services duriug the last few years. This may be due to various reasons 
such as rapid expansion of branclws without adequate traita·d p(TSOillid, lack of 
motivation on the part of the staff, organisational (.kflciencirs, inciT<..Sl' in the volume 
and nature of functions that the bauks arc c<~llcd upon to pnform etc. Comidnin~ 
the necessity of efficient and satisfactory service li:utn banks, the Committc·c \I,'Uuld 
like banks to give a frank reappraisal of their performance in this respect and to make 
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suggestions for an improvement in the same. Banks are requested to give replies to 
the following questions: 

3.1 What are the norms used by your bank for measuring the operations and 
efficiency in your bank? 

3.2 What steps have been taken by your bank to improve operational efficiency? 
Do you trunk these are adequate? If not, what further measures do you contemplate 
taking in this regard? 

3.3 Please enumerate the reasons for the inability of your bank to render efficient 
service to your customers in respect of specific types of work, such as encashment of 
cheques clearance of cheques on the same day, timely completion of their pass books 
or statc1~cnt of account, collection of bills on outstations in a reasonable time, getting 
drafts on branches and other remittances, say within half an hour, compliance with 
standing instructions of clients, replies to their enquiries etc. These instances are not 
exhaustive but arc given only as a guide line. 

3.4 Please state which recommendations of the 'Working Group on Customer 
Service in Banks' have been implemented by your bank? 

3.5 What are your suggestions for "orienting your staff to perform duties of the 
kind expected of them in the context of the composition of the clientele of banks?" 
Besides the monetary benefits, do you think you can use any other means by whlch 
the motivation of staff would be stimulated? 

3.6 What are the reasons for the ·reportedly long delays in the sanction of credit 
limits by banks? Please enumerate these in detail and suggest practicable remedies. 

3. 7 Do you agree that considerable paper work has been introduced in recent 
years for the estimates of a credit proposal? Can you suggest any reduction of the 
paper work involved? 

3.8 The National Institute of Bank Management had invited views from the 
public on the efficacy of banking services. Please state whlch recommendations of the 
N.I.B.M. on this subject have been implemented by your bank?. 

3.9 !here is a general feel!ng that there has been a qualitative deterioration in 
the mam assets ofthe banks (v1z., advances) over last few years and that if corrective 
steps are not taken, the sickness prevailing in some industrial units will soon overtake 
the banks also. Do you agree with this view and if so what are your suggestions for 
improving this state of affairs? ' 

3.1~ Has a systematic delegation of authority been practised in your bank at 
va.n.ous levels? Is there any a':angement. to verify that this delegation is observed in 
spmt .? Do you. gen~rally beheve that mspite of delegation, your officers do not 
exerase the1r d1scretto.nary powers or are reluctant to do so? If so, what are the 
reaso~s? What corrective measures do you suggest to ensure that delegation is really 
effective? 
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3.11 Are there any limitations on direct recruitment of officers in vom· bank? 
D? you sug~est .any changes in your present system to secure bcttn: personnel 
Without causmg Justifiable frustration or resentment among the existing staff? 

3.12 What is the bearing of the means of communications between the head 
office and branches as well as among different branches, on the promptness and 
efficiency of service to the public? 

3.13 It is reported that participation or consortium idea for advances has kd to 
considerable delay and inconvenience to customers. \Vhat arc vour su~~<"Stions to 
eliminate these delays and/or lack of co-ordination between particip;~ling hanks 
and institutions? · 

3.14 Do you think that operational efficiency of your bank has suffrrrd because the 
instructions from the head office being usually in English are not fully understood 
by the staff? Do you think it advisable to have the circulars from head oflicrfrrgional 
offices translated into local languages wherever necessary? 

3.15 Do you consider that undue time is bring spent to cultivate good public 
relations by head office senior staff and branch managers? \Vhat are your suggestions 
for economising of investment in time in this regard? 

3.16 Do you think that there are too many conferenct·s, seminars, workshops 
and other meetings held, which have to be attended by senior ofliccrs of tht· bank 
including the chief executives? Are the advantages from such meetings, in your 
assessment, commensurate with the investment of time therein? 

3.17 There is a general complaint that on account of numerous and pressing 
demands on time from Government and other public sector agrncit-s, the smior 
executives are not easily and frequently available for discussions with customns. 
Have you any suggestions to make in this regard? 

Part IV 

There is an impression among the public that frauds and ddalcations havr 
increased in banks in recent years. It is possible that operations of banks arc now 
more exposed to the ~ublic. In any case, t~ere seems to be a gre~ter need for Jlroprr 
vigilance and superVIsory control. In thts respect, the Commtttre would like to 
elicit your views on th~ following questions: 

4.1 What is the vigilance arrangement in vogue in your bank? Please state bridly 
the procedure followed for enquiring into the allegations made. 

4.2 Do you consider the present anangements for vigilance in banks ad<·quatt·, 
both in the interest of the banks and the staff? If not, what suggestions would you 
make for improving them? 
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4.3 Do you think that in recent years, frauds and defalcations by c~stomers a~~ 
staff have mcrcased in banks in respect of both number and amount· If so, wh ' 
according to you, are the reasons fur thtse? 

4.4 It is believed that use of mechanical or electronic aids help in red~ci':g 
frauds in banks. What would be your view in regard to taking help of ~uch aid~ In 

concerned activities for facilitating vigilance work? Do you expect any resistance f10m 
staff to this? 

4.5 Please describe how the interests of the staff members arc protected (e.g., by 
giving them an opportunity to refute the charges _against the~); What has b~en t~e 
role uf staff unions in protecting their members m case disciplinary proceeclings m 
regard to corruption chargcs are proposed against any of them? 

4.6 Frum the cxpcrimcc of the past 5-6 years, can you say that the vigilance 
arrangcmmt in banks has succeed< d in achicvir.g its purpose? If not, what sugges
tions do you make in this regard. 

4.7 What accorcling to you, has been the effect of the working of vigilance 
arrang<·mcnts in banks on the initiative of officers to assume responsibility and to 
take d<·cisions? What steps would you suggest for banks in reg;;rd to redefining the 
role of vigilance with a view to removing apprehensions from the minds of the 
opera tiona! sta If? 

4.8 What are the extra duties performed by vigilance staff which were not 
normally done previously by the internal auditors and inspectors of banks? The 
ultimate object of both the Vigilance staff and the Audit and Inspection staff being 
identical, namely preventive measures rather than the punitive action, what would 
you Suf(gt·st to in!l'grate the roles of those two wings without mutual conflict and 
contradictions? 

4.9 What is your experience regarding entrusting the cases of fraud to the Central 
Bureau of Investigations? 

4 .. 10 What lrg~slative measures do you recommend (e.g., drawing of a cheque 
without funds bcmg made a criminal offence) to reduce frauds? 

4.! I At present, all officers of the bank, including the Chairman and the Managing 
~trector, are not s~bjcct to t~1~ jurisdiction of the Vigilance Officer. What is your 
vtcw o.n the _suggestion that VIgilance arrangements should cover all officus of the 
bank, mcludmg even those who are senior to the VigiLnce Officer? 

4.12 If you agree that vigilance should cover all officers what modus-operandi 
would you suggest for the vigilance system in your bank? ' 

~.13 Is there a system in your bank for obtaining information regarding increase 
In ~he '.lSScts ?f the staff members or any unusual increase in their standard of living 
wlud~ IS ~1ot 111 confu~mity with their known sources of income? If so, do you ask for 
a pnwdtcal d~claratwn from your staff members regarcling changes in their assets 
(movable and Immovable)? 
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4.14 \Vould the existence of effective vigilance work tend to prcnnt frauds or 
would it demoralise the staff to the point of avoiding respomibility for decisions? 
If speed in the disposal of work involving decisions is to be a chien d and if dl<·ctivc 
vigilance would operate as a dis-incentive to taking decisions, how do ytnl pn)posc 
to reconcile the two? Do you think devolution of decision-making authority to two 
or more persons jointly could be an answer? It is reported that in Sl•lllf' banks dccisio11S 
are made in meetings of "1Ianagrn1cnt Committees" where there arc "open" 
discussions and the decisions arc in the presence of scvt-ral executives. The procedure 
does mean more administrative cost, but in the long run, it is chc;.prr by 
the avoidance/ elimination of frauds. Somewhat similar arrangrrwnts could br· made 
at regional offices or group offices or even at most branches. What arc your views 
in the matter? 

4.15 Do you think that procedures for taking disciplinary action in casrs of frauds 
are dilatory? If so, what are your suggestions for prompt and fitir disposal of such 
cases? From your experience, please tdl us how the representatives of the "utliccrs" 
and "workers" on the Boards of the banks assistfreact in the taking of prompt 
diseiplin~ry action? 

4.16 Is the reported decline in integrity in banks part of the general decline in 
integrity in the country and elsewhere in the world? If so, what institution;, I and other 
arrangements would you suggest to isolate, if possible, the banks li"om the gmcral 
climate? 

Part V 

General 

The questions in this part cover other aspects of bank's working such as 
management-staff relations, composition and meetings of the Hoard of Directors, etc. 

5.1 Do you suggest any changes in procedures, Ia ws, etc., governing the existing 
industrial relations which might lead to better relations betwnn stan· and 
management in banks? 

5.2 Do you suggest any changes in the structure and composition of your Board 
which would improve the overall direction and management of the bocnk? 

5.3 Would it lead to a more efficient managerial set up if the posts of Chairman 
and Managing Director were not held by the same person? 

5.4 It is said that after nationalisation, the disposal of Board work is delay< d and 
the meetings of the Board arc held at lung intervals. Please give your sugg .. stions for 
improvement. 

5.5 To what extent are the middle level officers able to carry out the instructions 
issued to them by senior officers in banks? If there is any deficiency in giving full 
effect to these instructions, wh;1t arc the reasons and what are your suggestions t<1 
rectify the deficiency? 
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5.6 Do you agree with the view that some of the advertisements could be stopped 
by public sector hanks? If not, what are your views in this matter? 

5. 7 What steps would you suggest to a void wasteful expenditure of banks? 

5.8 A view is held that the performance of public sector banks should not be 
judged by profits alone, as they arc required to open a large number of offices in 
rural and unbankcd areas and to lend to weaker sections. Do you agree with this 
view? If so, what are your suggestions for evolving a more appropriate assessment 
of the performance of public sector hanks? 
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Confidmlial 

ANNEXURE IV 

CoMMITIEE TO STUDY FuNCTIONING oF Puouc SECTOR BANKS 

QUESTIONNAIRE TO STAFF AND OFFICERS' UNIONS OF BANKS 

Part I 

Branch Expansion 

It is generally believed that branch expansion of hanks has taken plan•, since 
nationalisation, at a forced pace in an anxiety to achieve numerical targets without 
taking into account the inherent constraints like inadequacy of trained p<Tsonnel. 
Such rapid expansion has resulted in a lack of effective supervision and control 
over branches, delay in sanctioning of credit proposals and a g<·ncral feeling of 
remoteness in the relationship of communication ofbranchcs with their Central Ollie<·. 

1.1 Do you consider that the rapid expansion of banks' branches has led to a 
decline in the 'personal touch' among the staff? If so, has the growth of 'impersonalitr' 
any bearing on the functional efficiency of the banks? 

1.2 What measures do you suggest to make deployment of staff anywhere in the 
country acceptable to them? 

1.3 In view of the need for communicating with customers in locallanguag<·s what 
arrangements do you suggest for orienting banks' policies for staff recruitment, 
training and deployment? 

1.4 What is your view on the question of recruitment of special staff (including 
officers) for manning branches in rural or underdeveloped areas and devise sp<·cial 
training courses for them? What do you think about having a separate 'rural cadre' 
in the banks for rural branches? 

1.5 What are your views about the mobile branches, 'one-man' branches, and 
'limited-day-operation' branches in certain areas (e.g., underdevdopcd areas or hilly/ 
remote regions)? Do you think that banks should go in for such branches particularly 
in underdeveloped and hilly areas instead of opening branches in remote pillet'S? 

1.6 What, in your opinion is an appropriate branch expansion policy, having in 
mind the costs involved and the deployment of staff for manning the branches? 

Part D 

Lending to Priority Sectors 

2.1 Are you satisfied that the personnel at branches/departments of banks, which 
hanclle the business of crcclit to priority sectors (includmg neglected sectors) arc 
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equipped to deal with such credit proposals? What suggestions would you make to 
train the staff for this purpose? 

Partm 

Eif!Ciency of Services in Banks 

There is a general feeling that there has b~en a qualitative det<;rioration in 
the banking services during the last few. years. Th1s may be. due to vanous reasons 
such as rapid expansion of branches w~tho.ut adequa_te t.rau~ed pers'?nnel, lack of 
motivation on the part of the staff, orgamsatlonal defioenoes, mcrease m the volume 
and nature of functions that the banks are called upon to perform, etc. 

3.1 What is the basis on which you would suggest norms for different items of 
work in the banks? 

3.2 What are your suggestions for "orienting bank staff to perform duties of the 
kind expected of them in the context of the composition of the clientele of banks?" 
Besides the monetary benefits, do you think use of any other means can be made by 
banks to stimulate the motivation of the staff? 

3.3 What are your views on direct recruitment of officers in banks? Would you 
suggest any changes in the present system? 

3.4 Do you think that operational efficiency of banks has suffered because the 
instructions from the Head Office being usually in English are not fully understood 
by the staff? Do you think it advisable to have the circulars from Head Office/ 
regional offices translated into local languages wherever necessary? 

Part IV 

Vigilance Arrangmunts 

~.I Do you consider the present arrangements for vigilance in banks are in the 
Interests of the banks and the staff? What suggestions would you make for improving 
them? 

~.2 D<;> you think that in recent years, frauds and defalcations have increased 
m banks m respect of both number and amount? If so, what, according to you, are 
the reasons for these? 

~.3 It is believed that use of.me~hanical or electronic aids help in limiting frauds 
m ~a~~· What ":~uld. be y~ur VIew m regard to taking help of such aids in concerned 
actlVItles for fac1litatlng VIgilance work? 

4:4 . . Please dcscri~e ho:ov the interests of the staff members are protected in case 
diSCiplinary proceedings m regard to charges are proposed against any of them? 
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~ you think that procedures for taking disciplinary action in cases of frauds arc 
dilatory? If so, what are your suggestions for prompt and fair disposal of such c.1scs? 

4.5 What steps would you suggest for banks in regard to redefining the rolt· of 
vigilance with a view to removing apprehensions from the minds of the operational 
staff? 

Part V 

General 

The questions in this part cover other aspects of banks' working such as 
management-staff relations, salary structure, etc. 

5.1 Do you suggest any changes in procedures, laws, etc., governing the eJUstmg 
industrial relations which might lead to better relations between staff and manage
ment in banks? 

5.2 Do you agree that the staff working in branches as well as in other offices 
should be transferred from desk to desk in order to enable them to acquire wider 
banking experience? 

5.3 What are your views on the salary structure of the different categories of 
staff in public sector banks? Do you think that there should be a common salary 
structure for all public sector banks in respect of officers as well as other staff? If so, 
what are your suggestions in this regard? 

5.4 Should recruitment of clerical and subordinate staff be mainly on the basis 
of 'language' area? 

5.5 What are your views on the recruitment of relatives of bank employees? 
What degree of limitation should be placed on such recruitment? 

5.6 To what extent are the middle level officers able to carry out the instructions 
issued to them by senior officers in banks? If there is any deficiency in giving full 
effect to these instructions, what are the reasons and what are your suggestions to 
rectify the deficiency? 

5.7 Do you think that the lack of rural background is a handicap for officers 
dealing with borrowers in rural areas? If so, what suggestions would you make for 
making the officers rural-oriented? 
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Confidential 

ANNEXURE V 

CoMMITTEE TO STUDY FuNCTIONING OF Pusuc SECTOR BANKS 

QUESTIONNAIRE TO PUBLIC FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

1.1 Banks have been and arc opening branches in the under banked areas in a l~rge 
way in recent years. Do you consider that banks bl:' the~sei-:e~ can. substantially 
contribute to economic growth in such areas or that pnor a vatlabtlity of mfrastructure 
in such areas and the willingness of entrepreneurs to go to such areas are necessary 
for the banks to make their contributions? Please comment and offer your suggestions. 

1.2 Cr~dit needs of industry and commerce are quite different in character. 
How would you want to define separate criteria for the purpose? In the light ofthe 
Tandon Study Group's report on working capital requirements of industry, what 
norms would you suggest for credit to commerce? 

1.3 Credit needs of industry for 

(a) csta blishment and maintenance of fixed assets, 

(b) working the fixed assets for production 
arc also quite different in character. What norms would you like to suggest for their 
different requirements? 

1.4 There are several public financial institutions-IDBI, ICICI, IFCI, LIC, 
GIC, UTI-and many State Government institutions to cater for the medium/ 
long-term financial requirements of industry. Is there any need for the commercial 
banks to go in for such advances i.e. should they not confine themselves to provision 
of only working capital requirements of the borrowers? 

1.5 It is reported that participation or consortium idea involving joint financing 
by several banks and financial institutions, both for short-term and long-term credit 
has led to considerable delay and inconvenience to customers. What are your 
suggestions to eliminate these delays and/or lack of co-orclination between participat
ing banks and institutions? 

1.6 . A suggestion has been moot~d tha! in order to improve the working of the 
Pubhc Sector Banks, a part of their capital-say not exceecling 24 per cent-be 
throw~ open t<;> su.bscription by the public, who would thereby be enabled to comment 
on thetr functlomng at annual (or other) meetings of shareholders. What are your 
views in the rna tter? 
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Confidrntial 

Ai.';I\EXl:RE \"I 

CoMMITTEE TO Sn·ov FuNcTIONING oF Penuc SEcToR BANKS 

QUESTIO!';NAIRE TO 1:\DUSTRIAL A:'\D COMMF.RCIAL ASSOCIATIONS 

Part I 

Branch Axpansion 

1.1 Latterly (last 8 years), commercial banks have gone in for extending banking 
services to rural and undcrbanked (by the commercial banks) areas in the country; 
the co-operative banking system has been catering to their requirements for several 
decades-but not adequately. In this context, do you consider: 

(a) that commercial banks should continue to extend their activities to the 
still underbanked areas; or 

(b) the co-operative: banking system should be strengthem·d, and if so, how; 
or 

(c) some effective co-ordination of the commercial banks and the co-operative 
banks can be successfully worked out so as to avoid duplication and 
consequent wastage of efforts. 

1.2 If you have any experience of or information on the working of the Regional 
Rural Banks, please tell us and suggest any changes required. 

1.3 Banks have been and are opening branches in the undnbankcd areas in a 
large way in recent years. Do you consider that banks by themsdves can 
substantially contribute to economic growth in such areas or that prior availability 
of infrastructure in such areas and the willingness of entrepreneurs to go to such 
areas are necessary for the banks to make their contributions. Please comment and 
offer your suggestions. 

Part n 
unding to Priority Sectors 

2.1 It has never been the policy of the Government or the RBI to deny reasonably 
adequate credit to metropolitan and urban areas in order to provide credit to the 
rural areas. What is your experience in the matter? Please suggest any required 
action, bearing in mind the overriding need to provide credit to underbanked areas 
in the country. 

2.2 Credit needs of industry and commerce are quite diffrrent in character. How 
would you want to define separate criteria for the purpose? In the light of the 
Tandon Study Group's report on working capital requirements of industry, what 
norms would you suggest for credit to commerce? 

2.3 Credit needs of industry for: 
(a) establishment and maintenance of fixed assets, 
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(b) working the fixed assets for production, 
are also quite different m character. What norms would you like to suggest 
for their different requirements? 

2.4 There are several public financial institutions-lOBI, ICICI, IF_CI, LIC, 
GIC, UTI and many State Government institutions to cater for the medlUm/lo~g
term financial requirements of the borrower,;. Is there any need for the comme~':'al 
banks to go in for such advances i.e., should they not confine themselves to provlSion 
of only working capital requirements of the borrowers? 

Part m 

Efficiency of Services in Banks 

3.1 There is a general feeling that there has been a qualitative deterioration in 
the banking services during the last few years. Do you subscribe to this view? If so, 
what, according to you, are the reasons for this and what are your suggestions for 
improvement? 

3.2 What suggestions do you have for eliminating reportedly long delays in the 
sanction of credit limits by banks? 

3.3 What is the bearing of the means of communication between the Head Office 
and branches as well as among different branches on the promptness and efficiency 
of bank services to the public, particularly to the industry and business in different 
areas, namely, metropolitan, urban, semi-urban and rural? 

3.4 It is reported that participation or consortium idea for advances has led to 
considerable delay and inconvenience to customer,;. What are your suggestions to 
eliminate these delays? 

3.5 There is a general complaint that on account of the numerous and pressing 
demands made on the senior executives of banks who have to ·attend the various 
seminar,;, workshops, conferences and other meetings, these bank officials are not 
easily and frequently available for discussions with customers. Have you any suggest
ions to make in this regard? 

Part IV 

General 

4 .. 1 . From the functional viewpoint of efficiency of banks, so far as their dealings 
With mdustry and trade are concerned, do you consider the present number of 71 
banks comprising of: 

(a) 22 Public Sector Banks 
(b) 
(c) 

37 Private Banks 
12 Foreign Banks 

too few o! too !llany or about right for India having regard to the size, population 
and ethmc vanety of the country? Do you suggest or advise any changes? If so 
please detail them, giving reasons. ' 
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4.2 Based upon your experience of the working of the Public Sector Banks, what 
would you advise the optimum size of banks should be: 

(a) in respect of the number of branches, 

(b) in respect of the size of the staff, 

(c) in respect of the geographical coverage by the branches. 

4.3 What is to be done with banks which have branches larger than the 'optimum 
size'? What is your suggestion regarding the excess number of branches? 

4.4 There are varying opinions on the establishment of Zonal Banks. \Ve have 
had for 20 years experience of the establishment of linguistic States in the country. 
Does the experience warrant the view that Zonal Banks would promote regionalism 
in the banking field also to the certain detriment of the underbanked States? What 
are your views and suggestions? 

4.5 It is a fact that most Head Offices are located in a very few metropolitan 
centres. What are your views on the subject-bearing in mind the need for avoidance 
of dislocation of the functioning of the Head Office of the banks. Would you consider 
the establishment of sufficient number of Regional Head Ollices by the nationalised 
banks (somewhat on the lines of the Local Head Ollices of State Bank of India) an 
adequate answer? 

4.6 A suggestion has been mooted that in order to improve the working of the 
Public Sector Banks, a part of their capital-say not exceeding 24 per cent-be 
thrown open to subscription by the public, who would thereby be enabled to comment 
on their functioning at annual (or other) meetings of shareholders. What are your 
views in the rna tter? 

4.7 From your knowledge and experience regarding the constitution of the 
Boards of Directors of the State Bank Group and of the nationalised banks have 
you any comments or suggestions on the method of choice of the Directors and how 
they should function? 

4.8 There are Public Sector Banks, Private Sector Banks, Co-operative Banks, 
Land Development Banks and Regional Rural Banks to cater to the credit require
ments of rural areas. What are your suggestions for avoidance/elimination of 
duplication of efforts by these several institutional agencies? 

4.9 In the realisation of the general objective ofnationalisation of banks, namely, 
responding to the social needs of the economy, what co-operation can be extended 
by industry and trade, in matters such as proper end-use of funds, adhering to the 
norms prescribed by the monetary authorities etc.? 

4.10 In view of the special attention being paid by public sector banks in opening 
branches and meeting the credit requirements of different types of borrowers in 
under developed and backward areas, has there been adequate response from 
entrepreneurs to take advantage of these facilities? If not, what factors have been 
responsible and what further measures would you suggest in this regard? 
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TABLE 3 

Number or Officea or All Commercial Banks in Centres or 
Different Population Groups 

June %to December %to Change 
1969 total 1977 total 3 over I 

2 3 4 5 

TOTAL 8,262 100.0 26,996 100.0 + 18,734 

Of which, in 

(•) Rural centres 1,832 22.4 11,090 41.1 + 9,258 

(b) Semi-urban centres 3,322 40.1 7,493 27.7 + 4,171 

(c) Urban centres 1,447 17.5 4,447 16.5 + 3,000 

(d) Metropolitan and Port Town 
centres 1,661 20.0 3,966 14.7 + 2,305 

Data for December 1977 are provisional. 
Rural cenl.rel - With population upto 10,000. 
Semi-urban centres - With population over 10,000 and upto I lakh. 
Urban centres - With population over I lakh and upto 10 lakhs. 
Metropolitan centre~ - With population over 10 lakhs. 

%to 
total 

6 

100.0 

49.4 

22.3 

16.0 

12.3 

Port Town~-Cochin, Kakinada, Mangalon; Nagapattinam, Okha, Paradeep, Pondicherry, Port 
Blair, Kamila, Visakhapatnam, Tuticorin and Mormugao. 

Souru: Data supplied by the Department of Banking Operations and Development. 
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TABLE4 

Population Group-wise break-up of the Total Nwnber of ComD>ercial Bank Offices in India as on the 30th June 1969 & 
31st DeceD>ber 1977 

No. of offices as on 30-6-1969 No. of offices as on 31-12-1977* Net increase since 30-6-1969 
upto 31-12-1977 

R su u MfPT T R su u MfPT T R su u M/PT T 

---- ----- ----- --------
State Bank of India 462 795 162 150 1569 2081 1459 632 496 4668 1619 664 470 346 3099 

Associate Banks of State 
Bank of India 357 375 86 75 893 910 723 290 218 2141 553 348 204 143 1248 

14 Nationalised Banks 686 1452 928 1068 4134 5033 3504 2477 2348 13362 4347 2052 1549 1280 9228 

Regional Rural Banks 1052 101 19 1172 1052 101 19 1172 

Other Commercial Banks 327 700 271 368 1666 2014 1706 1029 904 5653 1687 1006 758 536 3987 

TOTAL 1832 3322 1447 1661 8262 11090 7493 4447 3966 26996 9258 4171 3000 2305 18734 
(22.4) (40.1) (17.5) (20.0) (100.0) (41.1) (27.7) (16.5) (14.7) (100.0) (49.4) (22.3) (16.0) (12.3) (100.0) 

}{oU: Figures in brackets are percentagts to the total. 
Data for Dccemb<r 1977 are provisional. 

R = Rural centres - Places with a population upto 10,000. 
SU = Semi-urban - Places with a population over 10,000 and upto 1,00,000. 
U -=- Urban ttntrcs -Places with a population over 1,00,000 and upto 10,00,000. 
~~ .. ~(etropolita.n centres -Places with a population over 10,00,000. 
PT - Port Towns - Cochin, Kakinada, Mangalorc, Nagapattinam, Okha, Parada:p, Pondicherry, 

Port Blair, Kamila, Visakhapatnam, Tuticorin and .Mormugao. 
T -Total 
0 The classification is based on 1971 Censw. 
Swra: Data supplied by the Department ofl\anking Operations & De-.-elopment. 



TABLE 5 

Number or Commercial Bank Offices in India as on the 
30th June 1969 and 31st December 1977 (Bank Group-wise) 

Name of the 30-6-1969 31-12-1977 

Bank 
R su u MjPT T R su U MjPT T 

--·- -------- -----
I. State Bank of 

India 462 795 162 ISO 1569 2081 1459 632 496 4668 

2. Associate Bank 
ofSBI 357 375 66 75 893 910 723 290 218 2141 

Total or (1)+(2) 819 1170 248 225 2462 2991 2182 922 714 6809 

3. Allahabad Bank 10 46 61 36 !53 250 194 !53 100 697 

4. Bank of Baroda 01 97 96 99 373 462 331 219 198 1210 

5. Bank of India 43 52 76 103 274 428 270 233 204 1135 

6. Bank of 
Maharashtra 25 67 36 25 !53 192 142 121 02 537 

7. Canara Bank 54 133 54 84 325 350 315 189 251 1105 

8. Central Bank of 
India 78 219 136 131 564 538 421 308 236 1503 

9. Dena Bank 42 72 37 83 234 278 !59 116 147 700 

10. Indian Bank 16 100 39 63 218 206 241 134 142 723 

II. Indian Ovcl'scas 
Bank 35 58 44 61 198 235 173 118 131 657 

12. Punjab National 
Bank 76 262 126 106 570 536 393 272 200 1401 

13. Syndicate Bank 99 115 37 56 307 387 228 138 190 943 

14. Union Bank of 
India 57 50 56 78 241 406 256 176 163 1001 

15. United Bank of 
India 20 65 32 58 175 343 159 100 142 744 

16. United Com-
mercia! Bank 50 JIG 98 85 349 422 222 200 162 1006 

Total (3) to (16) 686 1452 928 1068 4134 5033 3504 2477 2348 13362 

17. Regional Rural 
Banks 1052 101 19 1172 

18. Oth<r Scheduled 
Commercial Banks 265 595 231 228 1319 1978 1677 1017 784 5456 

19. Foreign Banks I 2 9 118 130 3 9 119 131 
20. Non-Scheduled 

Banks 61 103 31 22 217 36 26 3 66 

TOTAL 1832 3322 1447 1661 8262 11090 7493 4447 3966 26996 

Uata for Decrmbcr 1977 are provisional. 
R-Rural ccntrq SU-Scmi·Urban centres 
PT-J>ort Towns T-Total 

U.,Urban centres M-Metropolitan centres 

Sour": Data supplied by the Drpartment of Banking Operations and Development. 
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TABLE 6 

Population prr Bank Office In Selectecll State• 

(Figu,.,.. in thou!:Lnd•) 

StatefUnion Territory June Decrmhc.-r Including 
1969 1977 lia-nccs 

pending or 
allotment made 

2 3 

I. Assam 19!1 38 33 

2. Bihar 207 43 40 

3. Madhya Pradesh 116 30 27 

4. Manipur 497 43 40 

5. Orissa 212 3(, 11 

6. Uttar Pradesh 119 30 211 

7. West Bengal 87 25 23 

8. Arunachal Pradeoh 43 25 

9. Mizoram 67 H 

ALL INDIA 65 20 19 

SourCI: Data supplied by the Department of Banking Operation• and Development. 
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- TABLE 7 
"' "' Sta-..ise Distrlbutioa of CoiiiDlercial Bank Offices, Licences PeDding, Population Coverage, etc. 

as oa the 31st Dec:eulber 1977 

Name of State/Union Territory No. of Offices Increase Population per Bank No. of Population 
between office (in thowands) licences per bank office 

1969 and 1977 pending/ taking into 
June December ~1969 31-12-1977 allotment account licences 

30, 1969 31, 1977 made as on pending/allot-
31-12-1977 mentmade 

(in thousands) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

I. Andhra Prad""h 567 2041 1474 75 21 241 19 
(1786) (25) (201) (21) 

2. Assam 74 386 312 198 38 57 33 
3. Bihar 273 1306 1033 207 43 126 40 
4. Gujarat 752 2043 1291 34 13 106 12 

(1754) (15) (76) (14) 
5. Haryana 172 660 488 57 15 25 15 
6. Himachal Pradesh 42 283 241 80 12 34 11 

7. Jammu & Kashmir 35 325 290 114 14 32 13 
8. Kama taka 756 2278 1522 36 13 238 12 

(1921) (15) (178) (13) 
9. Kerala 601 1946 1345 35 11 137 10 

10. Madhya Pradesh 343 1373 1030 116 30 148 27 
II. Maharashtra 1118 2839 1721 44 18 270 16 

(2004) (24) (162) (20) 
12. Manipur 2 25 23 497 43 2 40 
13. Meghalaya 7 43 36 141 24 14 18 
14. Nagaland 2 24 22 205 22 8 11 
15. Orissa 100 616 516 212 36 84 31 



16. Punjab 346 1379 1033 42 10 92 9 
17. Rajasthan 364 1121 757 70 23 97 21 
18. Tamil Nadu 1060 2480 1420 37 17 189 15 

(2065) (20) (150) (18) 
19. Tripura 5 67 62 276 23 4 22 
20. Uttar Pradesh 747 2916 2169 119 30 291 28 

(2762) (33) (266) (29) 
21. West Bengal 504 1741 1237 87 25 189 23 

(1121) (39) (114) (34) 
22. Andarnan & Nicobar Islands 10 9 82 12 3 9 
23. Arunachal Pradesh II II 43 8 25 
24. Chandigarh 20 72 52 7 4 13 3 
25. Dadra & Nagar Haveli 4 4 19 19 
26. Goa, Daman & Diu 85 208 123 8 4 23 4 
27. Lakshadweep 5 5 6 6 
28. hiizoram 5 5 67 9 24 
29. Delhi 274 748 474 10 5 101 5 
30. Pondicherry 12 41 29 31 12 4 10 

ALL INDIA 8262 26996 18734 65 20 2535 19 

Nou: Figures in bracket> •how number of offices(licences(population per bank office m the State afu:r 
population per bank office i.n the metropolitan cities in th~ respective State. 

excluding number of offices/licer 

Data for December 1977 are provisional. 

So~~r«: Data •upplied by the Department of Banking Operatiom and Development. 



TABLE 8 

Distribadcm of Deposita and Ad'IIBilC:eS of Sc:heduled Comuaercial Banks according to Populadon Grou-1969-1977 
(As on the last Friday) 

(In Crores of Rupees) 

June 1969 June 1977 Variations of Compound 
Population Group• June 1977 over June 1969 Annual Growth Rate 

Deposits Advances Deposits Advances Deposits Advances Deposits Advances 

1. Rural 145 54 1763 895 1618 841 36.7 42.0 
(3.1) (1.5) (9.3) (6.5) (11.3) (8.2) 

2. Semi-urban 1024 407 4258 1881 3234 1474 19.5 21.1 
(22 .0) (II. 3) (22 .4) (13.6) (22 .5) (14.5) 

3. Urban 1209 722 4685 3072 3476 2350 18.5 19.8 
(25.9) (20.0) (24.6) (22. 3) (24.2) (23 .I) 

4. Metropolitan 2287 2426 8330 7953 6043 5527 17.5 16.0 
(49.0) (67 .2) (43. 7) (57 .6) (42.0) (54.2) 

TOTAL 4665 3609 19036 13801 14371 10192 19.2 18.3 
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) 

Note: Data for June 1977 are provisional. 
Figures in brackets represent percentages to Total. 

• Based on 1971 CensU>. 

Souru: Basic Statistical Returns. 



TABLE 9 

Deposits and Advances of Scheduled Co=ercial Banks (Bank Group) 

(Amount in crores of Rupees) 

Deposits Advances 

Bank Group June June Annual June June Annual 
1969 1977 Compound 1969 1977 Compound 

Growth Growth 
Rate Rate 

SBI and its Associate. 1260.05 5569.72 20.4 1200.84 4137.07 16.8 
(27 .1) (29 .3) (33.3) (30.0) 

14 Nationalised Banks 2636.92 10525.68 18.9 1833.76 7785.64 19.7 
(56.5) (55.3) (50.8) (56.4) 

Total Public Sector 3896.97 16095.40 19.3 3034.60 11922.71 18.6 
Banks (83. G) (84.6) (84.1) (86.4) 

Other Scheduled 768.22 2940.86 18.3 574.26 1878.62 15.9 
Commercial Banks (16.4) (15 .4) (15 .9) (13 .6) 

All Scheduled 4665.19 19036.26 19.3 3608.86 13801.33 18.2 
Commercial Banks (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) 

Note: Data for June 1977 are provisional. 
Souru: Basic Statistical Returns. 
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TABLE 10 

Priority Sector Advance• by Public Sector Baaks 

(Number of Accounts in OOO's) 
(Amount in Rupees crores) 

June 1969 June 1977 Increase between 
1969 and 1977 

No. of Amount No. of Amount No. of Amount 
Accounts Accounts Accounts 

I. Agriculture 165 162 4546 1275. 4381 1113 
(36. 7) (40.5) (41.1) 

(•) Direct 160 40 3986 951 3826 911 
(9.1) (30 .2) (33. 7) 

(b) Indirect 5 122 560 324 555 202 
(27. 7) (10. 3) (7 .5) 

2. Small Scale 31 251 430 1315 399 1064 
Industries (56.9) (41.8) (3_:l.3) 

3. Small Road and 
Water Transport 2 6 166 253 164 247 
Operators (1.4) (8.0) (9.2) 

4. Retail Trade and 38 19 889 226 851 207 
Small Business (4.3) (7.2) (7 .6) 

5. Professional and 
self-employed 8 2 504 72 496 70 persona (0.5) (2.3) (2 .6) 

6. Education 2 I 24 6 22 5 
(0.2) (0.2) (0.2) 

TOTAL (I to 6) 246 441 6559 3147 6313 2706 
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) 

14.9° 27.0 

Noll: Total priority stttor advances for June 1969 in this table do not tally with the figure given in 
Table 11 aince the bank-wise classification in Table II do not include data on Retail Trade, 
Small business and Professional and self-employed penons. 
Figures in brackets represent percentage to total. 
Data for June 1977 are proviaional. 

• Represents percentage to total credit of public sector banks. 

Soure~: Data supplie-d by Department of Banking Operations and Development and Industrial Finance 
D~:partrnent. 
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TABLE II 

Priority Sector Advances by Public Sector Baak-Baak-wlae 

(In lakhs of Rupees) 

June Per cent June Per cent 
Banks 1969* to total 1977 to total 

credit of c~dit of 
the bank the bank 

I. !itate Bank of India 168,48 17.3 875,21 26.3 

2. ~ubsidiaries of SBI 34,43 15.3 243,79 31.1 
I 

3. .t>Uahabad Bank 5,55 6.5 47,11 18.2 
I 

4. Bank of Baroda 16,06 9.1 190,90 25.1 

5. B~India 22,48 9.2 215,69 25.0 

6. Ban of Maharashtra 16,76 31.8 99,50 36.1 

7. Canara Bank 17,57 16.3 20·1,07 32.8 

8. Central Bank of India 30,79 9.2 225,68 22.8 

9. Dena Bank 13,42 17.0 86,46 27.9 

10. Indian Bank 12,38 20.7 100,65 27.9 

II. Indian Overseas Bank 13,82 30.9 94,49 32.4 

12. Punjab National Bank 18,54 7.9 191,36 23.8 

13. Syndicate Bank 22,21 24.1 181,88 36.3 

14. Union Bank of India 8,48 11.4 161,06 32.0 

15. United Bank of India 5,67 5.3 104,48 21.7 

16. United Commercial Bank 11,94 8.6 124,05 24.6 

17. Total Public Sector Banks 418,58 13.8 3146,38 27.0 

18. All Scheduled Commercial Banks 482,20 13.4 3485,87 25.9 

•Excludes data on retail trade, small bwiness and professional and sdf-cmployrd penons. 
Souru: Data supplied by the Department of Banking Operations and Development and lndwtrial 

Finance Department. 
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.., TABLE 12 
co 

State-wise clistributioa of priority aec:tor advaac:es by all Scheduled Collllnercial Banks 

(Rupees Lakhs) 

Agriculture Small-Scale Other Small Total Inc~e Priority sector 
Sr. Industry Borrowen in 1977 Advances to 
No. Name of the State over total Bank Credit 

1969 
End- End- End- End- End- End- End- End- (Col. 1969 1977 
June June June June June June June June 8-7) 
1969 1977 1969 1977 1969° 1977•• 1969 1977 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 
~-~--

I. Andlua Pradesh 1903 15952 2073 8446 48 3393 4024 27791 23767 27.4 46.0 

2. Assam 29 508 155 919 1501 185 2928 2743 13.2 35.8 

3. Bihar 134 6298 324 3530 6 4358 464 14186 13722 8.9 46.3 

4. Gujarat 754 7959 2477 12979 16 3922 3247 24860 21613 16.6 33.7 

5. Haryana 159 5348 656 4456 5 1150 820 10954 10134 31.3 64.3 

6. Himachal Pradesh I 477 14 239 433 15 1149 1134 0.4 58.4 

7. Jammu & Kashmir I 246 34 622 1383 35 2251 2216 0.6 55.9 

8. Kamataka 1864 14985 1767 10348 284 7124 3915 32457 28542 22.4 40.5 

9. Kerala 520 5475 2332 8830 40 3421 2892 17726 14834 29.3 42.1 

10. Madhya Pradesh 522 6815 863 3801 5 3360 1390 13976 12586 21.3 49.0 

II. Maharashtra 4086 18875 6332 29350 171 10)33 10589 58258 47669 9.9 19.8 

12. Manipur 39 16 155 210 210 76.1 

13. Meghalaya 43 9 173 225 225 54.5 

14. Nagaland 6 2 30 61 2 97 95 33.3 42.9 



15. Orissa 30 2026 142 1102 2 1344 174 4472 4298 10.5 43.4 
16. Punjab 184 7884 1465 8263 2 2109 1651 18256 16605 28.4 62.2 

17. Rajasthan 168 4497 544 3301 1599 712 9397 8685 16.1 39.8 

18. Tamil Nadu 5181 14561 3750 15409 151 4779 9082 35749 25667 23.9 27.6 

19. Tripura 125 24 164 313 313 73.6 

20. Uttar Pradesh 1556 16937 2084 11355 6 4783 3646 33075 29429 21.1 41.9 

21. West Bengal 897 5039 2141 12140 17 5736 3055 22915 19860 4.4 14.5 

22. Chandigarh 315 1788 30 564 375 345 2727 2382 5.3 5.4 

23. Delhi 458 1406 1060 9277 16 2058 1534 12741 11207 5.3 5.1 

24. Others 76 795 315 1008 52 1070 443 2873 2430 18.0 32.9 

TOTAL 18838 138084 28560 146018 822 64484 48220 348586 300366 13.4 25.9 

• Refer to Road and Water Transport. 
•• Refer to Road and Water Transport, Retail Trade and Small Business, Professional and Self-employod Persons and Educ:ation. 

Data for June 1977 are provisional. 
Swru: Data suppliod by the Department of Banking Operatioruo & Development and Industrial Finan« Department. 



TABLE 13 

State-wiee DlstrlbutioD of Deposits IUld AdvaDces of Public Sector BaDks 
during juDe 1969 aDd juDe 1977 

(Rupees Crores) 

State/Union T~rritorics June 1969 June 1977 

Deposits Ad van- Credit Deposits Ad van- Credit 
ccs Deposit ces Deposit 

Ratio Ratio 

I. Andhra Pradcsh 121 122 100.8 659 474 71.9 
2. Assam 33 13 39.4 168 74 44.0 
3. Bihar 142 52 36.6 789 302 38.3 
4. Gujal'at 401 185 46.1 1375 726 52.8 
5. Haryana 49 23 46.9 231 133 57.6 
6. Himachal PJadt•sh 12 3 25.0 83 18 21.7 
7. Jammu & Kashmir 18 I 5.6 68 19 27.9 
B. KarnaJaka 188 143 76.1 731 665 91.0 
9. Kerala 117 77 65.8 471 309 65.6 

10. Madhya Pradesh 107 63 58.9 540 270 50.0 
II. Maharash tra 943 882 93.5 3493 2537 72.6 
12. Manipur 7 3 42.9 
13. Meghalaya 9 3 33.3 24 4 16.7 
14. Nagaland 5 2 40.0 
15. Orissa 29 15 51.7 160 97 60.6 
16. Punjab 185 50 27.0 696 220 31.6 
17. Rajasthan 73 38 52 .I 317 198 62.5 
18. Tamil Nadu 233 311 133.5 1016 1063 104.6 
19. Tripura 4 15 4 26.7 
20. Uttar Pradesh 337 154 45.7 1546 712 46.1 
21. West Bengal 456 501 109.9 1881 1313 69.8 
22. Chandigarh 23 64 278.3 103 470 456.3 
23. Delhi 360 245 68.1 1510 2226 147.4 
24. Others 55 25 45.5 208 84 40.4 

TOTAL 3896 2970 76.2 16096 11923 74.1 

Data for June 1977 are provisional. 
. . Negligible 
So.,..: Basic Statistical Returns. 
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TABLE 14 

Deposits of Co-operative SocietiesfBauks and Scheduled CoiDDlercial Bauks 
(Rupee< Lakhs) 

June Increase over the previous year June Increase in June 
1969 1976 1976 over June 
(out- 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 (out- 1969 

stand- stand- Amount Percen-
ing) ing} · tage 

I. Primary Agricultural Co-
operative Credit Societies 54,64 5,53 6,57 5,47 9,50 4,58 11,39 15,32 113,00 58,36 106.8 

2. District Co-operative Central 
Banks 203,34 24,98 36,59 42,07 85,88 56,02 60,60 175,52 685,00* 481,66 236.9 

TOTAL (1+2) 257,98 30,51 H,l6 47,54 95,38 60,60 71,99 190,84 798,00 540,02 209.3 

3. All Scheduled Commercial 
Banks 1169,02 656,39 488,58 568,17 950,59 4791,38 3622,36 309.9 

(i) Rural 144,96 N.A. N.A. N.A. 195,29 182,01 190,63 319,48 1345,96 1201,00 828.5 

(ii) Semi-urban 1024,06 N.A. N.A. N.A. 461,10 306,57 377,54 631,11 3445,42 2421,36 236.4 

• Excluding deposits of primary credit societies. 

N.A.-Not available 

Sow": Statistical Statements Relating to the C<Ktperative 1\lovcment in India and Basic Statistical Rrtums. 
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TABLE 15 

State-wioe Index Number of Imbalances Ia respect of Bank Officeo, Deposits and 
Ad\'llllc ... •• oa 30-6-Im 

States Bank Offices Deposits Advances 

I. Andhra Pradesh 83.3 52.6 51.3 

2. Assam 55.2 34.5 20.7 

3. Bihar 56.4 48.5 24.8 

4. Gujarat 192.0 170.0 122.0 

5. Haryana 122.2 77.7 61.1 

6. Himachal Pradesh 183.3 83.3 33.3 

7. Jammu & Kashmir 87.5 50.0 25.0 

8. Kama taka 141.5 84.9 109.4 

9. Kerala 112.8 74.4 66.7 

10. Madhya Pradesh 75.6 43.6 29.5 

II. Maharash tra 128.0 233.3 229.0 

12. Orissa 57.5 25.0 20.0 

13. Punjab 180.0 172.0 72.0 
14. Rajasthan 85.4 41.7 35.4 
15. Tamil Nadu 109.5 85.1 120.3 
16. Uttar Pradesh 73.2 61.1 38.2 
17. West Bengal 91.5 142.7 134.1 

Not.: Index Numben of inter-State imbalances have been worked out by dividing the share of bank 
officesJdepa.it>Jadvances of each State by the percentage of share of population of the concerned State, 
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Chairman, 
Committee on Public Sector Banks, 
Bombay. 

Sir, 

January 10, 1978. 

I am very sorry that a separate report is to be submitted by me. My approach 
to the Terms of Reference, has been from man to institutions and not the other 
way about. The concept vis-a-vis finance for the weaker section of the 
community, that concretised in my mind during the enquiry by the 
Sir Purusottamdas Committee, has not only not diluted, it is firmly established 
in my mind as a matter of faith. 

2. Since the first meeting of the Committee, I found myself to be thinking 
on a different wave-length. Through various notes, I tried to assist in formu
lating an approach conforming to, in my view, the needs of the society. That 
did not bring the wave-lengths closer. Finally I placed a synopsis of my 
approach (slightly edited copy attached) for a concrete discussion on my basic 
theme, which, in my opinion, did not get the attention it deserved. 

3. So I have felt it essential to tell my story in my own way. Hence a 
separate report, which could not be adequately developed for want of time. 
Hence it is suggested that the approach paper may also be read along with 
the report. 

4. The report (and the synopsis submitted to the Committee for its 
consideration) is sent herewith. 

5. . Before I close, may I add that the majority Report, as to discussion on 
vanous aspects, data and some of the recommendations will be useful to 
whoever consider> the report. 

Yours faithfully, 
Sd/-
(B. K. Dutt) 

Encls.: as above. 
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January II, 19/8 

REPORT 

COMMITTEE ON Pt:BLIC SECTOR BANKS 

By B. K. Dutt, :\kmbcr. 

Introductory 

I. No study of the working of the public sector banks can b~ useful without, at 
the same time, having a reference to the banking system as a whole, the cnvironnwnt 
in which the banks (including the private sector banks) operate and the basic 
objectives of the banking operations. The expression "to study all aspects of the 
functioning of the public sector banks" is, therefore, to be interpreted acrordin~ly. 
A study of only the public sector banks themselves on the basis of their present status 
of functioning with a view to finding out what further improvenwnts ran be made, 
can only be a superficial exercise yielding hardly any useful results. The approach 
has to be to try and find out what is needed, by way of a banking system, for assisting 
expeditious growth of the economy where the common man is important and not to advise 
a patch work on the existing structure, organisation or systt·m and then to t·xp<·ct 
the people to fit into it. 

1.1 Traditionally, borrowing from the system abroad dcvdopnl in a compktdy 
different socio-economic situation, banking in India has develotx-d itsdf into a 
service for the minority group of elitists, leaving the overwhdmin!(ly Ltrge portion 
of the population out of its scope. But since the social control of banks, the roncept 
has been changing and with the nationalisation in 1969 a compktdy di!Tnent 
orientation has bem brought into play. 

2. The basic objectives of the public sector banks now can brieny be statt·d 
as follows:-

(a) 

(b) 

Mobilisation of deposits by covering a large sector of the economically 
active population, who arc not at present within the banking fold, and 
servicing the depositors in a manner as would assist spread of 
banking habit. 

Servicing the organised sectors of industry and commerce by providing 
credit and rendering collection, remittance and similar otht·r services. 

(c) Assisting the hitherto neglected sectors to become economically more 
active (particularly in the case of agriculturists, small-scale industrial 
units, artisans, etc.), in developing their economy and in enabling them 
to generate incremental income and thus improve their standard of 
living. 

(d) Assisting establishment of social overhead at micro-level essential fi>r 
implementation of Plans (e.g., roads and bridges) where toll is realisable 
and social services (e.g., hospitals etc.) where fees may be charged, 
particularly in the semi-urban and rural areas. 
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(c) Generating reasonable profit to be retained for strengthening the banking 
system and also for contributing a reasonable return to the owners of 
the banks. 

Importance of adt·qrmle profit 

2.1 It is being held that while profit has to be there, even a l?w profit. would_ be 
rnough if the social objectives [vide (c) and (d) above_] ~re achieycd satrsfa~torrly. 
However, this particular point needs a more rcahst1c appraisal. Admittedly, 
"Maximisation" is not the objective. But what can be regarded as an adequate profit? 

3. Viability of banks would depend on the adequacy of profits and profitability. 
Adequacy of profit has to be so determined t~t losses incurred in the ~~w areas, 
[vide (c) and (d) in para 2], may be absorbed Wtthout shock, that lo~ses arlSl~gout of 
industrial units and others turning sick may be borne, that the pressmg reqmrements 
of continuous and adequate growth of the capital funds (capital and reserves) may 
be met. The networth of the banks has to be strong and adequate. It would be a 
misconception to feel that Government ownership has eliminated the need for 
institutional strength of the banks and building up of the capital funds and internal 
reserves. Irrespective of ownership, a credit institution which is not self-sufficient, 
is bound to be an inadequate instrument in fulfilling its objectives, whether the 
traditional ones or those of social needs enjoined on them in recent time. 

Acilitvrmen/s of public mlor banks-1969-76 

4. At this stage it may be relevant to have a look at the comparative position 
of the public sector banks between 1969-76 in relation to the important items of 
their operations; this is reflected in the table in Appendix I. 

4.1 It will be seen f10m Appendix I, that in relation to the position of the public 
sector banks in 1969, their progress with regard to deposits, advances, advances to 
priority sectors, opening of branches (with emphasis on rural areas) is really 
noteworthy. Indeed it can be said that expansion of this order is perhaps unmatched 
in the history of banking development in this country so far, 

5. However, tlus growth has brought about in its wake certain trends which 
are. all but h~artening. The ratio of?'pital funds to deposits has sharply gone down 
wh1le the rat10 .of net pro~t t_o depos1ts has, by and ~rge, been maintained by mark 
up of the lendmg rat<-s s1gmficantly. At the same t1me staff in-take has markedly 
gone up, the cumulative effect whereof will be a sharp rise in the ratio of staff cost 
to deposits. 

6. The quality of banking ~ervices _has deteriorated _significantly. (It is necessary 
here to eontrovc~t the popular 1mprcss1on that the quality of customer service of the 
ba_nks had _detcnorated on account of nat.iona~sat.ion. The quality of services as it 
eXIsted dunng the first two years after nauonalisatwn was about the same as it was 
a. f~w years bef~>re the nationalisation. It must be remembered, that since early 
s1xt1es, the s;rv1ces of the banks started deteriorating and relatively they were 
!'o w~rse dunng 1970 and 1971..However, the sharp decline in the quality of services 
IS noticeable from 1972 due mamly to the fast rate of growth and expansion.) 
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6.1 At the same time, the normal safety measures have become a casualty. 
Inter-branch accounts remain unreconciled. This involves risk to the banks themsdves 
and also causes suffering to customers because of avoidable ddav in credit of 
colle~tionsfrem.itta!'ces. Balancing of personal ledgers and other "accounts (e.g. 
clearmg) remams m arrear for a long stretch of time involving tn·mendous risk both 
to the bank~ as w:ll as to t~e customers. I would quote here the observation of State 
Bank oflndia, which mentiOns that the branch expansion programme was 'forced': 

"In achieving this prrfi>rnlancc we have, however, brrn compelled to 
accord less than due priority to several important aspects of our working, 
like customer service, house keeping .... " 

7. While the management is kept busy with the ru'h of expansion and clc-vdop
ment and are worried out of wits by disuse of the safety tools, workers go on defnring 
their work and manipulating for lesser and ksser work thus having spare time to 
undertake activities not related to banking operations. The managemmt loses 
control as demand for higher and higher rewards for lower and lower per capita 
work goes on mounting. All this has contributed to a general deterioration 
in industrial relations and proliferation of various agitational pattnns. 

8. The overall impression is paradoxical. On the one hand there has hr·en 
growth on which the public sector bank.< may be congratulated and on the oth<-r a 
situation has developed where peaceful teamwork is practically ahsmt. 

8.1 On top of this, there has developed a new feature in the environment arising 
from public gaze. Retrogatory headlines in newspapers on the face of any complaint 
against a bank, without assessing the merit of such complaint, and appointment of 
committees for post-mortem examination of certain decisions taken in the past, at a 
time when the imperatives of the circumstances under which the dr·cisions were 
taken are completely lost sight of. 

9. This has contributed to fostering a fear psychosis amongst the hank managers 
leading to abdication of decision making authority at various levels, resulting in 
delay and indecision, further contributing to deterioration in the banks' services 
and also to the general atmosphere of near-chaos in the operation of the banks 
themselves. 

9.1 Any study of the public sector banks which ignores this over-all climate 
would be unrealistic and infructuous. 

10. Going back to the progress made by the public sector banks, while, in terms 
of their relative position in the time period, there admittedly has been significant 
and creditable growth, when tlus performance is related to the over-all requirements 
of the nation, it would be seen that the performance has not touched even the fringe 
of the basic m·eds. 

II. Take the case of finance for agriculture--only about 3 million accounts have 
been covered under tlus head by all scheduled commt·rcial hanks in the country. 
Of these, about 2.6 million accounts have been covered by the public sector banks. 
Considering that, on an average, every farmer would have at least two loan accounts 
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becatt"' of seasonal requirements and considering !hat rural households in the 
country ar~ about 70 million, bank finance to agnculture would seem to have 
hardy scratched the surface of the needs. 

1 I. I SimiLtr is the position with regard to artisans, small-scale i~dustrial units, 
small btt<iness and professionals. \Vhcre man is important, any suggcsuon for 'orderly 
baL1nrrd growth' of bank crrdit to fulfil the "needs for rural development and 
removal of regional imbalances" nerds to be made in rrlation to this horizon. 

Spuijic Terms of Rrfmnct 

12. At this stage an item-wise discussion of the Terms of Reference is relevant. 
For this purpo!ie Items! and 2 of the Terms of Reference rna~ be clubbed to~ether 
and similarly Items 4 and 5 may be taken together. The poml, to be constdered 
would be as follows, viz: 

A. lltms r & 2 

I . "To assess the impact of branch expansion that has taken pia c.. since 1969 
and to examine whrtht·r any ch•\llge in the tempo and direction of such 
expansion is called for; 

2. To enquire into the prrsrnt pattern of branch ext:'ansion of public sector 
banks and to recommend the future course of act10n keeping in view the 
nerd for rural development and removal of regional imbalances." 

Obstroalions 

12.1 To find th~ impact of branch expansion, at least four essential objectives 
of th~ n·ct·nt branch expansion of th~ public sector banks need to be looked into. 
Titcs~ are as fi>llows :-
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(a} Arra-wise dislribulio11 of branches. According to the present branch licensing 
policy, about 2/3rds of the total new branches to be opened by a bank 
must be in the rural area and preferably at unbankcd centres. Since 1969, 
until recently, it was required that 50% of such new branches to be 
oprned should be in the rural and unbanked areas. This loading in 
favour of rural and unbanked areas, with regard to branch expansion, 
has been in consonance with the declared objectives given to the public 
sector banks. The question that, therefore, needs to be looked into is 
wl~ethcr tlw are~-wise distribution of branches has been according to the 
objecttvrs and, tf so, how many of the unbanked rural and semi-urban 
an·~s have already br~n covt·rcd. by the public sector banks through 
thc>r branchrs and what proportton does it bear to the total of such 
ct•ntrt"s as were in 1969? The porformance is not unsatisfactory in this 
regard. 

(b) The ~wxt qu~stion is whcth~~ such brancht·s have been able to generate 
bankmg ha_b•t and to mobtlise _deposits at their respective centres? In 
fi:<~ years, 1f th~: average d~pos>ts per rural branch have grown to the 
v>cm>ty of Rs. 10/12 L1khs, one would say that the impact in this regard 
has not been too bad. However, an aSSt·ssment of number of accounts 



and th: a_ctivitit·s of the deposit accounts would give a further and better 
~p~rec•ahon of the situation in this regard. A general observation 
mdicates that a L~rgc segment of the potential depositors still remains 
untapped. 

(c) (i) The next point is what h.,. been the impact of prioritr sector 
advances made by the bank branches? This has been a ba•ic 
objective given to the public sector banks. The assessment in this 
regard may take two bases, both of which need be appraised. 

(d) 

(ii) First, quantun~-wise: The total number of priority sector advance 
accow11s, classified category-wise (e.g. small-scale industrial unit, 
transport, agriculture and other allied activities etc.), is to he seen 
against the assessed total number of such units which need 
result-oriented supervised credit. By this token, as already pointed 
out in the foregoing, achievement of the public sector banks has not 
yet touched even the fringe of the total requirement. It, however, 
has to be understood and borne in mind that never were the public 
sector banks expected to cover the entire ground; indeed thry 
cannot reasonably be expected to do that. What is to be seen is 
whether they have been able to make a marginal impact which they 
were expected to do. Even here, perhaps, the impact has remained 
below marginal. . 

(iii) Second!)', in these accounts (or in the majorit)' of them), have the 
banks been able to provide result-oriented credit in a supervised 
manner calculated to improve the operational teclmique and thus 
to bring about at least some elevation in the economic standard of 
the concerned loaners? This is to be a qualitative stud)'. Many 
banks of their own have made sample stud)' of their finances to 
different categories in the priority sectors, in order to assess their 
achievement in this particular sphere. Copies of such studies have 
also been fed into the Department of Banking, Government of India. 
One might say that, b)· and large, in overwhdming majorit)' of 
cases such financing has not been adt·quatcly supervised and, 
therefore, has failed to produce the desired impact. 

Another item of enquiry is the impact of fast branch rxpansion (with 
weightage for rural branches), on the total profit and loss situation of 
the banks. In this regard it is to be borne in mind that admittedly 
a portion of the total rrofit of the banks should be diverted towards 
achieving certain socia objectives. The question is what should be the 
proportion? However, it has at the same time to be borne in mind that 
on account of the state of the national economy in the past few yean, 
there has been a high mortality in the enterprises, particubrly in the 
industrial field. Titis has faced the banks with the problem of carrying 
sick accounts, which means reduced earning from thrse units and need 
for adequate provision for them. 

12.2 There is thus enough evidence to show that the impact of branch expan•ion 
with emphasis on rural areas, has not been enough in relation to the needs of the 
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economy in general and the priority sectors in particular. It ~as been mixed. in 
relation to the banking system itself. The latter aspect can be specified as follows, VIZ: 

(a) 

(b) 

While deposits have grown sharply,-and this is a good thing-t?-e 
banks have been left with a small margin of profit, even after substantial 
mark-up in lending rates, which is not enough to build the capital funds 
and to service the sick accounts adequately. 

The sizes of banks have suddenly increased in a manner that it has not 
been possible for the banks organisationally to match up with the 
requirement. Large recruitments, almost in masses, have regul~rly b~en 
made, rendering it impossible to induct properly training an~ onentation 
to the new staff before posting them at the branches. There IS, today, by 
and large, a preponderance of new and untrained (or inadequately 
trained) staff in relation to the experienced and trained ones. The load, 
therefore, falls unevenly on the latter group resulting in tilted functioning. 
Quick expansion in size requires frequent changes in the organisational 
set up and this creates confusion. 

(c) With sharp and continuous expansion of size, the lines of communication 
have elongated out of proportion. Tlus has resulted in inadequacy of 
communication (because, despite everything, regular verbal and personal 
communication is not only effective but is also essential; this, however, 
has become impossible). Thus, the objective and purpose visualised and 
planned at the top level gets diluted as it filters through the different 
tiers of the organisation and most times gets distorted when it reaches 
the operating points. Lack of rapport as between the different levels in 
the organisation produces a system of working which is more mechanical 
than innovative. 

{d) Deterioration in services as a result of the impact, as has been discussed 
earlier. 

12.3 It follows from the above discussion, 

{a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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That there should be considerable slowing down of branch expansion of 
the public sector banks for a period of time, say, 3 years, when consolida
tion of branches already opened and/or the organisational structures 
that have been evolved, can take place. 

Tha_t the public sector banks can hardly provide the required banking 
service to vast rural areas of the country and that there is need for some 
other mechanism of providing banking services to the priority sectors 
and weaker sections of the society, both in the rural and urban areas, as 
complementa~ to the present public sector banking system. Only then 
can the bankmg system make an effective contribution towards orderly 
and balanced growth of different regions. 

That it should urgently be considered whether banks should not be 
allowed to transfer to their internal reserves at a maximum rate of 
one-half of one per cent (i%) of their credit portfolio every year without 
any lax whatsoe~r. 



B. Item No. 3 of the T erms of Rrftrence is as f ollows : 

" To evaluate the performance of public ector banks in the ma tter of 
lending to the priority sectors and weaker sections of the society and to 
suggest ways for the orderly and ba lanced growth of such advances." 

13. The evaluation i to be on three different count , na mclr, 

(a) Quantita tive, in relation to the needs in the economy. It has been seen 
that the performance has not yet come up to the expected level except 
of a marginal impact. 

(b) Yet from the aspect of relati ve cha nge in the position from tha t upto 1969 
a nd to that at the end of 1976, the growth of finance to these concern d 
sectors has been significant , as has never occurred before. (Appendix II 
provides deta ils of the occupa tion-wise classifica tion of outstanding credit 
extended by banks). If this is considered with the organisa tional limita
tion of the banks, as has a lready been discussed , a nd the limitations 
owing to delay in lack of assistance from quarters like the Stat Govern
ments, it may be ob erved that the performance, as f.\r as the banks 
themselves a rc concerned, has been commendable. 

(c) Although the performance in relation to th · needs of the economy has 
fallen short, there has been a marked and noticeable qua litati ve impact 
inasmuch as the activities of the public sector banks have at lea t made 
the sma ll entrepreneurs in the concerned sectors conscious of the facilities · 
a vaila ble from the public sector banks, either in la unching of a new 
project or in improving/expanding their existing activities. And a section 
of loanees in these categories have derived economic benefit. This 
qualitative impact is indeed a breakthrough and can be expected to 
gather momentum and to have a demonstrative effect towards more and 
better utilisation of the banking services in this a rea, a lbeit in limited 
geographical a reas. 

(d) It should also be rem mbered in this regard that a complete re-orienta tion 
of the bank sta ff who have a lready been conditioned for years together 
to a different approach to business, need time for absorption of the 
concept and effectively to apply it in their day-to-day working. At the 
same time a thorough re-orientation has to be given by the bank staff 
to the proposed borrowersfloanees in these sectors not only to make their 
proposals bankable but a lso to guide them in their day-to-day a ctivities 
for conforming to the impera tives associated with improved techniques 
necessary for realising incremental income; this is a new a pproach as fa r 
as these borrowers are concerned. Seven years cannot be regard d as too 
long a time span for this purpose. 

C. T erms of Reference Nos. 4 & 5 

4. " To advise on improving the efficiency of banks with a VIew to 
rendering better and speedy service to the public. 

5. To exa mine the operation of vigilance work in the banks and to 
make recommenda tions to bring about improvements." 
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ObJeruationr 
14 The efficiency of banks as already pointed out, can be improved only if there 
is ~omplete rapport as amongst the staff at different ~evels and whe'?- the organisa
tional structure has some breathing time to consolidate and achreve a?equate 
control. This can hardly be achieved in a state of ~ux_. Thus,. there rs nee.d 
for hastening slowly. The criteria stated here for acluevmg efficrency are basrc 
and essential. 

14.1 Bank service has not only to be speedy but has also to be personalised. By 
that token there is need for striking an optimum size for a bank. It has been found 
and proved that a new branch provides better service to its customers, whether by 
way of speed or by way of personalised service, than an old branch. The reason, 
it has been found is that as the branch becomes older, its business and activities 
increase with cons~quent increases in staff strength; there is then loss of personal 
contact with customers and in service. Eventually a point is reached when rapport 
of the branch management with different levels of staff gets diluted and then the 
control is lost. This has every time been found in the life of the branches over the 
years. The situation is exactly the same with regard to the total organisation of a 
bank. 

14.2 There is hardly an agreed formula by which the optimum size of a bank can 
be ascertained. Whereas some hold that a bank should not have more than say 1000 
branches, some hold that the number of branches should not exceed 500, yet others 
think that 5000 branches can easily be managed. Similar disparity exists in the 
matter of total number of staff for a bank which may be regarded as the optimum 
size. 

14.3 If past experience is any guide and the coverage of a large geographical area 
ls the objective and where test of efficiency is not only prompt but also personalised 
service, any claim of efficiently managing a branch network of even 500 with all the 
variety of demands pressing at different directions, is only wishful thinking. 

15. At the same time, the vastness of the country and wide varieties of the 
economic status and situation at different regions would not allow waiting for a 
long time for spreading banking services far and ~de. This makes it essential that 
there should be banks each d~voted to rather small territories, spread out in different 
parts of the country to proV1?e banking services, primarily to the rural and semi
urban areas, where the gap rs the widest. This then points to the validity of the 
scheme of District Banks as discussed hereafter. 

16. Operational vigilance w~rk in the banks is not quite effective. The situation is 
bound to be so, because of the srz~ ~nd spread of each bank. It is absurd to imagine 
deployment of a large st~ff of vrgrlanee officers at the different operation points 
(partl~ularly when .there rs an. a.cut~ dearth of trained staff even for day-to-day 
?peratlons) · There lS much val~drty m the theory that the need for extra vigilance 
1s substa~tl~lly narrowe~ do~':' rfthe organisation is well-knit, purposive and capable 
of establish.mg and mamtammg rapport all along the line. Personal discussions, 
understan~mg and examples are more effective in such organisations than in a 
!oosely-kmt colossal one. The optimum size of a bank therefore again has 
1ts relevance. , · ' 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

17. The above discussion indicates that, what with the imperatives of rural 
development and the n.eed for equally servicing the organised industrial and business 
sector m the metropolitan and urban areas at the same time, the present banking 
structure would seem to be deficient and inadequate. The first pre-requisite for the 
banking service is personalised dealings with customers. This cannot be achieved 
through monolithic organisations. 

18. Again, the basic requirements of banking service for these two major sectors 
of the economy, are completely different in nature and content and are wide apart 
from each other. The so-called neglected sector requires complete understanding of 
not only its need for finance but also of its problems and potentialities. Plenty of zeal 
and attention, innovation and development is required of the bank staff in this 
area. This cannot be a routine function to be achiev< d through circulars and manua Is 
of instructions. At the same time the organised industrial sector equally net·ds 
specialisation of a different type and constant attention. 

18.1 Further, it has been seen that expansion and growth of bank busim·ss in a 
variety of areas (geographical as well as functional) has brought in its wake a number 
of problems affecting the efficiency of banking operations and evaporation of zeal 
and determination. Innovation and ability to service the common n"'" in very small 
units of activity are what is required. Credit has to be made available to the weaker 
section of the society on a "tailor-made" basis and not on a urrady-madc" basis. 

19. Finally, in such a vast country with divergent geographical, social and 
ecC'nomic situations in different areas, the required coverage, if it is to be achievrd 
with the existing pattern of structure, would take such a long time that the procns 
itself could frustrate the objectives. 

20. The situation, at present, is such that a bank with its main centre of activities 
say in South Canara district opens up offices in the far corners of North-Eastern area 
or in the North-Western area. A Calcutta bank perhaps is the lead bank for a district 
in an under-developed area of Jammu & Kashmir, or for that matter in Rajasthan. 
Such criss-cross banking does good to none, and least to the people of the conc<·rned 
areas. This system not only fails to achieve the national objectives but also results in 
wastage of time, energy and money, and creates vigilance problems. 

21. "Delegation" cannot achieve the objectives of providing "tailor-made" 
customer service in the rural areas in the broad canvas of the nation with varying and 
divergent local conditions and situations. In a big organisation, delegation is limited 
to the extent of functioning within clearly laid down procedural directives and 
operation systems. Manoeuvrability is so limited as to be insignificant. 

21.1 What then is needed is transfer of centre of authority into the district and 
rural areas. 

21.2 The recommendations have, therefore, been divided into two basic heads, 
viz., (a) structural and (b) operational, the latter being recommendations with regard 
to specific aspects of influence on the operation of banks. 
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Structural 

22. The structure that is visualised is as follows: 

(a) There is to be a category of banks devoted to metropolitan, big urban 
centres and port-towns and operating nationally for industry, trad~ 11;nd 
business including transactions as amongs~ these centres .. The ;xtstm.g 
structure of public sector banks can effectively r~nder this servtce pri
marily devoted to the industrial and business reqUirements of the urban, 
metropolitan and port-town areas. 

(b) There would be banks for the common man (generally referr.ed to as 
'neglected se~or'): (i) .one type for. th';' r~ral sector, operatmg only 
within a particular district (where~ d!stnct IS rathe~ la~ge there may be 
two banks and where contiguous districts are small m stze there rna y be 
one bank for two districts), and (ii) the other type at the urban areas for 
servicing smaller people like small industrialists, traders, artisans, etc. 

(c) At the grass-root level, i.e., at the village level, there would be primary 
co-operatives (say one for every 1000 rural houeholds) linked to the 
nearest branch of the district bank, the district bank having branches 
mainly in the block headquarters and the growth centres at the village 
level, within the district, as well as in the urban and semi-urban areas. 
Such linking should be only for common planning and mutual business 
interest, without in any way disturbing or altering the structure of 
co-operation. 

(d) While for business with the rest of the country the district banks will have 
correspondent relations with assigned public sector banks, the former 
will not be allowed to operate outside the district so that their whole 
focus is confined to the district (or the defined area of a town as the case 
may be), thus making it imperative on them intensively to mobilise 
deposits and use such resources within this area of operation for its 
economic development. 

22.1 District banks, which would primarily be village-oriented should be formed 
by merging all the existing branches of nationalised and non-nationalised banks and 
RRBs. 

22.2 In larger towns, including metropolitan towns, there will be 'Small Sector 
Banks' to provide cre~t to.the w;aker sections of the community. These banks are 
!O be encouraged t.o. mtenstfy t~e1r coverage of specified areas, rather than engage 
m wasteful competition by adding to the branch net-work all over the cities. Such 
ban~ shall not accept any demand deposits and shall not do other business than 
m11;king loans to the weaker sector of.t~e community. To ensure adequate mobili
~ation of resources and f~ce the compe~tion from larger banks they may be permitted, 
1f need be, to pay a higher rate of mterest on deposits and provide marginally 
added facility. ' 

22.3 . ~ach district bank and s~all sector bank would organise function-wise 
AssoCiations, G'?ups, etc., (duly re~Istered under the existing laws) for availing credit 
from the banks m an orderly fashion. These Associations will sponsor and monitor 
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credit operations of their members, thereby relieving the banks much of the initia l 
work, follow-up an? recovery proble.ms. These group under the guidance and 
support of t~e bankmg and co-operative systems, can take to a la rge measure the 
m1cro-level mfrastructura l needs. For the purpose of feeding the 'Associa tion ' a t the 
grass level, arrange ments should be made to reach bankjng services to each 'A<.!. ocia 
tion' on the spot, as often as necessary. 

22.4 Services of Farmer 's Service Societies and sui table non-credit societies could 
continue to be ava iled of by the banks as fa r as possible. 

~3 . . . To ena ble them to keep their refinance needs and opera ti ng costs down, the 
liqmd1ty norms as preva lent now should not apply to the 'District Banks' and the 
'Sma ll Sector Banks'. The implementation of the scheme and fo llow up of the 
performance of development of the 'District ' and 'Sma II Sector Ban ks' can be ensured 
th_r~U:gh a superv_ision machine.ry, created out of DBOD, including its Inspection 
D1VlSlon, the Agncultura l Credit Department of the R eserve Bank of India. T here 
could a lso be members of the Agricultura I Finance Corporation . 

(N ote: The intention in ma king this suggestion is to keep down the costs by reducing 
the low yielding assets to the minimum. It will be reca lled tha t one of the objectives 
of a dditiona l liquidity norms is to control the avai lability of credit to the a ffluent 
sector but in the case of 'District' or 'Small Sector Banks' there would be on ly large 
number of borrowers for rather sma ll amounts and mostly in the priority sector). 

23.1 All the 'District Banks' and the 'Sma ll Sector Banks' should be owned by the 
Central Government. The Chairman of the 'District Ba nks' and the 'Small Sector 
Banks' should not be a ppointed notiona lly, but should be recrui ted by a dver tisement, 
from within the banks and outside. Selection should primarily be based on persona l 
qualities, e.g., leadership, capacity to innovate etc., and seniority and experience in 
banking may be given only secondary weightagc. T he maxjmum age should not be 
more than 35/40. The terms of employment of the Cha irman of the 'District Banks' 
and the 'Sma ll Sector Banks' should be the same for the nationalised ba nk Chairman 
with longer tenure. This is because their services wi ll be less glamorous and more 
strenuous. 

23.2 The staffing pa ttern of the newly suggested banks should be officer-oriented. 
The work should be so organised that a n officer gets fully acqua inted with the fu ll 
ra nge of the ba nking needs of a given client or a group of clients. I n the process, he 
may have to do some work which is now handed over to the clerica l sta n·. 

23.3 The sala ry structure (for the clerica l staff and the officers) should not be 
different from tha t of the existing bank of the sa me size . For, in the short run this will 
crea te various difficulties and in the long run the diiTercnccs wi ll eli appear. 

23.4 R ecruitment of officers and other sta ff should be made by advertisement . 
The old staff a t different bank branches who rna y have to be ta ken over by a District 
Bank, being mostly of an average of three or four years of service, hould no t be 
difficult of assimila tion by the District Bank. Since th e District Ba nks will expand 
faster, a fter the first prepa ra t01y pause, the scope for promotion will be good. 

23.5 Even though bi-part ite arrangement is sa me for a ll, work style and norms arc 
different in different banks depending on what was initia lly there. So a new ba nk 
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can set up its own style, establish new norms and staggering _hours (this is most 
essential for rural areas). Gradual replacement of the old staff will then create a new 
atmosphere. 

24. The State Bank of India should. be gi~en all poss~ble support to develop 
international business through branches m, a big way and m a speedy manner. In 
addition to the State Bank of India, there may be few other selected banks to under
take and perform International Business. 

25. In view of the suggested reorganisation, the role o~private banks would. have 
to be confined only to the regions where they are operatmg. They have functwned 
successfully in their chosen fields and hence they should be allowed to operate but 
not beyond their respective chosen regions, as in that case. they would merely add to 
the wasteful competition and diffuse the sharpness of their focus. 

Operationa/-'Managemmt' 

26. Coming to the operational aspects, the first and foremost is Management. It is 
probable that more than credit problem, 'Management' is the most important 
problem in the banking industry. Up to date, the basic management principles have 
hardly been applied in the banks and management is regarded as synonymous 
with 'management by crisis'. 

27. Even at the risk of repetition it must be said that in an industry like banking, 
management is bound to be a nagging problem as the banks have grown at a quick 
pace, and beyond a manageable optimum. The basic distinction between a manu
facturing industry and the banking industry is to be recognised. Banking deals with 
an intangible product called 'service' and the entire range of services marketed by 
the banks, multifarious in nature as these arc, is by and large, the product of clerical 
activity. There is no work-output norm established and accepted in the industry. 
On top of that, banking is devoted to 'retail' marketing through a large number of 
branch offices, which may be called 'shop windows'. With such shop windows 
spread out extensively throughout the country, there is bound to be breakdown of 
communication and loss of touch with and control of the day-to-day activity. It, 
therefore, has to be re-emphasised that for the sake of better management, which 
alone can ensure better services, the sizes of the banks should be kept within con
tro.llable optimum and operations limited to compact and easily accessible geogra
phical areas. 

The Board of Dirtclors 

28. T_here is need for ret~inking on the composition of the Board of Directors of 
the public sector banks. While the representatives of the Reserve Bank, the Govern
ment, as well as the workmen and officers have to be there the other directors 
perhaps coul~ carefully be picked fro":! kno~ sources, prefer~bly from those who 
possess .techm~l knowledge and expene~ce With regard to some of the important 
lndustnes (ofdiffer~nt scales) ns well as w1th regard to the economic activities in the 
rural areas. Such d•re~tors may make usef~l contribution to the Board deliberations 
and also he~p the Cha~rman a~d other semor executives in formulating policies with 
regard to different matters of Importance. 

28.1 F~rther,_ the Board should ~o;m comm~ttees Y? .deal with important matters 
of operation, VIz., the normal tradlllonal credit actiVIties, credit to priority sectors, 
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matt~rs of management. (particula~ly management development), etc. It has to be 
men~wned that the ~x1~tmg public sector banks in the suggested structure will 
continue to render pnonty sector finance at the city and urban branches. 

Industrial Relations 

~9. !here is. an urgent. n~e? for dev;lopi~g suitable atmosphere with regard to 
u~dust~1al relations .. M~lt1plici~y o~ umons 1s a problem and either by tripartite 
discussi.ons ?r by legislation, a Situation has to be developed where there can be only 
one ~mo_n m one ba':~· Even recourse to le~isl:<tive measures is suggested because 
bankmg IS a very sensitive area and has a speoal Importance in the matter of develop
ment and growth of the economic activities in the country. The matter, therefore 
cannot be allowed to drift. ' 

29.1 The establishment charges should have a ceiling ratio (in aggregate or 
~eparately) for the emoluments of the officers, clerks and the subordinate staff that 
It may bear to the working fun~ o; deposits. The ratios are not intended adversely to 
effec~ t~e emolu~ents, but to elimmate, as far as possible, the non-monetary f;,cilities, 
restnclive practices and host of allowances. Ceiling ratio shall exclude, new District 
and Small Sector Banks for 3/4 years. 

29.2 The conce_Pt of 'cei.ling ratio' is not a new one.Justice Sastry had, in his award, 
commended the Idea, wh1ch, unfortunately, was not properly taken up. This is not 
anti-labour. The idea is to make the management and staff cost-conscious l:1cing 
them with the constraints of a ceiling ratio. The ratio would periodically be negotiated 
and agreed upon on bipartite basis. This will also lead to a better understanding of 
the banks' obligation towards the community at large. A beginning has been made 
in this direction. 

Training 
30. Most of the public sector banks have made arrangemmts for formal training 
of their staff. However, such formal training continues to be somewhat detached 
from the mainstream of operations and the members of the faculty hardly have 
adequate touch with the day-to-day real situation. Further, in the training of oOicers 
even today, the entire emphasis is on the legal side and technicalities of operation. 
The management aspects of the job of an oOicer is either absent or bt·ars an in
significant proportion to the total training curriculum. At the same time, the training 
courses, by and large, seem to be rather long drawn. There is need for more study 
on the subject. At least two-thirds of the total training period should be on-the-job, 
with formal training relating to the different phases of the on-the-job training, 
sandwitched for brief periods. In other words, after a period of, say one month, on 
actual job in certain type of operation, the trainees may be cal.led to th~ formal 
training centre for a short term of, say about two ':"eeks, to o_btam theoretical and 
technical insight into matters handled by them while on the JOb and to _g•ve th~m 
guidance with regard to the problems that they may_ ":'ve faced ';'n t~e Job durmg 
the particular phase. The batch then go~s back to tram•_ng on the JOb m some other 
operation and so on. However, t~er~ ~t1ll would rem~m the need and scope f~>r 
deeper study in theory and techmcalitles, after the trainees have reached a certam 
level. This may be pre-determined. 

Capital 
31. It has been emphasised earlier in this note that ca_pital fund has an important 
role to play in banking operations. It has also been pomted out how awfully poor 
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is the ratio which capital fund bears to the deposits. !here is need ~or quick buildi~g 
up of capital fund of the public sector banks. Besides the. requrre.m.e~ts o( their 
respective operations, tlus is also necessary fo~ commandi~g credibility With the 
bankers and customers overseas. It is the expenence of public sector banks that on 
account of this particular aspect, often they find it diffi.cult to make arrangem~nt 
with their correspondent banks abroad for large commitments. In some countnes 
letters of guarantee of Indian banks are not accepted by the buyers when the amount 
involved exceeds a certain limit. 

32. The self-suggesting method is for the Government to subscribe to enough 
capital of the banks to make it 6% of the current deposits and to be paid in, say 5 
instalments. Another way could be to issue 6.5%/7% preference shares, redeemable 
over a period of 20 years from the profits of the respective banks, if the profits are 
allowed to take care of it, and guaranteed by the Government so that the Life 
Insurance Corporation can subscribe a part in it. 

33. In order that banks are enabled to make better conn·ibution to the published 
reserves than hereto before, the profitability of banks needs to be improved; certain 
steps which may be taken by the Government immediately are: 

(a) Abolition of tax on gross interest eanling of banks. This will achieve 
two purposes; viz., 

(i) reduction in the lending rates and 

{ii) marginal increase in banks' profitability. 

(b) Up to one half of one per cent of the (excluding priority sector) credit 
portfolio of the respective banks should be allowed for building up of 
mternal reserve free of any tax, on lines similar to the charge off allowed 
to the banks in America. 

(c) Interest charged on the sick accounts, and ~ept in outstanding accounts, 
should not be taxed. Interest has to be debited to the accounts in order 
that tlus may not go by default at the time of settlement of claim either 
at the court or other~ise. But su~h interest cannot go to inflate the profit 
!'nd has to be kept m outstandmg account. In fact, this portion of the 
mte~est. should be .left out of the purview of tax until there is actual 
realisation. For tlus purpose a certificate from the bank should be 
acceptable; if necessary on due certification by the auditors of the bank. 

34. Along with tl1e published reserves the internal reserves also need to be 
strengthened .. The Sr;>tem of commitment charge on loans sanctioned to medium 
and la~ge busmess umts should be revised and streamlined and the income from such 
commitment charge sh'?uld b~ allowed to be put straight to the internal reserve 
and the amount so put m the mternal reserve should be free of tax. 

Profits 

~· The cost .of deposits has gone up tremendously during the last few years and 
e tren~ remams unabated .. Here there is need for better rationalisation of the 

rates of mterest both on temporary and short-term deposits (including savin 
accounts) as we!l as on a~vances .. The .recent directive issued by the Reserve Ba;:. 
to the .CommerCial banks m 1977 IS a nght step in t!Us direction. . • 
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36. The sta.ff cos~ needs to be controlled. On the one hand, the dearness allowance 
goes on mountmg Without commensurate increase in productivity or in general income 
on the ~t~er, the output per employee goes on decreasing. In order to increase the 
productivity of th~ wo~kers there is need for better rapport and understanding with 
tJ:e staff and the1r um~ns. who h.ave to ~ake. a conscious efTort, by co-opemting 
With the management, m 1mprovmg the Situation as a part of their duty. 

36.1 . At the same time. there has to be a proper study, preferably by joint 
committees of r~presentat1ves of the management and the representatives of the 
staff,. to strea':"~ne the work procedures and to improve the per capita output. 
A?mJttedly th1s IS not an easy task, more so because of the size of the banks. However 
With better reorganisation and re-orientation, this should not be impossible t~ 
achieve. 

37. The service charges, for remittances and collections as well as for maintenance 
of highly active accounts, need to be looked into and suitably revised so that the 
rates are formulated on cost basis. It may be mentioned here that a large part of 
the staff cost incurred by banks in the USA is covered by service charges. But in 
India the service charges constitute a very minor item of mcome in the profit and 
loss account of a bank. 

38. Another leakage is the staff cost at the headquarters of banks. On account 
of the size of the banks the Head Offices grow and in the absence of any system and 
norm of work measurement, the growth follows the pattern of Parkinson's Law. An 
examination will indicate that a major operation of the Head Office and allied 
offices (which is non-earning), is indeed non-producing and, on most occasions, are 
deterrents to the efficiency and quality of services rendered at the operating levels. 
With a compact operational region, suitable organisation, and proper management 
much of this wasteful expenditure can be avoided. 

Deposit Insurance 

39. Since nationalisation of the banks, deposit insurance seems to have lost its 
impact and importance which however should not have been the case. 1l1ere is a 
danger in continuing to propagate and strengthen the impression that the public 
sector banks being owned by the Central Government are quite safe. Such propaganda 
has, in response, created amongst the minds of the borrowers in the priority sector 
the same psychosis which is prevalent among the masses about the Government 
loans. By experience the people at large have found that Government loans need 
not be repaid and these are eventually cancelled out. They have also started thinking 
that the loans taken from the "Government-owned" banks similarly need not be 
repaid. This is a dangerous situation. 

39.1 While therefore on the one hand the banks should be strengthened, on the 
other the em'phasis on 'the Government ownership of t~e public sector banks ~s 
to be played down. Simultaneously the safety of. depositors on accoun~ of depos~t 
insurance has to be proje~tcd .and ?evcloped vtgo~ously !~ro~gh van?us publ.tc 
communication media. ThiS mil assiSt better dcpostt mobtlisaUon parttcularly m 
rural areas and enable it to avoid the danger discussed above. 

Advances 
40. The credit to some corporate accounts by one bank continues to be high. It 
may be worthwhile to consider whether there should not be a ceiling given for 
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individual bank, in line with the system in the USA, on the quantum that may be 
advanced to a single party, this bring related to the bank:s net worth by y;_ay of a 
fixed ratio. Such a ratio, however, nerd not be as low as 1n the USA. SuttJ!lg o':'r 
requirements the ratio may be fixed anywhere from 50% upw~rds. Thrs wrll 
necessitate consortium arrangements as amongst the banks. Consortmm ar~ already 
in vogue with regard to very large accounts. So the system may not be drfficult of 
being developed lor more extensive application. 

Sick Accou11fs 

41. Sick Accounts have taken an alarming proportion in Banks' credit portfolio 
and judging by the trend now noticeable, there docs not appear to be much prospect 
of an earlY. reversal of the situation. Banks have to carry sick accounts and nurse 
them. Wlule the stake is heavy, banks are unable to devote as much time and atten
tion to tlwse sick accounts as is necessary. In order that these accounts may be revived, 
they nerd to be nursed, guided and controlled by the banks effectively and on a 
pragmatic basis. In most cases sickness had develop<d years back, grew unnoticed 
and eventually when the accounts turned sick the problem was not amenable to any 
easy solution because the sickness in the meantime became deep-rooted and problems 
became multiheadt d. 

42. It is not only finance that is needed (indeed in many cases if adequate steps 
arc takt·n, need for fresh finance may be only marginal). The units also need super
vision and guidance with regard to technical as well as managerial aspects; and 
ft·w banks today arc in a position to provide such service to the sick units, nor does 
there appear to be existing any suitable organisation for this purpose. 

43. In the circumstances it is recommended that depending on the proportion 
of the sick accounts to the total credit portfolio, each bank should start a subsidiary 
for the purpose of reconstruction of the sick units. Such subsidiary of a bank should 
be headrd by a person of the levd of General Manager (age 35/40 years) and will 
have to be a round<·d banker with kl'rn faculty, knowledge of management and 
ability to take quick decisions. He should report directly to the Chairman and the 
Board, although he will have lateral and diagonal communication with his other 
comp<·ers in the organisation. He must be supported by skilled and qualified tcclmical 
executives belonging to the disciplines to which the preponderance of the sick units 
belong. There should also be a panel of experts whose services may be drawn upon 
as and ~hen nrede.d. I.n ~uitablc. cases i.t may .be a~visable for th.is subsicliary also 
to orgamse and mamtam rts own mdustnal engmeenng cell to servrce the units. The 
subsidiary will provide a package service for the sick units in the manner that each 
unit rna y need. 

43.1 The smaller b~~ks or thos~ whose proportion. o.f such accounts is rather low, 
m~ y engage the sub~1~1ary of a siSt~r bank for pro_vrdmg technical and managerial 
guidance and superVISion to the umts and for makmg recommendations to them. 

43.2 Such an orga~isation in. a ?ank will be ab~e not only to provide timely, 
sp~ntaneousandc~mtmuouss~rvice m adequate quahtyto the s1ck umts-its objective 
bem.g .reconstruct~ng the umts and not to be ':' fault-fincling machinery. Such a 
subsrd1ary then w~ll ~urthcr be ':'ble to re~dcr assrstance to the normal c~rclit depart
ment. through penod1cal analy~1s o!'the brgger accounts an~ assist not only in spotting 
any Sicknes.s that may b_e crecpm!'t many account. but also m providing remeclial and 
pr?phylact1c measures m good time to prevent srckness developing. 
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43.3 Such a subsidiary indeed would be an expc:nsive or);anisation, with hardly 
much busin..-ss return accruing to them. But since tltis is nt·c•"'·"•ry and imp..rative, 
not only for the banking industry itself but also for the industrial sct·ne as a ,,·hole, 
and therefore to the national rconomy as such, it would be logical to provide adcquatr 
financial support to the banks from the Gov..-rnmrnt rxchrqurr in maintl'nancr of 
such subsidiaries. This may be done indirectly by allowing the banks t•xc·mptiun 
from tnx, such nmount of profit as is proportionate to the cost of maintaining the 
subsidiary. · 

44. It may br noted that, the n·commcndation here is for asking the h;mks tn 
form their own subsidiaries instt·ad of rrcommrnding to the Govt·rnnu·nt/Resnvc 
Bank to set up a corporation on national basis. This has bt·cn done because our single 
corporation for this purpose will have to be a big organisation and being complt·tdy 
detached from the main stream ofhanking will tend to lw a sophistiratrd organisatinn 
functioning from an ivory tower. This will not hdp the situation. lndc·rd it is tikdy 
to further complicate the problem. Every bank has its own p<·rsonality, philosophy 
and knowledge of the local atmospht·re and industrial culture. Individual hanks 
thus will be better suited to serve the sick tmits through their rcsprctivr suh<icliari•·• 
than an indrpt•ndcnt national organisation. 
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Approach paper, submitted in synopsis form 
to the Committee on Public Sector Banks. 

B. K. Dutt 
Calcutta 
14-12-1977 

1.0 The Committee had issued questionnaire~ and had discussed yarious aspects 
of the functioning of the Public Sector Banks, w1th some of the public sector banks 
and a section of the business community. 

1.1 International Banking (through branches), Metropolitan Banking, Bank!ng 
in large urban areas on the one hand, and banking in the rural areas and banking 
for the weaker section of the people, all over, on the other, are not mutually 
compatible. 

1.2 The impact of branch expansion since social control and nationalisation of 
the 14 banks, has been both favourable as also inadequate in certain major respects. 

1.3 The favourable points are that, a significantly large number of branches have 
been opened by the Public Sector Banks (and other banks), as a consequence whereof, 
there has been a significant rise in the deposits of the Public Sector Banks (and other 
Banks also) and significant territorial coverage by the bank offices. 

1.4 The weaknesses that have developed, and are further developing, have made 
banking a serious management problem as of now and for the future. For too long, 
Banking has been equated with credit problem. Banks at the top level, by and large, 
are anxious to provide adequate, timely appropriate, supervised credit; but at 
difTerent levels, including the grass-root level, the policies of the banks have not taken 
appropriate operational shape. Service to the depositors and others, and even the 
aliluent borrowers has deteriorated very significantly. Bank officers, by and large, 
do not use the delegated powers for various reasons. 

1.5 As to the public sector banks, the number of households in the priority sector 
served through credit, are few, compared to the number of house-holds that could 
and could have made economic contribution to the economy by providing goods 
and services to themsdves and others. 

2.0 It is evident that the State Governments are not inclined to fall in line 
(without mental reserve), with the idea of the Co-operative Credit Societies at th~ 
grass-root level being tagged to the commercial banks. It is apparent that endeavour 
to tag the control of financial system under the authority of the State Governments, 
to the Ce~tral Government system has no_t produced results. May be, it is not beneficial 
to the soCiety to break up the co-operative system, even if it were feasible. 

3.0 Every bank is seeking to solv'.' th~ problem of management, efficiency and 
abst:nce of perso~al touch, by creatmg mformal 'Mini Banks' within the banks. 
Indifferent workm_g at almost all le-:els, and restrictive practices at the level of 
award staff and ofhcers also, may poss1bly be improved by personal touch from top 
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if it were feasible. But som<· special legal provisions vis-a-vis unionisation in the hanh, 
would be ~ssential. The required personal touch and dewlopment of rapport ";ll 
not be achteved by adding to the number of circulars etc., issued from different levels 
of manage~ent to the branches, feedback reports and adding to the numher of 
staff at vanous levels at the Head OITice and other non-operating oniccs of diffrrent 
~~- . 

3.1 Management problem has become unmanag<·ablc also due to criss-cross 
branch opcning .. Therc arc cases where banks from deep south have opem·d brandU"s 
deep in the east of the country and vice versa. 

4.0 Banks have assumed, that their function in so far as the weak<-r section ofth•· 
community concerned, is to provide credit facilities following the growth of micro
level infrastructure. This has considerably defeated the uhjective of b;mk 
nationalisation. As such, every infrastructure t:tcility, so lon~ those arc not national 
in nature or has Statewisc implication, could be commercialised as sdl~fmancing. 
So every bank needs to have an 'Infrastructure Subsidiary', to draw up micro-kv<·l 
schemes and to implement those, on an economic basis tluough the subsidiary. Such 
schemes could attract subsidy from the State Gov<Tnm<·nts. Howcwr, they cannot 
be independent of the Plans and Schemes, of the State Gowrnnwnts and bank's 
schemes should be formulated in consultation with the State Gowrnment. 

4.1 Every bank has acknowledged dilution of managemmt in all respects. To 
quote SBI-"In achieving this performance we have, howewr, bern compelled to 
accord less than due priority to several important asprcts of our working, likr, 
customer service, house keeping ...... , 

4.2 The State Bank of India has also used the word "Forced" with regard to 
branch expansion. 

4.3 Considering everything, it appears that structural cordoning of the bank 
operations, in the rural area, in particular, is extremely essential, as that alone may 
lead to innovative ban~ng in depth. 

5.0 As such there should at least be tluee categories of commncial banks, one 
having branches in larger location, for international bankin~ throu~h f(m·i~n 
branches, and functioning in metropolitan and large cities within the country. In 
addition, only one of the public sector banks will have a branrh in each of the Dtstrtct 
Head Quarters. The State Bank of India, howev<r, may have to have branch•·s 
within the district for discharging their treasury duties etc. 

5.1 The second category will comprise, with Head Ollict·s at the District ll<-ad 
Quarter, 'District Banks' with which will merf'(e all thP extsting branrlu·s ol natum
alised and J;rivate sector ban~s and RRBs. Thnc will be more or lt-ss 3u5 such 
District Banks. That will initiate removal of regional imbalance, as to finance. 

5.2 In larger towns, including metropolitan. towns there will have to~ be "Small 
Sector Banks" to provide credit to weaker sccttons of the _com".'umty._1 hese banks, 
constituting the third category are .to be encouraged .t~ tntenstfy .thctr coverage of 
specified areas, rather than engage Ill wasteful compehhon by addmg to the branch 
net-work all over the cities. Such banks shall not accept <lll}" demand d•·lx>Stl5 and 
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shall do no other business than making loans to the weaker sector of the c~~unity. 
T d te mobilisation of the resources and face the competition from o ensure a equa . f' d · 'f 
larger banks, they may be permitted to pay a h1gher rate o mterest on epos1ts, 1 
need be and other facilities. 

6.0 Since endeavours to tag Credit Co-operative Societies ~r ~SS to t~e 
commercial banks at t.he ~r:ass-root ~eve! have not s~cc~ede,1, ea~h Distnct B~n~ WI!! 
have to organise functJ.onW!se or for mtegrated functJ.onmg Reg~st~red AssoCiations 
at grass-root levels, leaving the existing co-operative structure undisturbed. The two 
systems can complement and compete with each other. 

· 6.1 Services of Farmer's Service Societies and suitable non-credit societies could 
be availed of by the banks as far as feasible. 

6.2 For the purpose of feeding the "Association" at the grass-root level, there 
should be small non-glamorous mobile banks to visit every "Association" as often as 
necessary . 

. 7.0 The liquidity norms should not apply to the 'District Banks' and the 'Small 
Sector Banks' to keep the refinance need and their operating cost down. The imple
mentation of the scheme and follow up of the performance of development of the 
District and Small Sector Banks can be ensured through a supervision machinery, 
created out of DBOD, including its Inspection Division, the Agricultural Credit 
Department of the Reserve Bank oflndia and the Agricultural Finance Corporation. 

7.1 It may be mentioned herein, that the State Bank oflndia should be given all 
possible support to develop international business, through extensive branch net
work, in a big way and in a very speedy manner. In addition to the State Bank of 
India, there may be only, say, a couple of more banks to carry on International 
Business through foreign branches. 

7.2 The private sector banks should be contained within a region and should 
not be allowed to spread out too far. Branches outside such regions are to be ceded 
to the nationalised banks, oriented to that area. 

7.3 It may also be considered whether licences should not be issued to suitable 
applicants for establishing new "Unit Type" banks in the metropoliU.:n and large 
towns. 

8.0 All the 'District Banks' and the 'Small Sector Banks' should be owned by the 
Central Government and/or Reserve Bank of India. The Chairman of the 'District 
Banks' a!'d the 'Small ~ector Banks' sh?u!d not be appointed notionally, but should 
be recrwted by advertisement, from Within the banks and outside. Selection should 
be based on leadership criteria, capacity to innovate etc. and not on the basis of 
seniority and experience in banking. The maximum age ~hould not be more than 
35/40. The terms of employment of the Chairman of the 'District Banks' and the 
'Small Sector Banks' should be the same as for the nationalised bank Chairmen with 
longer tenure. This is because their services will be less glamorous and more onorous. 

8.1 Recruitment of officers and a ward staff should also be made by advertisement. 
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8.2 The staff structure of the 'District Banks' and 'Small Sector Banks' would be 
such that there would be more officers and le!IS of others. A different salary structuiT. 
for the award staff or officers may not be thought of, as in the short run this will 
create various difficulties ar.d in the long run the difference will disappt"ar. 

8.3 In the metropolis and big cities etc., tlte Reserve Bank of India may identify 
the need and location of bank offices before it issues any licence. In so fi1r unhealthy 
competition through closeness of offices and otherwise has developed, the branch of 
one bank will merge with the branch of a bank of local region or local orientation. 

8.4 Moneylenders in the rural areas and Multani Bankers of Metropolitan areas 
should be eligible to be licensed, for functioning, by the nationalised banks, on 
suitable terms, because these are also institutions for assisting the weaker section. 
These are to be controlled through refinance policy, collectively and individually. 

9.0 High rent has added to the cost structure. The Reserve Bank of India may 
issue directives that rent for premises shall not exceed a certain amount per sq.n. in 
each region. There are cases where the rent, well over Rs. 4/- per sq.n. has been 
paid in addition to the cost of modernisation of the office and construction finance. 
Cost of furniture should also be controlled. 

9.1 Special labour laws should be there to ensure that the restrictive practices 
cannot be enforced by the workers nor federation of 'District Banks' and 'Small 
Sector Banks' unions rna y develop. 

9.2 The establishment charges should have a ceiling ratio separately or in 
aggregate for the emoluments of the officers, clerks and the subordinate staff, as it 
would bear to the working fund or deposits. The ratios are not intended to adversely 
affect the emoluments, but to eliminate, as far as possible the non-monetary facilitirs, 
restrictive practices and host of allowances. Service and economy will then rule the 
situation. Ceiling ratio shall exclude, new branches of all banks for 3 to 4 years. 
Making banking service an essential service by executive order will not achieve any 
change in the climate for functioning, either in the short run or long run. 

10.0 As to the recommendations of the Tandon Committee, while there is a 
system of reviewing the same at times, the Tandon Committee Report slwuld be 
treated as academic for the information of the banks and the banks should not, in 
deciding credit needs, try to adhere to the recommendations as if it were a directive. 
Public announcement in this respect would be essential. 

11.0 It is essential to refer to sick accounts which have grown very fast. In the 
metropolitan and urban sectors, sickness has grown for various reasons; the signi
ficant reason for this being the absence of close follow up of accounts at higher levels. 
So it may be considered whether there need not be a 'Sick Accounts Subsidiary' for 
each bank for transfer of the sick accounts to the same for management. Such a 
subsidiary will function as a consultant and an innovator as also super-manager for 
the industries concerned. Once such transfer has taken place, other account mU5t 
not be allowed to get into difficulty except for reasons altogether beyond control. 
Ordinarily there would be a system of assigning a number of accounts to a group of 
officers so that, thereby no dilution of direct contact with the accounts of the 
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bon·owers be there, in any category, sick or otherwise. Ac~ountability co~ld then be 
identified. The 'District Banks' and 'Small Sector Banks can have a Sick account 
agency for a number of Banks. 

12.0 Training is best if it is 'on the job'. 'Synthetic' training can take training upto 
a point. A mixture of these is essential. 

13.0 To develop a severe constraint on using the bank. services for business 
transactions in cash, no transaction with a bank shall be permitted except through a 
current or saving account. 

14.0 Published 'networth' of the banks should be improved to 6% of the deposits 
by providing additional share capital. So that 6% level can be maintained, allocation 
to the published reserves should be adequate and should not be taxed. To achieve 
the target of providing adequate internal reserve, that also should be tax free. One 
of the sources for adding to the reserves could be the imposition on credit limit 
granted to the extent of say, i%. to t% as the present net profit of banks varying 
from 0.07% of deposits to 0.25% is too small to contribute to networth as required. 

14.1 To bring the operating cost down, it is essential to study in depth as to why 
the cost of non-branch expenditures excluding interest on deposits and borrowings 
range between 28% and 35% (notional calculation). 

14.2 Head office control should confine to policy matters and the regional offices 
of the public sector banks should be as independent as possible, as is the case with 
the Federal Reserve Bank in the U.S.A. 

14.3 Wherever necessary and possible, special concessional rates of interest has 
been allowed to be charged, in recognition of the fact that higher rate of interest on 
borr?wing is a constraint on the safe~y of advance and growth. As such it may be 
conside~ed whether the general ~ending rate can not be substantially reduced by 
controlling cost and th~ rate of mterest offered on the drposits, after taking into 
account .the actual effective cost on account ofliquidity requirements and by relating 
the serVIce charges to the cost of providing the services. This will affect the traders 
mainly. 

14.4 Methods and systems in all respects and reporting system to the Head Office, 
the Reserve Bank and others should be substantially simplified at least for the 
'District Banks' and 'Small Sector Banks'. ' · 

14.5 Power available to SFC's, for recovery of loans should be available to the 
banks. 

14.6 All. these p~opos~ls can be implemented by an ordinance and then put on the 
statutes With modifical.!ons necessary but not inconsistent with the basic theme. 
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APPENDIX I 

ACIDEVEMENT OF PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS, 1969-76 

(Figuro are in Rs. Croro) 

1969 1976 

I. Deposit 4,646 17,132 

2. Credit 3,599 12,909 
Of which credit to priority sector 504 N.A. 

3. Credit Deposit Ratio 77 .5~~ 76.4% 

4. No. of branches 

(a) (i) in Rural and Semi-urban 5,175 15,900 

(ii) Othen 3,007 7,755 

(iii) Total 8,262 23,655 

(b) Ratio 

(i) to (iii) W% 67% 

5. Capital funds as ratio to deposits 1.45~~ 

6. Net Profit as ratio to deposits 0.13% 0.21 ~~ 
( 1973) 

7. No. of staff 2,98,321 3,26,747 
(1973) 

Source: Banking Statistics, December 1975--R.B.l. 
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APPENDIX 

Bank-group and Occupadoa-wiae Classlficadon of Outstanding Credit of Scheduled 

STATE BANK OF INDIA & ITS 
ASSOCIATES 

OCCUPATION 
Credit Amount %to No. of 

Accounts Limit Total 

2 3 4 5 

I. AGRICULTURE AND AU.IED 
ACTIVITIES 933,119 458,83 307,34 10.7 

I. Aglicuhure excluding plantations 869,007 402,53 273,22 9.5 
(a) Direct Finance 834,330 240,50 191,97 6.7 
(h) Indirect Finance 34,677 162,03 81,25 2.8 

2. Allied Activities 61,212 31,15 19,90 0.7 

3. Plan lations 2,900 25,15 14,22 0.5 

II. INDUSTRY 151,689 2892,25 1945,84 67.9 

A. Miaiag and Quarrying 378 86,70 55,57 2.0 

B. Manufacturing Industry 92,291 2646,95 1778,73 62.0 
I. Rice Mills, Flour and Dal Mills 1,101 21,57 12,85 0.4 
2. Sugar 249 154,15 45,71 1.6 
3. Edible Oils and Vanaspati 643 47,09 27,28 0.9 
4. Beverage and Tobacco 349 32,61 10,30 0.4 
5. Textiles 8,782 470,34 317,12 I I. I 

(a) Cotton Textiles 4,555 288,08 195,64 6.8 
(h) jute Textiles 132 95,99 65,65 2.3 
(c) Other Textiles 4,095 86,27 55,83 2.0 

6. Paper, Paper Products & 
Printing 2,469 52,81 39,77 1.4 

7. Leather and Leather Products 821 38,95 32,57 1.1 
8. Rubber and Rubber Products 983 33,97 25,22 0.9 
9. Chemicals and Chemical 

Products 6,195 220,56 148,78 5.2 
(a) Heavy Industrial 

Chemicals 219 19,85 15,16 0.5 (b) Fertilisers 255 75,81 41,47 1.5 (c) Drugs & Pharmaceuticals 924 29,86 22,24 0.8 (d) Others 4,797 95,04 69,91 2.4 
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II 

Commercial Banks (All on December, 1975) 

(Amount in lakhs of ru!"'cs) 

14 NATIONALISED BANKS ALL SCHEDULED COMMERCIAL 
BANKS 

No. of Credit Amount %to No. of Crodit Amount 0
/ 0 to 

Accounts Limit Total Accounts Limit Total 

6 7 6 9 10 )) 12 13 

1701,170 817,69 616,89 10.9 3038,401 1493,21 1070,39 10.7 

1583,913 625,23 496,50 8.8 2645,914 1139,01 840,47 8.4 

1439,935 383,61 344,50 6.1 2654,534 660,20 588,90 5.9 

143,976 241,62 152,00 2.7 191,360 458,61 251,57 2.5 

105,512 64,58 50,46 0.9 174,793 101,42 75,21 0.6 

11,745 127,88 71,91 1.2 I 7,694 252,70 154,71 1.5 

453,429 5324,30 3409,15 60.1 670,125 9575,62 6215,95 62.1 

1,410 90,71 69,50 1.2 1,965 188,34 131,65 1.3 

177,061 4712,82 2962,47 52.2 295,581 6552,60 5468,48 54.6 

4,203 74,94 36,69 0.6 6,773 124,95 05,88 0.7 

616 199,66 70,40 1.2 973 370,07 122,71 1.2 

3,106 108,85 44,04 0.6 4,543 195,96 82,97 0.8 

1,602 73,71 47,29 0.8 2,378 147,33 82,17 0.8 

18,740 966,79 625,07 11.0 31,457 1618,71 1056,38 10.6 

7,843 553,56 362,29 6.4 14,042 928,04 !il5,22 6.2 

318 77,39 51,19 0.9 502 190,84 126,90 1.3 

10,579 335,64 211,59 3.7 l!i,913 499,83 314,26 3.1 

6,489 171,36 I 16,46 2.0 10,103 255,03 I 76,30 1.8 

1,435 37,53 26,14 0.5 2,691 91,29 70,83 0.7 

2,034 64,54 46,03 0.8 3,330 145,28 104,22 1.0 

12,770 548,09 349,39 6.2 20,827 932,75 589,92 5.9 

452 57,21 37,84 0.7 818 96,91 64,23 (l.fi 

394 126,29 81,32 1.4 733 233,37 I 35,7!i 1.4 

2,123 99,69 82,99 1.1 3,516 194,66 I 18,74 1.2 

9,801 264,90 167,24 3.0 15,760 417,61 271,19 2.7 
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APPENDIX 

Bank-group and Occupation-wise Classification of Outstanding Credit of Scheduled 

STATE BANK OF INDIA & ITS 
ASSOCIATES 

OCCUPATION 
No. of Credit Amount %to 

Accounts Limit Total· 

2 3 4 5 

10. Manufacture of basic Minerals 272 102,94 43,70 1.5 

II. Cement 177 40,77 28,42 1.0 

12. Basic Metal and Metal Products 7,828 429,28 339,96 11.9 
(•) Iron & Steel 2,364 293,85 245,34 8.6 
(b) Others 5,464 135,43 94,62 3.3 

13. Engineering 8,697 590,03 416,85 14.5 
(•) Heavy Engineering 1,596 482,29 332,83 11.6 
(b) Light Engineering 7,101 107,74 84,02 2.9 

14. Vehicles, Vehicle Parts & 
Transport Equipment 2,579 150,73 116,25 4.0 

15. Oth•rs 51,146 261,15 173,95 6.1 

c. Electnmty-Generation, Trans-
mission & Distribution 630 45,90 29,23 1.0 

D. Construction 417 19,10 13,24 0.5 

E. Transport Operators 16,209 64,66 48,85 1.7 

F. Personal and Professional 
Service• 4.1,764 28,94 20,22 0.7 

TRADE 69,530 954,21 421,49 14.7 
I. Wholesale Trade 5,930 906,83 389,88 13.6 
2. Retail Trade 63,600 47,38 31,61 1.1 

PERSONAL LOANS (INCLUDING CON-
SUMER DURABLES) 337,250 100,78 84,20 2.9 

ALL OTHERS 556,695 212,30 109,39 3.8 

TOTAL BANK CREDIT 
(I+ II +III +IV+ V) 2048,283 4618,37 2868,26 100.0 
of which Small-scale indwtry 90,213 592,59 408,07 14.2 
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II 

CoJD111ercia1 Banks (As on Dece~nber, 1975) 

(Amount in lakhs of n•JlC"') 

14 NATIONALISED BANKS ALL SCHEDULED CO:I.IMERCIAL 
DANKS 

No. of Credit Amount %to No. of Credit Amount 0/n to 
Accounts Limit Total Accounts Limit Total 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

580 61,34 43,19 0.8 964 209,47 109,2-l 1.1 

228 34,25 24,62 0.4 418 76,49 53,83 0.5 

13,615 517,34 333,54 5.9 23,462 1070,21 755,25 7.6 

4,521 264,34 179,26 3.2 7,763 625,60 4GG.93 4.7 

9,094 253,00 154,28 2.7 15,699 444,61 288,32 2.9 

15,987 1035,80 666,60 11.8 27,082 1867,96 1230,67 12.3 

3,539 726,23 463,07 8.2 5,836 1349,42 877,51 8.8 

12,448 309,57 203,53 3.6 21,246 518,54 353,16 3.5 

4,908 229,20 156,80 2.8 9,510 432,58 311' 12 3.1 

90,746 589,18 376,19 6.6 152,070 1014,58 654,99 6.5 

866 113,61 66,49 1.2 1,650 174,38 106,23 1.1 

3,972 54,16 43,51 0.8 5,477 90,08 70,08 0.7 

72,732 201,88 157,95 2.8 103,422 328,37 259,79 2.6 

197,388 151,12 109,23 1.9 262,010 241,85 179,74 1.8 

313,956 1832,19 1139,22 20.1 443,886 3251,44 1819,84 18.2 

57,756 1574,12 959,45 16.9 83,864 2866,58 1556,92 15.6 

256,200 258,07 179,77 3.2 360,022 384,86 262,92 2.6 

592,225 215,14 167,52 2.9 1303,224 393,47 316,33 3.1 

771,461 564,04 338,08 6.0 1891,624 984,19 590,70 5.9 

3832,241 8753,36 5672,86 100.0 7347,260 15697,93 10013,21 100.0 

154,490 999,99 652,47 11.5 262,122 1772,88 1177,90 11.8 

Source: Banking Statistics, Ikccmber, 197.'>-R.B.I. 
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